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Preface 
Industry and Commerce, which account for over one-half of the national 
use of energy, have tremendous opportunity for energy management. 
The adequacy of America's energy supply has become one of the most 
frequently discussed subjects in the business and professional communities. 
Though most of us may not be involved in global decisions that will affect 
U.S. future use of the various available energy sources, many of us are invol-
ved in important energy decisions affecting individual business and industries. 
Energy use decisions made this year may well determine the survival or fail-
ure of a company and the employment status of hundreds or thousands of people 
next year and beyond. Decisions this important require the fullest possible 
availability of readily usuable information from both public and private 
sources. But - this kind of information is not always easy to obtain. 
The vast body of energy-related material produced by government and 
private agencies contains enormous amounts of raw, unorganized information which 
is not readily available to or easily assimilated by the people involved in 
this area. 
Keeping this difficulty in view, this EMO Energy Calculation Manual has 
been designed and prepared in a fashion that accomplishes the task of summar-
izing and standardizing a rather comprehensive list of ECOs (Energy Conservation 
Opportunities) in an organized, systematic and easy-to-use format. 
This could have been done in various ways but in the interest of being 
consistent with the classification of *EPIC ECO Category Code, I have chosen 
to identify and designate the variety of ECOs by the same code. 
In appendix a reproduction of the "Directory of Industrial Energy 
Conservation Opportunities - DIECO" has been provided.which the reader can 
go through to understand the mechanics of EPIC ECO Codes. These codes have 
been used to identify and designate ECOs. 
In this Manual, section 1 is an introduction to EADC and a discussion 
on the research objectives. In section 2 standardization of ECO formats is 
discussed with guidelines for the users of the standard ECO Formats. Section 
3 is the main content of this Manual wherein fourteen Standardized ECO Formats 
have been designed and example calculations have been worked. The order in 
which these forms have been set up is that the each ECO has an instruction sheet 
of its own followed by example calculations. Finally, the blank forms for the 
* EPIC = Energy Conservation Program Guide for Industry and Commerce. 
NBS Handbook 115 
ECO are given. 
In section 4, some discussion on the scope of further research is 
included to indicate what future work can be done on this topic. Section 
5 is a short summary followed by an Appendix and References. 
I believe the information and guidelines presented in the Manual 
will help today's energy decision maker to meet the critical challenge 
of current and long term Energy Management. 
Gholarn Mustafa 
Dec. 2, 1982 
1. INra:XXCTICN 
1.1 What is FAOC? 
The Oklahana. State University Energy Analysis and Diagnostic Center 
(FAIX::) is the narrw:? of a project funded by the U.S. Department of Energy 
through the University City Science Center of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as 
pri~ contractor. 
l 
The objective of the Center is to identify and evaluate, through visits 
to industrial sites, opportunities for energy conservation. The evaluation 
process is based on the data gathered during a one day site visit by an audit 
team. An energy audit report is then mailed within two weeks to the plant 
engineer of the plant by the audit team. 'Ille report contains a list of FXX>s 
which are specifically identified and evaluated for that plant. A follow up 
letter is also then sent to the ITllnaganent after about six ITX>nths so as to get 
feedback regarding their response to the suggested FXX>s. 
1.2 Background of the Research 
A need was perceived for an 'EMO Calculation Manual. A large 
list of BX>s has been developed and are being developed by FAOC for which 
costs and savings have already been calculated so there existed a need to 
• sl.ITlTlarize and standardize these in a fonrRt that would be useful for later 
analyses. By designing standardized FXX> fonrRts IJUch ti~ and effort could be 
saved. 
1.3 Objectives of the Research 
The rrn.jor objectives are: 
(i) To irrprove the quality of FAOC energy audit reports rrn.iled 
to the various industries where the audit takes place. 
(ii) To sllTlTlarize and standardize the ITX>St frequently encountered 
FXX>s in an organized, systanatic and easy-to-use format. 
(iii) To JTRintain a consistent and unified approach in the 
calculation of costs and savings for various EIDs. 
(iv) To eliminate the repetition of v.urk and research on the 
sarre type of FXX> by different m:rrbers of FAOC thereby irrproving 
the productivity of the organization as a whole. 
(v) To provide the users of this Manual with a broad outline 
for developnent of future FXX>s. 
2. STANDARDI?ATKN OF EXD RJM.\'IS 
2.1 Format Discussion 
The contents of all the fourteen sarrples of the standardized 1JX> formats 
have essentially the following seven major parts or itens: 
( 1) EPIC 1JX> C.Ode 
(2) Title 
(3) Executive Stnmary 
(4) Required Data 
(5) Calculations (for energy and $ savings) 
(6) Calculations (for irrplanentation cost) 
(7) Calculations (for sirrple payback) 
The aspects of design and layout of each of the above itens for all of 
the formats have been discussed in Section 2.2. 
2.2 Aspects of Design and Layout 
( 1) EPIC HD Code: 
Each EXD format begins with an EPIC Code ntrrber which is 
essentially a code nt.JTber given for the name of that EXD. The 
reader of this 11ll.Ilual, at this point, can Inlke a reference to 
the Appendix "A" which is actually a carplete set of 
''Directory of Industrial Energy C.Onservation Opportunities -
DIEXD" in order to understand the mechanics of the coding for 
a variety of JJX>s. 
(2) Title 
This is accarplished with a short sentence (preferably of one 
line) for the name of the EXD which specifies its type and 
nature 1 i ke "optimize pl ant power factor". 
(3) Executive Stnmary 
This is, of course, an irrportant part of format in the sense 
that it explains the nature of the EXX> and all the irrportant 
and necessary information in brief. Brevity is irrportant 
because executives are always constrained by time-factor. 
Therefore, it is irrportant that the infol'lnltion presented is 
precise. 
Enough information should be provided in the Executive 
SUIITlB.ry to state what is being done and why. Specific 
process rn:ichines should be named when necessary. 
2 
(4) Required Data 
This part contains the necessary data for the cost/benefit 
analysis of the :a:n. The audit team Ill.1st supply all the data 
listed in the ''Required Data" part of the format. 
Most of the data are collected fran the site either by 
IIEasuranent or by the records and information available at 
the site. However, sanetiIIEs sane of the data are assl.IIled 
either for the sake of sirq:>lifying the calculations or 
because of the unavailability of needed data. This, of 
course, requires judganent on the part of the analyst. The 
cost data are usually based on market research, and there-
fore, should be latest as far as possible. 
(5) Calculations (for energy and $ savings) 
This is the first calculation part of the :a:D formats in 
which the energy and dollar savings are calculated. This 
information becanes a necessary part of the calculations for 
the sirq:>le payback period. 
(6) Calculations (for irq:>lenentation cost) 
Since all of the H:Os require sane capital expense (whether 
minilllil or significant), the irq:>lenentation cost for the H:O 
is evaluated in this part. 
(7) Calculations (for sirq:>le payback) 
In this last part of the calculation, the sirq:>le payback 
period is determined as a ratio of (total investment cost in 
$) to (total net annual $ savings) in order to evaluate the 
econanic attractiveness of the H:O. A payback period up to 
3 years is usually regarded as econanically justifiable 
depending upon the nature and type of H:O 
2.3 Guidelines for the Users of the H:O Formats 
The design of the standard forms is such that they can be readily used as 
"fill-in-the-blanks." Sane minor modifications might be required in case of a 
very typical situation. However, in general they can be used as is. 
Care should be taken to be sure all data is provided accurately. Once 
this is done, calculations are lllide for energy and dollar savings and finally 
the payback period is calculated to evaluate the econanic justification for 
the project. · 
Most of the H:Os have their cmn attached charts and figures to which 
references are to be made for calculation purposes. 
In order to explain the procedures for filling out the formats, an 
instruction sheet and an exSITQle calculation for each of the H:Os has been 
provided. 
.3 
The data used in the exarrple calculations are taken fran audits 
previously done by~ audit teams for various industries in OklahaTH. 
Hence, the data are not fabricated and, therefore, reflect real Y.Urld 
situations. 
In exarrple calculations, all the infol'lllition (Y.Urds or data) with which 
the fonnats are filled out are in handwriting so that they are praninently 
visible to the readers. 
L, 
The reason for using separate instruction sheet for every ErD is the fact 
that every ErD has its own characterisitcs and own figures and charts to use. 
L 
INSTRlCTICN SHElIT Fm KD # 1 
Ti tie: Reduce Ccnbustion Air Flow to Optimm 
How To Use This KD Fonnat 
In the exarrple calculations for this KD attached herewith, the set of 
relevant data were picked up fran the FAIX: audit report (Report #D6) prepared 
for Canadian Valley, Oklahalli City. When the reader goes through this exmrple 
calculation, probably he/she would like to understand the use of Figure 1 
because the rest of the Illlterials are alITX>st self explanatory. 
Use of Figure 1 
This curve is typical for hydrocarbon gaseous fuels such as natural gas. It 
shows the effect of reducing excess air for a hydrocarbon gaseous fuel. To 
use this figure, note that the curve "A" relates to ID2 content in the flue 
gas to the corresponding% excess air. Hence, the broRen arrows (in red ink) 
shows that for 7'%02 in flue gas the corresponding% excess air is 45%. To 
find the fuel savings that will result fran reducing the o2 content to an 
optimm value of 296, sirrply find the intersection of the given o2 level of 796 
with the flue stack tarperature of 360 F. The fuel savings is read as 296 
directly to the left ordinate. 
Handbook 
Figures are available in Energy Management Handbook and Instructions for 
Energy Auditors for other fuels. 
Note: The figures for cost of irrplementation should always be up to date as 
far as possible. 
• 
EOO # 1 
(EPIC EOO OODE 11.12) 
TITLE: Reduce Combustion Air Flow to Optimum 
EXEClJfIVE Sl.Jr.NARY: 
Fuel savings can be realized by reducing combustion air flow to 
the required optinn..un level. Natural gas fired fllI1laces need 
enough oxygen to support combustion. This is supplied by atmos-
pheric air being fed into the flame. The energy content of the 
air must be raised to the desired furnace temperature. There-
fore, any excess air drawn into the system is heated from room 
temperature to stack temperature having no useful purpose served 
and is, therefore, lost heat. By controlling the amot.mt of air 
flow to the optinn..un level for complete combustion, less fuel 
will be needed to maintain the desired temperature. This can 
be done easily by an investment in a flue gas analyzer that 




Firmg Unit Heat Output: 3,.608",, 5"ooB1U/hr • 
Operating Hours 4 2 o Hrs/year 
NlIDlber of Burners 
Average Fuel Cost : $ ~ • (;:;.... /M::F 
Measured: 
% 02 in Flue Gases 
% al2 in Flue Gases 
Stack Temperature 
7h 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
op 
(1) Your present system has 7 % of 0 2 in the flue gases at 
'3G o °F for which Fig. (1) gives a corresponding value of 4~ % 
excess air. 
(2) You can improve your system by reducing the excess air or 
oxygen from the operating condition of 7 % to an optimum 
value of 2% oxygen, corresponding to 10% excess air for natural 
gases. 
(3) For this action if taken, Fig. (1) shows that a fuel saving 
of .2- % will be achieved. 
(4) % efficiency of your natural gas firing t.mit is determined 
as ~z. % from Fig. (2) (existing condition). 
(5) Savings lI1 fuel 
(6) Savings in $ 
= (Output heat capacity) x (I/% efficiency 
of firing unit) x (% Load) x (Operating 
hoursJ x (% Fuel saving) 
= (~l.t>&5'ooBTIJ/hr.) x (100/ <tS ".:2- ) x 
( qo /100) x Ut l-uo Hrs. /yr.) x ( !)_ /100) 
6 
= 33 3~ IO BTU/yr. 
7 
= (Fuel savings) x (Fuel cost) 
" ('~,~x Io BTIJ/yr.) x (1 r.CF/10 6 BTIJ) x ($ ~ • ,1/1-iCF) 
"' $ ~7~· 4£ /year. 
CALOJLATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Ma~erial cost: The % 0 2 can be monitored and adjusted by 
incorporating a Fyrite Analyzer to the system at an approximate 
cost 0 f $ Lt 6 0 . 
(2) aper. CDst: The Fyrite Analyzer can be operated by employing 
a maintenance personnel at the rate of $ 1..o/hr. It can 
be assumed that he/she would spend 30 minutes every ITlDnth for 
checking % 0 2 in flue gases. 
C.\LCULATICNS (for payback): 
(1) Annual net saVli1gs = (Total $ savings/yr.) - (Ope rational cost/yr.) 
= $(g7;(.lf(.) - $( bO•OO) 
(2) Simple payback 
= $ 81?.. .4, /yr. 
= CI'otal Cost )~ (Annual net saving) 
($~_6"o ) . ($glz·'t!/yr.) 
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1. The eff.:-ct of -;-e-Jucing excess air for a hydrocarbon ~aseous fuel. 
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Fig. 2. Natural gas efficiency. 
14 
ECO # 
(EPIC ECO CODE 11.12) 
TITLE: Reduce Combustion Air Flow to Optimum 
EXEaITIVE Sm.MARY: 
Fuel savings can be realized by reducing combustion air flow to 
the required optimum level. Natural gas fired furnaces need 
enough oxygen to support combustion. This is supplied by atmos-
pheric air being fed into the flame.· The energy content of the 
air must be raised to the desired furnace temperature. There-
fore, any excess air drawn into the system is heated from room 
temperature to stack temperature having no useful purpose served 
and is, therefore, lost heat. By controlling the amount of air 
flow to the optimum level for complete combustion, less fuel 
will be needed to maintain the desired temperature. This can 
be done easily by an investment in a flue gas analyzer that 




Firing Unit Heat Output: BTU/hr. 
Operating Hours ~~~--Hrs/year 
Number of Burners 
Average Fuel Cost :$ /M::F -----
Measured: 
% 0 2 in Flue Gases 
% C02 in Flue Gases 
Stack Temperature 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
F 
(1) Your present system has % of 0 2 in the flue gases at 
°F for which Fig. (1) gives a corresponding value of % 
excess air. 
(2) You can improve your system by reducing the excess air or 
oxygen from the operating condition of % to an optinrum 
value of 2% oxygen, corresponding to 10% excess air for natural 
gases. 
(3) For this action if taken, Fig. (1) shows that a fuel saving 
of % will be achieved. 
(4) % efficiency of your natural gas firing unit is determined 
as % from Fig. (2) (existing condition). 
10 
(S) Savings rn fuel = (Output heat capacity) x (1/% efficiency 
of firing tmit) x (% Load) x (Operating 
hours) x (% Fuel saving) 
= ( B11J/hr.) x (100/ ) x 
Jl 
( /100) x ( Hrs. /yr.) x ( /100) 
= BTU/yr. 
(6) Savings in $ = (Fuel savings) x (Fuel cost) 
= ( B1U/yr.) x (1 I--CF/10 6 B'TIJ) x ($ 
= $ /year. 
CALOJLATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Ma~erial cost: The % 0 2 can be monitored and adjusted by 
incorporating a Fyrite Analyzer to the system at an approximate 
cost of S 
(2) Oper. Cost: The Fyrite Analyzer can be operated by employing 
a maintenance personnel at the rate of $ /hr. It can 
be assurred that he/she would spend 30 minutes every month for 
checking ~ 02 in flue gases. 
C.\LCUL.\TICNS (for payback): 
/MCF) 
(1) Annual net saVl.flgs = (Total $ savings/yr.) - (Operational cost/yr.) 
= $( ) - s ( ) 
$ /y-r. 
(2) Simple payback = (Total Cost '~ (Annual net saving) J.

























OIY&(ll Ill flUf tA.S - "' 
1. The effect of rE-ducing excess air for a hydroo.rbon ~ascous fuel. 
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Percent oic:ygen by volume 
INSTRI.CI'IOO SHEET FCR HD #2 
Title: Install Carpressor Air Intakes in Coolest Location 
How To Use this ErD Format 
In the exarrple calculations for this HD attached herewith, the set of 
relevant data were picked up fran the~ audit report (Report #C4) prepared 
for Boardnan Carpany, Oklahana City, <ldahana. 
In this HD, Figure 1 gives zero percent HP savings corresponding to an air 
intake tal\)erature of 70'F and at this tal\)erature the intake vollllle required 
to deliver 1000 cu.ft. of free air is also 1000 cu.ft., but for other air 
intake tal\)eratures, the intake vollllles required to deliver 1000 cu.ft. of 
free air are different and they are increasing with the increase in air in-
take tal\)eratures. 
Further, note that3the intake voll.IJle corresponding to air intake tal\)erature 
of 95 F is 1050 ft which has been calculated fran Figure 1 by interpolation. 
For exarrple, the intake vollllle corresponding to 88 F (air intake tEfll>erature) 
can be interpolated as follows: 
1020 + (1040 - 1020) x (88 - 80) = 1036 cu.ft 
90 - 80 
Note: The figures for cost of irrl>lanentation should always be up to date 
as far as possible. 
ECO#;;!,, 
(EPIC ECO CODE 32.21) 
TITLE: Install Compressor Air Intakes in Coolest Locations. 
EXEClJfIVE SlJ!'.IMARY: 
By installing the intake duct for an air compressor in the coolest 
locations, one can have H.P. savings thereby reducing the consump-
tion of the energy for the prime mover. Usually it is the saving 
in electrical energy of the motors driving the compressor. This 
energy saving potential is due to the fact thdt the compressor is 
required to do less work in order to compress a certain amount of 
air at a lower tempe;rature having a smaller volume than to com-
press the same amount of air at a higher temperature having a 
larger volume. This can be done easily by installing an air 




Average inside air temp. (T 1 ) : ---=-----Average outside air temp. (T 2 ): t;,;o °F 
Compressor size 5o Hp. 
Operation Hours :t 5" o o Hrs. /yr. 
Electricity cost :$0°02.51:2- /K\'l'H 
% Load on compressor € o % 
Measured: 
Duct-work length 4 ft. 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and $ savings): 
(1) Referring to Fig. (1) under the second column (with the heading: 
Intake volume required to deliver 1000 ft~of free air at 70°F), 
the corresponding volumes of air can be found at T 1 = °I 5°°F and 
T2 = Go °F as l 05'0 ft 3 and °f ~I ft 3 respectively. 
(2) Savings in energy = [Intake vol. at T1 - Intake vol. at T2 )/ 
CTntake vol. at T1 )] x 100% 
(3) Savings in KWH: 
(4) Savings in BTU: 
(5) Savings in$: 
= [{ I o 5 o - 9 <6' \ ) IC l o 5 o )] x 100% 
= b• 5 7 % Hp saving. 
= ( % Hp saving) x (% Load) x (Compressor 
size) x (0.746 KW/hp) x (Operating hrs.Jyr.) 
= ( 6 .. S 7 /100) x ( 5 C> /100) x ( '::;,-o hp) 
x (O. 746 KW/hp.) x ( ;t5'oo hrs./yr.) 
= '3 o .(; 3 IGvH/yr. 
= ( 3c£3 KWH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/KWH) 
' = lo· 5x1 o BTU/yr. 
= (K\~H/yr. saved) x (Electricity cost) 
= ( 3c b 3 KhH/yr.) x ($ D ·o2-gl2-/K\\H) 
= $ 'I ' ' 13 /yr. 
, c:' . _, 
16 
CALQJL~TIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Material cost: For the air intake duct work, insulated flexible 
duct with vinyl coated spring steel (or aluminum) can be used which 
costs abour $ 3 ~co /linear ft. 
And ;!, grille would cost $ 5 O approximately @ $ 2~/grille. 
(2) Labor cost: For the installation of the duct, 
be employed @ $ 10 /hr. for about 2 hours. 
(3) Hence Total cost = Material cost + Labor cost 
2 persons may 
(duct cost/linear ft) x (Total linear ft) + 
CALCULATIOt~ (for payback): 
(# grilles) x (Cost of grille) + (# of labors) 
x (# of hrs. worked) x (wage/hr.) 
= $ 3' o-v /linear ft) x ( Lf ft.) + ( ~ grilles) 
x ($ ;L 5/ grille) + ( 1-, labors) x ($ j_ o /hr) 
x ( ~ hrs) 
= $ Io~· oo 
(1) Simple payback = Total cost $ 
Annual $ savings 
Io '1.. • e c / 8.£' ( 3 
\ • I 8 yrs. 
Note: In some cases a damper is re~uired so that insi~e ~ir is used 
in the summer if it is cool:~r th&n. outs :i_cle. In voLlT case s.,.v..,~ t:....; 
~~ ~ M-~e........J...e-J..". . 
17 
Figure 1 
% HP Saving or 
Temperature of Intake Voltnne Required to Deliver Increase Relative 
Air Intake, F 1000 cu.ft. of Free Air at 70 F to 70 F Intake 
30 925 7.5 Saving 
40 943 5.7 Saving 
50 962 3. 8 Saving 
60 981 1.9 Saving 
70 1000 0 
so 1020 1.9 Increase 
~l(J 1040 3.8 Increase 
100 1060 5.7 Increase 
110 1080 7.6 Increase 
120 1100 9.5 Increase 
64 OUCJWORK Incl. linings. 1oints. supports. al1owance for 
002 lle11ble connections. No insulation included. 
010 @) Aluminum. alloy 3003-Hl4. under 500 lb 
'Q-10 80 lb 1.95 4.69 6.64 8.95 
016 Over 2000 lb. 130 1.34 2.89 4.23 
5.65 
050 Galvanized steel. under 500 lb. 240 .76 I.56 2.32 3.10 
052 500 to 1000 lb. 255 _57 147 2.04 2.75 
054 1000 to 2000 lb 265 .48 1.42 1.90 257 
056 2000 to 5000 lb. 275 .45 1.36 1.81 2.47 
058 Over 5000 lb. 285 .39 1.32 1.71 2-33 
100 Stainless steel. type 304. under 400 lb . 165 1.96 2.27 413 545 
106 Over 2000 lb. 
, 225 1:24 1.67 2.91 3.11 
For medium pressure ductwork. add 
. 
15e~ 110 - . 
120 For high pressure ductwork. add ' 40°u 
130 fleuble duct. vinyl coated spring steel or aluminum. 
140 pressure to 10" (WG) Ul-181. 
150 Non-insulated. 3" diameter Q-9 400 LF. .48 .60 1.08 1-40 
154 5" diameter : . 320 .66 .75 1.41 l.B2 . 
156 , 6" diameter 280 .76 .86 1.62 2.08 
158 r diameter 240 .86 1.01 1.87 240 
160 8" diameter 200 1.02 1.21 2-23 -2.87 
164 10" diameter 160 1.32 1.51 2.83 3.63 
166 12" diameter 120 1.61 2.01 3.62 4.68 
190 . Insulated. 4" diameter 340 1.75 .71 2.46 2..95 
192 5· diameter 300 1.22 .80 2.02 2.50 
194 6" diameter 260 1.32 .93 2.25 2.19 
196 r diameter .. 220 1.44 1.10 2.54 3-17 
198 8" diameter 180 1.62 1.34 2.96 172 
202 10" diameter 
.. 
'140 1.91 1.72 3.63 4.59 
204 12" diameter 1. 100 ' 2.34 2.41 4.75 6.05 300 R1g1d fiberglass. round .. 003" foil scnm 1acket 
310 4" diameter Q-9 310 LF. 1.21 .78 1.99 2.46 
312 5" diameter 275 1.39 .88 2.27 2.80 
314 6" diameter 240 1.52 1.01 2.53 3.13 
316 7" diameter 220 1.77 1.10 2.87 3.53 
318 8" diameter IBO 2.03 1.34 137 4-17 
322 10" diameter 140 2.47 1.72 4.19 5.20 ,___ 
324 12" diameter Ir 100 ' 3.15 2.41 5.56 6.95 350 Rectangular, (no add1t1onal insulation reQuired) Q-10 350 SF Surf .88 1.07 1.95 2.52 
55 GRILLES 
002 Aluminum 
100 Air return. 6" x 6" I Shee 26 h. 5.05 5.15 10.20 13 
102 JO" I 6" 24 5.45 5.60 11.05 14.05 
108 16" I 8" 22 7.45 6.10 13.55 17 
110 12" I 12" 22 1-45 6.10 13.55 17 
112 24" I 12" . 18 11J5 7.45 18.60 23 ~ 
122 24• I 18" - 16· 17.80 8.40 26.20 32 
128 36" x 24" ~ 14 42 9.55 51.55 60 
300 filter guile with filter. 12" x 12" . ·-24 11-25 'S.60 16.85 20 
302 is· x 12" . - 20 14.50 6.70 21.20 26 . 
304 24• I 18• 18 26 7:45 33.45 39 
306 24" l 24" 16 37 8.40 45.40 53 
600 For steel ~rilles instead or aluminum. 1n ab~ve deduct ' 100.,, 
for ~xpanded co~erage of these items see Means' Mechan•caf & Electrical Cost Data 1981 
ECD # 
(EPIC ECO CODE 32.21) 
TITLE: Install Compressor Air Intakes in Coolest Locations. 
EXECUfIVE. Sur.Ni\RY: · 
By installing the intake duct for an air compressor in the coolest 
locations, one can have H.P. savings thereby reducing the conswrrp-
tion of the energy for the prime mover. Usually it is the saving 
in electrical energy of the motors driving the compressor. This 
energy saving potential is due to the fact thctt the compressor is 
required to do less work in order to compress a certain amount of 
air at a lower temp~rature having a smaller volume than to com-
press the same amount of air at a higher temperature having a 
larger volume. This can be done easily by installing an air 




Average inside air temp. (T 1 ) : °F ------
Average outside air temp. (T 2 ): ° F 
Compressor size ----~Hp. 
Operation Hours Hrs./yr. 
Electricity cost :$ /KWH 
~----
% Load on compressor % 
Measured: 
Duct-work length ft. -----
CALCULATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
(1) Referring to Fig. (1) under the second column (with the heading: 
Intake volume required to deliver 1000 ft~of free air at 70°F), 
the corresponding volumes of air can be found at T1 = °F and 
T 2 = °F as ft 3 and ft 3 respectively. 
(2) Savings in energy = [ Intake vol. at T 1 - Intake vol. at T 2 )/ 
Untake vol. at T1 )] x 100% 
(3) Savings in KM-I: 
(4) Savings in BTU: 





)/( )] x 100% 
% Hp saving. 
% Hp saving) x (% Load) x (Compressor 
(0.746 KW/hp) x (Operating hrs.Jyr.) 
= ( /100) x ( /100) x ( hp) 
x (0.746 KW/hp.) x ( hrs. /yr.) 
= .K\\H/yr. 
= ( KWH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/KWH) 
= BTIJ/yr. 
= (k1\H/yr. saved) x (Electricity cost) 
= ( Kl\11/yr.) x ($ /KWH) 
= $ /yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Material cost: For the air intake duct work, insulated flexible 
duct with vinyl coated spring steel (or alumimnn) can be used which 
10 
costs abour $ /linear ft. 
And grille would cost $ approximately @ $ /grille. 
(2) Labor cost: 
be employed @ $ 
For the installation of the duct, persons may 
/hr. for about hours. 
(3) Hence Total cost = Material cost + Labor cost 
= (duct cost/linear ft) x (Total linear ft) + 
(# grilles) x (Cost of grille) + (# of labors) 
x (# of hrs. worked) x (wage/hr.) 
= $ /linear ft) x ( ft.) + ( 
x ($ grille) + ( labors) x ($ 
x ( hrs) 
= $ 
O\LCULATION (for payback): 
(1) Simple payback = Total cost $ 
Annual $ savings 
= 
= yrs. 
Note: In some cases a damper is re~uired so that inside air is used 




% HP Saving or 
Temperature of Intake Voltnne Required to Deliver Increase Relative 
Air Intake, F 1000 cu.ft. of Free Air at 70 F to 70 F Intake 
30 925 7.5 Saving 
40 943 5.7 Saving 
so 962 3.8 Saving 
60 981 1. 9 Saving 
70 1000 0 
80 1020 1.9 Increase 
90 1040 3.8 Increase 
100 1060 5.7 Increase 
110 1080 7.6 Increase 
120 1100 9.5 Increase 
64 DUCTWORK Incl. linings. 1omts. supports. allowance tor 
002 flexrble connections. No msulal1on included. 
010 @) Aluminum, .illoy 3003-Hl4. under 500 lb 
~-10 80 Lb 1.95 4.69 6.64 8-95 
016 Over 2000 lb. 130 1.34 2.89 
4.23 5.65 
050 Galvanized steel. under 500 lb. 240 .76 l.56 
2.32 3.10 
052 500 to 1000 lb. 255 .57 147 2.04 
2.75 
054 1000 lo 2000 lb. 265 .48 142 l.90 
2.57 
056 2000 to 5000 lb. 275 .45 1.36 I.Bl 
2.47 
058 Over 5000 lb. 285 .39 1.32 1.71 2.33 
100 Slamless steel. type 304. under 400 lb 165 1.96 2.27 423 5.45 
106 Over 2000 lb. 225 1.24 1.67 2.91 3.n 
llO For medium pressure ductwork. add 
. 
15'< 
120 For high pressure ductwork. add '" 40°0 
130 flexible duel, vmyl coated sprmg steel or aluminum. 
140 pressure lo 10· fWGI UL-181. 
150 Non-insulated, 3· diameter Q-9 400 LF. .48 .60 LOS HO 
154 s· diameter . 320 .66 .75 1.41 l.B2 
156 • 6" diameter 280 .76 .86 1.62 2.08 
158 r diameter 240 .86 LOI l.87 .2.40 
160 s· diameter 200 l.02 1.21 2.23 -2.87 
164 10· d1 a meter 160 1.32 l.51 2.83 3.63 
166 Ir diameter 120 1.61 2.01 3.62 4.68 
190 . Insulated. 4" diameter 340 l.75 .71 2.46 2.95 
192 5· diameter 300 l.22 .80 2.02 2..50 
194 6" diameter 260 1.32 .93 2.25 2.79 
196 r diameter 220 1.44 1.10 2.54 3.17 
198 a· diameter 180 l.62 l.34 2.96 172 .. 
202 10· diameter 
.·. '140 1.91 1.72 3.63 4.59 
204 12" diameter 1 100 ' 2.34 2 41 4.75 6.05 . 300 R1g1d l1ber glass. round .. 003" foil scrim 1acket 
310 4· diameter Q-9 310 L.F. 1.21 .78 l.99 2.46 
312 5· diameter 275 1.39 .88 2.27 2.80 
314 6" diameter 240 l.52 l.01 2.53 113 
316 1" diameter 220 1.77 1.10 2.87 3.53 
318 s· diameter 180 2.03 l.34 3.37 4.17 
322 10· diameter 140 2.47 l.72 4.19 520 ,___ 
324 12" diameter 100 ' 3.15 2.41 5.56 6.95 350 Rectangular. (no additional insulation reouued) Q-10 350 SF Surf .88 1.07 1.95 2.52 
55 GRILLES 
002 Alu mm um 
IOO Air return. 6 • 1 6" I Shee 26 Ea. 5.05 5.15 10.20 13 
102 10· l 6" 24 5.45 5.60 11.05 14.05 
108 16" I 8" ". 22 7.45 6.10 13.55 17 
110 12" l 12" 22 7.45 6.10 13.55 17 
112 24" l 12· - 18 ll.15 7.45 18.60 23 : 
122 24" l 18" - 16 17.80 8.40 26.20 32 
128 36" I 24" 14 - 42 9.55 51.55 60 
300 Filler grille with filter. 12" x 12" ···24 11.25 'S.60 16.85 20 
302 18" I 12" . - 20 14.50 6.70 21.20 26 
304 24" l 18" 18 26 7:45 33.45 39 
306 24" I 24" 16 37 8.40 45.40 53 
600 for steel pilles m~tead of aluminum. 1n ab~ve deduct 10::. 
for expanded coverage of these items see Means Mechanic JI & fleclncal Cost Dill~ I 981 
INSTRICI'ICN SHEET RR HD #3 
Title: Eliminate Leaks in Ccnpressed Air 
How To Use This HD Format 
In the exarrple calculations for this ErD attached herewith, the set of 
relevant data were picked up fran FAIC audit report (Report #ClO) prepared 
for Neece Steel Corporation, Claremore, Oklahani. 
Table 1 of this HD furnishes values of "free air wasted by the air leaks" 
corresponding to different leak sizes at different air pressure of carpres-
sor. It also furnishes the corresponding values of fuel wasted (in .ID\H/yr and 
BIU/yr). However, in cases of air pressure other than 120, 110, 100 and 90 
psig, interpolation would be required. For exarrple, if the carpressor air 
pressure were 105 psig then the fuel wasted (in BIU/yr) corresponding to a 
leak size of 1/16 inch would be: 
= 21.5 x 106 (21.5 x 106 - 19.8 x 106) x (110 - 105) 
110 - 100 
= 20.65 x 106 BIU/yr. 
Note: The figures for cost of irrplenentation should always be up to date 
as far as possible. 
ECO# 3 
(EPIC EQ) Q)DE 32.31) 
TITLE: Eliminate Leaks ill Compressed Air. 
EXECUf IVE SU?vMARY: 
Compressed air leaks are quite expensive and they are a direct 
loss of the dollars put into the energy required to compress 
the air. You can realize savings in energy and thereby in $s 
by.establishing a maintenance schedule to inspect air hoses, 
pipelines, valves and fittings at regular intervals to detect 
leaks. Since the hissing sound of air leaks often becomes in-
audible due to excessive plant noise, it is, therefore, a com-
mon way of detecting leaks in air pipelines by swabbing soapy 
water around the joints. Even very small leaks will make their 
presence known by blowing bubbles. For your system of compressed 
air leaks, calculations have been made to show the savings. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
Air compressor discharge pressure 
Cost of electricity (incll!ding fuel 
Hrs. of operation/yr. 
Measured/Estimated: 
: .io o psig 
adj . ) : $ O • o -;i.. Cf /KWH 
: 4 '1 .. <;;o Hrs ./yr. 
Compressed air leak sizes 
(in terms of their equivalent diameters): (a) Yt& inch 
: (b) l/f? inch 
: (c) t/ 4 inch 
Corresponding number of leaks : (a)_'4~­
: (b) 3 
-~--
:(c)_i __ 
CALOJl.ATIONS (for energy and $ savings): 
(1) Some of the air leaks are actually cracks/holes/gaps etc. 
of irregular shape. But, however, for calculation purposes 
they have been rounded off to their approximate equivalent 
diameter. 
(2) For your present system, Tables (1) shows that for your 
air compressor discharge pressure of :1. o o psig, you have the 
following amount of waste of free air and fuel: 
25 
Number of Estimated Free air wasted Fuel ,,·asted 
Leaks Diame te~( inch) cu. ft./yr. -·BTU/yr. 
' 4 Yr6 Lt X 2/ 2- '"L '2-/0 OD Lfx.l°l·~XIO 
b 
3 )/g 3Y.. g-.1~80 ...... 000 
3 x '1~,. 8 X ID 
' 1 ~ 1"f..3~5oo1 00° 1 !<. 315' · ( X ID 
(3) Fuel (BTU) Savings: (Total fuel wasted/yr.) x 
(Hrs. of operation/yr.) 
24 x 365 Hrs./yr. 
' = ((;31.2ic10BTIJ/yr) x C4'2SoHrs./yr.) 
b 8760 Hrs./yr. 
=~ob')< /0 BTU/yr. 
(4) KMf Savings: (lITU savinfs/yr.) x (1 KWH/3412 BTIJ) 
(5) $ Savings: 
= ( 3o {.;(IO BllJ/yr.) x (1 KWH/ 3412 B11J) 
= 2f17 ~ 2- KWH/yr. 
= (KWH savings/yr.) x (Electricity cost) 
= ( %'175' 2. K\'JH/yr.) x ($ 0 • o 2. 'l /IGvH) 
= $ '.2.. f.o 3 /yr. 
CALO.JlATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Material cost: This cost will be the replacement cost of the 
bad portion of the hoses and cost of fittings/trrlions etc. 
(2) Labor cost: For the repai.r work, i persons may be employed 
at the rate of"$1 o /hr. for about 0.5 hr./hole. 
(3) Total cost = Material cost + Labor cost 
= [(Hose cost) + (Z parts)x (Union/fitting cost per part)] 
+ [(Wage. rate) x (Repair tirre) x (Number of holes)] 
hole ~ 1 -) 
= ($ 2- o ) + 2($ :i.._ • oo /part)~ (R-
+ ($1o /hr.)(0.5 hr./hole) x ( '6- holes) 
=$ °J'Z.-•OO 
CALCULATIONS (for payback): 
Simple payback = Total cost 
Armual $ savings 
= o • o 3 5 years 
= 0. Lt- '1- ~~I,.,...,. 
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TABLE 1 
COMPRESSED AIR LEAKS 
Hole Free Air Wasted 
Diameter By the Air Leak Fuel Wasted 
(In.) (cu. ftr/yr.) KWH7YR Bill/YR . (1 x · 106) 
@ 120 PSI 
3/8 94,369,800 248,190 846.8 
1/4 41,900,190 110,200 376.0 
1/8 10,475,050 27,550 94.0 
1/16 2,623,480 6,900 23. 5 
1/32 632,300 1,660 5.7 
@ 110 PSI 
3/8 86 '834,, 000 226,100 771. 5 
1/4 38,580;800 100,500 342.9 
1/8 9,638,600 25,100 85.6 
1/16 2,412,200 6,300 21.S 
1/32 601,000 1,600 5.5 
@ 100 PSI 
3/8 79,900,000 208,100 710. 0 
1/4 35,500,000 92,500 315.6 
1/8 8,880,000 23,100 78.8 
1/16 2,220,000 S,800 19.8 
1/32 553,000 1,400 4.8 
@ 90 PSI 
.vs 72,967,000 190,000 648.3 
l/ 4 33,133,000 86, 300 294.4 
1/8 8,107,000 21,100 72. 0 
1/16 2,027,000 5,300 18.1 
1/32 505,000 1,300 4.4 
ECO # 
(EPIC ECD CDDE 32.31) 
TITLE: Eliminate Leaks in Compressed Air. 
EXECUf IVE Sill>NARY: 
Compressed air leaks are quite expensive and they are a direct 
loss of the dollars put into the energy required to compress 
the air. You can realize savings in energy and thereby in $s 
by-establishing a maintenance schedule to inspect air hoses, 
pipelines, valves and fittings at regular intervals to detect 
leaks. Since the hissing sotmd of air leaks often becomes in-
audible due to excessive plant noise, it is, therefore, a com-
mon way of detecting leaks in air pipelines by swabbing soapy 
water ar01md the joints. Even very small leaks will make their 
presence known by blowing bubbles. For your system of compressed 
air leaks, calculations have been made to show the savings. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
Air compressor discharge pressure psig 
Cost of electricity (including fuel adj.) :.,.-----~/KWH 
Hrs. of operation/yr. Hrs./yr. 
Measured/Estimated: 
Compressed air leak sizes 
(in tenns of their ~uivalent diameters):(a) inch 
: (b) inch 
: (c) inch 






CALCULATIONS (for energy and $ savings): 
(I) Some of the air leaks are actually cracks/holes/gaps etc. 
of irregular shape. But, however, for calculation purposes 
they have been rotmded off to their approximate equivalent 
diameter. 
(2) For your present system,. Tables (I) shows that for your 
air compressor discharge pressure of psig, you have the 












Total: 01 ft/yr. Tota_l ___ --- -~TuhT. 
(3) Fuel (B11J) Savings: 
( 4) KM-I Savings: 
(5) $ Savings: 
(Total fuel wasted/yr.) x 
(Hrs. of operation/yr.) 
24 x 365 Hrs./yr. 
= ( BTU/yr) x ( Hrs ./yr.) 
8760 Hrs ./yr. 
= B11J/yr. 
(~ savings/yr.) x ( 1 IG'1H/ 3412 B1lJ) 
. - ( BTU/yr.) x (1 KWH/3412 BTIJ) 
= KWH/yr. 
= (KWH savings/yr.) x (Electricity cost) 
= ( KWH/yr.) x ($ · /KM-I) 
= $ /yr. 
CALCln.ATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Material cost: This cost will be the replacement cost of the 
bad portion of the hoses and cost of fittings/unions etc. 
(2) Labo• cost: For the repair work, persons may be employed 
· at tne rate of"$ /hr. for about 0.5 hr./hole. 
(3) Total cost = Material cost + Labor cost 
= [(Hose cost) + (2 parts)x (Union/fitting cost per part)] 
+ [(Wage rate) x (Repair tine) x (Number of holes)] 
hole · 
) + 2($ /part) 
/hr.)(0.5 hr./hole) x ( 
= ($ 
+ ($ holes) 
= $ 
CALQJLATIONS (for payback): 
Simple payback = Total cost 




COMPRESSED AIR LEAKS 
Hole Free Air Wasted 
Diameter By the Air Leak Fuel Wasted 6 
(In.) (cu.ft./yr.) KWH7YR BTU7YR (1 x 10 ) 
@ 120 PSI 
3/8 94,369,800 248,190 846.8 
1/4 41,900,190 110,200 376.0 
1/8 10,475,050 27,550 94.0 
1/16 2,623,480 6,900 23.5 
1/32 632,300 1,660 5.7 
@ 110 PSI 
3/8 86,834,000 226,100 771.5 
1/4 38,580;800 100,500 342.9 
1/8 9,638,600 25,100 85.6 
1/16 2,412,200 6,300 21.5 
1/32 601,000 1,600 5.5 
@ 100 PSI 
3/8 79,900,000 208,100 710. 0 
1/4 35,500,000 92,500 315.6 
1/8 8,880,000 23,100 78.8 
1/16 2,220,000 5,800 19.8 
1/32 553,000 1,400 4.8 
@ 90 PSI 
3/8 72,967,000 190,000 648.3 
1/4 33,133,000 86,300 294.4 
1/8 8,107,000 21,100 72.0 
1/16 2,027,000 5,300 18.1 
1/32 505,000 1,300 4.4 
INS'I'ROCI'ICN SHEET RR Ill) #4 
Title: Reduce the Pressure of Carpressed Air to the MiniITllil 
How To Use This Ill) Format 
In the exarq>le calculations for this Ill) attached herewith, the set of 
relevant data were picked up fran F.AIX! audit report (Report #C9) prepared for 
Pawhuska Manufacturing, Pawhuska, Oklahana.. 
There are two figures in this Ill). Figure 1 should be used for single stage 
reciprocating and rotary screw type carpressors, whereas Figure 2 is to be 
used for two stage reciprocating and centrifuged carpressors. The abscissas 
of both the figures are meant for lowered (recannended) discharge pressure and 
the curves are for different initial discharge pressure. The ordinates give 
the approximate decrease in BHP (Brake Horse Power) in percentage. 
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ECO II 
EPIC ECO CODE 32.11 
TITLE: Reduce the pressure of compressed air to the minimum required. 
EXEQITIVE Sl.JMvfAR.Y : 
1be audit team feels that your air pressure could be lowered 
~ithout causing operating problems. A reduction in air pressure 
to the mini~um required level reduces consumption of energy of 
the electrical motor driving the compressor. In your case, 
we recorrnnend you go from i l 0 psig to 1 o o psig, for which 




(1) Present air compressor discharge pressure : 1.1 0 psig . 
(2) Type of compressor : ~l'- s..tP{Je Ree;:~ 
(3) Size (HP) of co~ressor : .10 HP 
( 4) Operating hrs. /yr. 7 oo hrs. /yr. 
(5) Cost of electricity : $ o • 037? ff /KlVH 
(6) Fuel adjustment cost factor charge :$0 1 00(,3? /KWH 
(7) Recommended air co~ressor discharge pressure: . 1-0 o psig 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and $ savings): 
(1) For a recorrnnended air compressor discharge pressure of :1.oo psig 
(i.e., a reduction of (11 O - iOD = 1.o psig), Fig. (1) gives a 
reduction in base horsepower of 5" % • 
(2) Effective cost of electricity: 
= (cost of electricity) + (fuel adjustment cost factor charge) 
= ($O•o:;ng- /KWH) + ($0•00(.>'1/K\VH) 
= $ 0, Ol./'137/KWH 
(3) Savings in energy (KWH): 
= (% HP savings/100) x (compressor HP) x (operating hrs./yr.) 
x (conversion factor for HP to Kl'/) 
= ( ~ /100) x ( 1 o hp) x ( 7oohrs./yr.) x (O. 746 KW/hp: 
= ':2. b /. I K\Af/yr. 
( 4) Savings in energy (BTU) : 
= (savings in KWH/yr.) x (conversion factor) 
= (~-'I•(;. K\VH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/1'.'WH) 
. (, 
= O·&/xlO BTIJ/yr. 
(5) Savings in $: 
: (savings in KWH) x (effective cost of electricity) 
: ( 2b f .. l KWH/hr.) x ($ O• 0 4ft37 /¥JllH) 
: $ I I "59 /yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
32 
Since there is no cost of implementation, the payback is innnediate. 
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120 110 100 90 SD 70 120 110 100 90 110 
LOWERED DISCHARGE PRESSURE. PSIG LOWERED DISCHARGE PRESSURE. PSIG 
Figure 1 - Single Suge Reciprocllting 
ilnd Rot~ry Screw Compressors 
Figure 2 - Two Su~ Reciprocating 
llnd Centrifu~I Compressors 
Source: Energy Conservati_on Program Guide for 
Industry and Commerce, NBS Handbook 115 




EPIC ECO CODE 32.11 
TITLE: Reduce the pressure of compressed air to the minimtnn required. 
EXEaITIVE filt.1ARY : 
1be audit team feels that your air pressure could be lowered 
~~thout causing operating problems. A reduction in air pressure 
to the minimlllTI required level reduces consl.IlTiption of energy of 
the electrical motor driving the compressor. In your case, 
we recommend you go from psig to psig, for which 
calculations have been made to show the savings. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
(1) Present air compressor discharge pressure 
(2) Type of compressor 
(3) Size (HP) of compressor 
(4) Operating hrs./yr. 
(5) Cost of electricity :$ 
(6) Fuel adjustment cost factor charge :$ 
(7) Recommended air compressor discharge pressure: 







(1) For a recommended air compressor discharge pressure of psig 
(i.e., a reduction of ( = psig), Fig. ()gives a 
reduction in base horsepower of %. 
(2) Effective cost of electricity: 
34 
(cost of electricity) + (fuel adjustment cost factor charge) 
= ($ /KWH) + ($ /KWH) 
= $ /KWH 
(3) Savings in energy (KWH) : 
(% HP savings/100) x (compressor HP) x (operating hrs./yr.) 
x (conversion factor for HP to KW) 
= ( /100) x ( hp) x ( hrs./yr.) x (0.746 KW/hp) 
= KWH/yr. 
(4) Savings in energy (BTU): 
= (sav1ngs in KWH/yr.) x (conversion factor) 
= ( KWH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/KWH) 
= B1U/yr. 
(5) Savings in $: 35 
= (savings in KWH) x (effective cost of electricity) 
= ( KWH/hr.) x ($ /KWH) 
= $ /yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
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120 110 100 90 ID 70 
~ 
C( 
120 110 100 90 80 
LOWERED DISCHARGE PRESSURE, PSIG LOWERED DISCHARGE PRESSURE, PSIG 
Figurr 1 - Single Suge Reciprouting 
;md Rotary Screw Cornprrs.sors 
Figurr 2 - Two Sti~ Retiprotilting 
ilnd Centrifu~I Compressors 
Source: Energy Conservation Program Guide for 
Industry and Conunerce, NBS Handbook 115 
(US Dept. of Corrunerce/National Bureau of 
Standards). 
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INS'IBLCTICN SHEET FOR HD #5 
Title: Optimize Plant Power Factor 
HOW" To Use This HD Format 
In the ex81Jl)le calculations for this HD attached herewith, the set of 
relevant data were picked up fran FArx:::: audit report prepared for l'vioore 
Business Forms, Stillwater, Oklahana.. 
In this format, in the portion of "Calculations (for savings in energy and $)" 
there has been left about one page of blank space because savings calculations 
depend on billing procedure. 1llerefore, the pattern for the calculations for 
$ savings has not been standardized. However, an exBITl>le calculation based on 
a typical billing procedure has been given in the HD format (in handwriting) 
under the heading "(7) Dollar ($) Savings in Utility Bills". 
HOW" To Calculate The Cost of Capacitor 
Since declining block pricing mechanics is used by the manufacturers for the 
capacitors of higher KVAR ratings, so the calculated size of 450 KVAR capaci-
tor can be split up into three of 150 KVAR sizes (600 voltage rating). The 
price tag for these capacitors can be looked up into the table for the listing 
of prices for capacitors of different ratings. In this case, the price is 
$3837 for each of 150 KVAR capacitors. But since the discount sheet DE-1 
suggests a discount factor of 4006, hence the net price for 450 KVAR stands as: 
3 x $3837 x 0.60 = $6906.6 
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ECO # 
(EPIC CODE #31.11) 
TITLE: Optimize Plant Power Factor 
EXECITTIVE SUM.\fARY: 
Electrical systems of industrial plants nonnally have a lagging 
power factor. A main reason for this is the general use of in-
duction motors, which may have a rather low power factor at part 
load. Every inductive device (e.g. electric motors, transfomers, 
magnetic vibrators, solenoids, etc.) has one or more magnetic 
coils through which flow two different components of electric 
power. One component measured in Kilowatts (KW), does the useful 
work and is the quantity recorded by a watt meter. It is approxi-
mately proportional to the amount of fuel burned by the electric 
utility. The second component, reactive Kilovolt-amperes (KVAR), 
represents the airrent needed to produce the magnetic field for 
the operation of a motor, etc. This component does no useful 
work, is not registered on a watt meter, but does some heating 
of generators, transfonners, and transmission lines. Thus, it 
constitutes an energy loss. The relative amount of the KVAR 
component in an electrical system is designated by the power 
factor (PF) as 






= = cose KVA 
A light bulb or an electric heater, both non-inductive devices, 
has a . power factor of 1. 0. A motor, on the other hand, wi 11 
typically have a power factor around 0.3 to 0.9. Electric 
utilities penalize customers for low power factor. 
For your electrical system, calculations have been made to 
show the savings for improving your power factor to ei o % • 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
Average Power Factor in Year 1980 : '78 ·4 % 
Average KW Demand/Month in Year 198 0: l 2 5 g KW/month 
Electrical Demand Charge : $ I . q .2/KW-month 
Surcharge Tax c; % 
Desiree Power Factor by the Utility 
Supplying Power cg E;" % 
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C\LOJL\TIONS (for savings in energy and S): 
(1) The usual cure for a lo\\ po1.\er factor is to install a cap;J.citor 
in paralle 1 \vi th the of fending machines, or across the line feeding 
a group of sud1 machines. Capacitors supply the kilovolt-ampere 
reactive or magnetizing power required for reactive loads. The si:e 
of the capacitor is detennined as follows. 
(2) Since PF = (demand in Klv) 7 (kilovolt-01Tipere) 
.•• 'JWA = KW -:- PF ::::. l ~53 ..;... o. 7<\S l-J -:::: (7 "2.5°"1 8 
(3) From the power triangle: 
'JWA 2 = KW2 + KVAR2 
· Existing KVAR = (KVA 2 - KW2 ) 1 / 2 
'J. '].... I 
= C\7'2-S·&-1353 ) 1 / 2 
= \ 07 I-'?, Lt existing KVAR 
( 4) After correction of power factor to 9 O 0a , 
New KVA = (demand in KW) 7 (desired PF) 
= Ct~5'3) 7 ( O·°JO) 
/ 5"o 3· 3 'f new KVA 
(5) Now new KVAR = (new KVA2 - KW2 ) 1/ 2 
').- ·],-
= ( P5o3· ~4 - I'":; 5 3 ) 1 / 2 
= 65"5· 3 new KVAR 
(6) Difference in KVAR = Existing KVAR - new KVAR 
= C\o7l .. J4) - Cf.Sf;•.;) 
~l~-o~ KVAR 
= 4 5' 0 K'VAR (rounded off to standard size 
of capacitors) 
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CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
(1) The required size of the capacitor has been detennined as.f~ KVAR. 
(2) Therefore, the cost of the capacitor would be $ b'1 Oh • b. 
(see attached). · · 
(3) Installation cost may be asslUiled to be $ :2,. O O . 
(4) Hence, implementation cost = 
Cost of capacitor + cost of installation 
= $ (? 0 [,. '+ $ ~ Q"b . 
= $7/0{,·b 
(5) Payback period = Total cost of implementation 
Total $ savings/yr 
= 7 /o (; · '/ 46/'Z·31--
= / .. 5"' Lj yrs . 
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Note: The primary purpose of capac~tors is ~o reduce the power c?ns~tion. 
Once the size of capacitors 1s deteTITUned, the next selection 1s where 
to connect them on the customer's electrical system. The capacitors 
must of course be for the voltage where applied, but the user has a , , . 
choice of three possible places to connect the capacitors: 
(1) Connect all together at any point past the utility 
metering (usually at the service entrance switch gear). 
(2) Divide the total capacitor requirement in selected 
amounts and connect· to the system about the electrical 
center of power feeders. 
(3) Connect a large nt.nnber of small capacitors on the 
terminals of each motor and switch motor and capacitor. 
Choice 1 is often called the cheap and dirty way. Capacitors connected 
at any point past the utility metering does eliminate customer reactive 
current from the utility system, thus releasing additional utility sys-
tem capacity for other customers. However, all inductive reactive 
current in the customer system and switch gear still circulates between 
the low power factor causing devices and the capacitors. Electrical 
losses in the user system, although comparatively small, are not 
reduced. 
Choice 2, sometimes combined with Choice 3, is the usual and most 
satisfactory method for applying capacitors. Location of capacitors 
in banks is by far the most economical procedure as far as implemen-
tation cost is concerned~ · Usually, an industrial plant or a corrnner-
cial building has several to a large m.nnber of power feeders. Thus, 
the total capacitors required for improvement can be divided into 
standard KVAR sizes to be connected at approximately the electrical 
centers of the feeders serving the loads. 
Reactive current from electrical devices will still circulate between 
the devices and the capacitor bank connected to the feeder. However, 
such current is eliminated from going through the feeder breaker or 
switch, and with the bank connected at the electrical center to the 
feeder, is partially eliminated from sections of the feeder. Thus, 
additional loads may possibly be added without exceeding the arnpacity 
of the feeder conductors and the protective switch gear. In addition 
to savings in power billing, savings can occur due to added capacity 
in existing lines. 
Choice 3 is seldom economically desirable but it offers the 
rna:x:irnlllTI improvement in the power factor. Reactive current circulates 
only in the very short connection between the motor and the capacitor. 
Unforttmately, this is also almost always by far the most expensive 
method. Dollar per KVAR for small capacitors is considerably more 
than dollars per I_<VAR for large capacitors banks. In practice, PF 
improvement by this irethod is usually for motors SO HP or larger 
with the addition of feeder bank capacitors to take care of smaller 
motors. 
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Low ge Power Capacitors 
The inexpensive, efficient way to provide power factor correction 
Benefits of Power Factor Improvement 
• Power costs are reduced. 
• System capacity is increased. 
• Voltage is improved and power losses reduced. 
These UL listed devices utilize a metallized polypropylene 
dielectric system with "self healing .. properties to restore 
the dielectric to an acceptable condition should a break-
down in the dielectric occur during operation. Each 
capacitor cell has a pressure sensitive interrupter which 
eliminates the need for internal protective fusing. 
Enclosures are fabricated from heavy duty steel and are 
supplied without knockouts. They are finished with gray 
enamel and are suitable for either indoor or outdoor us.e. 
They are designed for installation in accordance with Arti~ 
cle 460 ot the 1981 National Electrical Code and can be 
either wall or floor mounted, 





2.S f'FQ002 $ #14-ll cu 10;,t ·~ av. 5 PFC!IOOS #14-6 cu 109'i 1~. av. 
1.$ ! Pl'a!J01 500. #l-Hl cu 1m11 12'111 1:111< 
1G I f'FC201G m. 24.l #8-2 cu 101'.<o 11.l~ Im 
15 Pl'c:w'l!S !IH. 36.1 #8'2 cu 10h l~ 11 
fl) 'l"f'C:lm 1(179. 413.1 #2-ti(l cu 11)7,> 15¥.t H 
25 ! Pl'C2025 12&4. 501 #2·110 cu 10~1& jj'l.~ 11 
•!'Qr 20!! 11<>!t -atiof! aerate !(VAR and current lo 75% ol ta!Wlhl!OO valu". 
KVAM Catll!og ;.fRatlld l T-!nal Log OimllMl<iO!\$ \fr\Ch<>s) 
~ R:~11·~= $~ :~~~~·y-~S::~.,~~~~~- ·~··-+·;~=· 
u PFC4002 MQ. 1 :i 11 #14-11 cv ; 1o:r1i !2'14 I av. 
3 l PFC-4003 343. j ::u r14-t1 cu I 101;. 12% a~ 
" Pl"C4004 1 3411. , .u1 I •1~ cu ! 1<Wo I 12,,. I! av. 
5 1 PFC.4005 l 353. ! 6 #14-6 CIJ ! 1{llie i 12'¥• !1%1 
a I PFC4-00ll i JTT. I 12 11'14·6 cu I """ l 12•• 
1
. av. 
1 5 j l>FC4007 , 400 ! 1* i # 14 .. f.l CU ! Hl'.;. 1 !:.!•• 811• 
10 I PFC4/JIO I 4$1. i 12 l #14.fl cu ,, l(i~ I 12~. l !!\!• 
12.5 PFC4012 !IH. ! 15 i #14-;; cu io~~ I 12•. I av. 
: :: l :: I :!~ ! ::!11~~u , ~~: l :~: 1 :: 
22.s PFe«m I &l!O. 'I :!1 t i 111-2 cu i 1o;i, I 12:;;, 11 av. 
2!1 Pf'C4025 1  706. 30.1 ! #9'2 CU i 10~• j 12+. !IV• 
:JO I PF~ 753. I la' #H cu I 1!!'1" ·112'!<> I H 
311 1 l'FC4!)35 I 8ll6. j >12, 1 #8'2 CU j 10"k 15'.1t ll 
<IC l'l'C4<!40 00!!. j 46. ! ;2-1/0 cu l 10\"• 15!'> H 
45 PFO«MS 119(!,. I 54. l ll'iMIO cu 1G'r. I ,,,.. 11 
SC ?FC4000 1 11143. ' lltl 1 *2· 1!0 cu 10;,. l 17'.;, 11 














































50 A14 DISCOUNT 
[!lc14"4$ cu 10% 
#1H>CU 10';<, 
#l+.S cu 1\rrl 
#14-6 cu 10~~ 
j114·6CU tll7"0 
#&2CU 1()~;. 
itS-2 cu J(l'll! 
#8-2 cu 1{ff!f 
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MARCH 29, 1982 
Supersedes Sheet DE-1 
Dated November 2, 1981 
USER OR CONSUMER DISCOUNTS 
Applies To Distribution Equipment Published List Prices 
DISCOUNT 
SHEET DE-1 
NET PRICES: When figuring net prices on a quantity af one style, multiply the list price of one device by the desired number of devices, then apply 
the appropriate multiplier lo this total, rounding the resulting fradians of cents to the nearest whole number. 
I Discount SUGGESTED TRADE DISCOUNTS 
TYPE OF EQUIPMENT ! Schedule QUANTITY OR VOLUME Discounts Multiplier . 
Safely Switches Al-1 I © Industrial Circuit llrealter Devices I Al-2 less than $100.00 list------------ 35% and Enclosures Wireway and Pasts I Al-3 $100.00 Lisi and Over------------ -40"/. 0 Miscellaneous I Al-4 
QO-Ql Plug-On Circuit Breakers I 111-1 
Unit Molded Cose Breakers I 111-2 less than $100.00 list ------------ 35% Pane lboard Circu ii Breakers 111-3 .65 
(except QO-QOB) I $100.00 list and Over ____________ -40% .60 
QO B-Q 18 Bolt-On Circuit Breakers I Bl-4 
QO load Center Devices I Cl-1 
less than $100.00 list------------Metering Equipment I Cl-2 35% 
.65 
Fusible Service Equipment Cl-3 
$100.00 list and Over ____________ 40% .60 
I-line Busway I 
listed stock components only I El Any Quantity 40% .60 Plug-In Units I -------------------Except units for 1 OOA. Bu sway 
I 
I-line Busway I 
Nan-stack camponents I E2 Any Quantity ------------------- -40% .60 
lOOA. Buswoy and Plug-In Units I 
load Interrupter Switches ( 15 ICY Mox.) I F 50% .so 
l.C.C.B. Switchgear (600V.) I Fl 3% .97 
Package Substations I F4 3% .97 Metal Frame Cir. llltr. Switchgear (600V.) I F5 Any QuanHty ------------------- 3% .97 Substation Transformers F6 25% .75 
load Interrupter Switchgear (38 KV Mox.) I F7 25% .75 
Metal Clod Switchgear (I 5 KV Max. J I F8 3% .97 
Panelboards I Gl-1 
Unassembled Type NQO/NQOB, I 
NEHB, I-line ond QMB (including I Motor Starter I Any Quantity ------------------- 40% .60 
Switchboards I Gl-2 
Unassembled Type Speed-D I 
Telephone Cabinets - Standard I Gl-3 
Panelboards (all ather not in Gl) I G2 
Switchboards (all other not in G 1) I G2 Any <)uonlity ------------------- 40 r. .60 Enclosed llolt-loc Switches G2 
Equipment GFP - Ground-Censor I G2 
(GA. GC, GP) I 
l'!epair Ports 
I 
H less than $100.00 list------------
35% .65 
I $100.00 list and Over------------ 40 'f. .60 
Dry Type Transformers I Jl 
Any Quantity ------------------- 25"/. .75 Hospital lsoloting Panels I J2 
Qwilt-Gard Receptacles and accessories ! ,. Any Quantity ------------------- 40%. .60 
Emli-Gard Smoke Detectors 5 Any Quantity ------------------- "40% .60 
Cable Tray T Any Quantity ------------------- 40% .60 
S-Vice Fillings for Underfloor Dud Ul Any Quantity ------------------- 40% .60 
Underfloor Dud, Heoder Dud, 
I Trench Dud and all acceuories U2 Any Quantity ------------------- "40% .60 
(Except Service Fillings in UI I I 
PAYMENT TERMS: 2 'Y. - 10th, net 25th on all Discount Schedules except for Discount Schedules F (all), JI and J2 which are net 30 days after 
inwoice date. 





ilffJ POWER SYSTEMS & CAPACITORS 
DAILY BARE COSTS TOTAL 
CREW OUTPUT UNIT MAT. INST. TOTAL INCL O&P 
05 CAPACITORS Indoor. dustprooL Fuses incl. for 2.5 KVAR 
002 and larger. 240 volts. single & 3 phase. 0.5 KVAR I Elec 2.70 Ea .. 54 52 106 135 - - -----· 
010 l.O KVAR 2.70 78 52 130 160 
015 2.5 KVAR 2 210 70 280 330 
~---- ------·- -----
020 5.0 KVAR I.BO 280 77 357 420 
025 7.5 KVAR , 1.60 1 330 87 417 485 - . - -
~ ~.i... 
POWER SYSTEMS & CAPACITORS 
DAILY BARE COSTS TOTAL l [@~ CREW OUTPUT UNIT MAT. I INST. TOTAL INCL O&P 
~j·J 10 KVAR l Elec I.SO Ea. 385 93 478 555 I 
:35 15 KVAR l.30 505 105 610 710 
~ -~-- -· 
:.:o 20 KVAR 1.10 610 125 735 850 
:-!5 25 KVAR l 720 140 860 990 
::o 480 volts. single & 3 phase. I KVAR 2-70 54 52 106 135 
-~~ 2 KVAR 2.70 72 52 124 155 
~- --- -- - ----- -- ·---- ----
: lO 5 KVAR 2 215 70 285 335 
~ 15 75 KVAR 2 2.lO 70 310 365 
----~ ~----- - -- -- - - - ·- -
:-r. 10 KVAR 2 250 70 320 ]75 
"'."<; 15 KVAR 2 275 70 345 .lCO -- --·-- ---------- --- ~-------- -~- -- -:3c 20 KVAR 1.60 310 87 397 465 
'.3: 30 KVAR 1.50 380 93 473 -c;" :i~u 
-·· ----·-- -------- --->----· ----· - --- -
_j 
' . ~ .... 40 KVAR 1.20 485 115 600 700 .-·-
:.:5 50 KVAP 1~ - -r_ro· 1r 580 125 7(}5 82(} 
I I I 
Source: Mean' s Mechanical & Electrical Cost Data, 1981. 
ECO # 
(EPIC CODE #31.11) 
TITLE: Optimize Plant Power Factor 
EXECTITIVE SUMMARY: 
Electrical systems of industrial plants nonnally have a lagging 
power factor. A main reason for this is the general use of in-
duction motors, which may have a rather low power factor at part 
load. Every inductive device (e.g. electric motors, transfomers, 
magnetic vibrators, solenoids, etc.) has one or more magnetic 
coils through which flow two different components of electric 
power. One component measured in Kilowatts (KW), does the useful 
work and is the quantity recorded by a watt meter. It is approxi-
mately proportional to the amount of fuel burned by the electric 
utility. The second component, reactive Kilovolt-amperes (KVAR), 
represents the current needed to produce the magnetic field for 
the operation of a motor, etc. This component does no useful 
work, is not registered on a watt meter, but does some heating 
of generators, transfonners, and transmission lines. Thus, it 
constitutes an energy loss. The relative amount of the KVAR 
component in an electrical system is designated by the power 
factor (PF) as 
PF = USEFUL POWER 
TOTAL POWER 




= = cose KVA 
~~AA KVA 
A light bulb or an electric heater, both non-inductive devices, 
has a power factor of 1. 0. A motor, on the other hand, will 
typically have a power factor around 0.3 to 0.9. Electric 
utilities penalize customers for low power factor. 
For your electrical system, calculations have been made to 
show the savings for improving your power factor to %. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
Average Power Factor in Year 198 
Average KW Demand/Month in Year 198 · 
Electrical Demand Charge :$ 
Surcharge Tax 








CALCULATIONS (for savings in energy and $): 
(1) The usual cure for a low power factor is to install a capacitor 
in parallel with the offending machines, or across the line feeding 
a group of such machines. Capacitors supply the kilovolt-ampere 
reactive or magnetizing power required for reactive loads. The size 
of the capacitor is determined as follows. 
(2) Since PF = (demand in KW) 7 (kilovolt-ampere) 
... KVA = KW.;- PF 
(3) From the power triangle: 
KVA2 = KW2 + KVAR2 
• Existing KVAR = (KVA2 - KW2 ) 1 / 2 
= ( ) i /2 
existing KVAR 
(4) After correction of power factor to % 
New KVA = (demand in KW) 7 (desired PF) 
= ( ) 7 ( ) 
new KVA 
(5) Now new KVAR = (new KVA2 - KW2 ) 1 / 2 
= ( )1/2 
new KVAR 
(6) Difference in KVAR = Existing KVAR - new KVAR 
= ( ) - ( ) 
KVAR 
KVAR (rounded off to standard size 
of capacitors) 
(7) Dollar ($) Savings in Utility Bills: 
46 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
(1) The required size of the capacitor has been determined as 
(2) Therefore, the cost of the capacitor would be $ 
(see attached). 
(3) Installation cost may be assumed to be $ 
(4) Hence, implementation cost -
Cost of capacitor + cost of installation 
= $ + $ 
= $ 
(5) Payback period = Total cost of implementation 





Note: The primary purpose of capacitors is to reduce the power consumption. 
Once the size of capacitors is detennined, the next selection is where 
to connect them on the customer's electrical system. The capacitors 
nrust, of course, be for the voltage where applied, but the user has a 
choice of three possible places to connect the capacitors: 
(1) Connect all together at any point past the utility 
metering (usually at the service entrance switch gear). 
(2) Divide the total capacitor requirement in selected 
arnolll1ts and connect to the system about the electrical 
center of power feeders. 
(3) Connect a large number of small capacitors on the 
terminals of each motor and switch motor and capacitor. 
48 
Choice 1 is often called the cheap and dirty way. Capacitors connected 
at any point past the utility metering does eliminate customer reactive 
current from the utility system, thus releasing additional utility sys-
tem capacity for other customers. However, all inductive reactive 
current in the customer system and switch gear still circulates between 
the low power factor causing devices and the capacitors. Electrical 
losses in the user system, although comparatively small, are not 
reduced. 
Choice 2, sometimes combined with Choice 3, is the usual and most 
satisfactory method for applying capacitors. Location of capacitors 
in banks is by far the most economical procedure as far as implemen-
tation cost is concerned. Usually, an industrial plant or a commer-
cial building has several to a large nurnber of power feeders. Thus, 
the total capacitors required for improvement can be divided into 
standard KVAR sizes to be connected at approximately the electrical 
centers of the feeders serving the loads. 
Reactive current from electrical devices will still circulate between 
the devices and the capacitor bank connected to the feeder. However, 
such current is eliminated from going through the feeder breaker or 
switch, and with the bank connected at the electrical center to the 
feeder, is partially eliminated from sections of the feeder. Thus, 
additional loads may possibly be added without exceeding the ampacity 
of the feeder conductors and the protective switch gear. In addition 
to savings in power billing, savings can occur due to added capacity 
in existing lines. 
Choice 3 is seldom economically desirable but it offers the 
rnaxirntnn improvement in the power factor. Reactive current circulates 
only in the very short connection between the motor and the capacitor. 
Unfortl.ll1ately, this is also almost always by far the most expensive 
method. Dollar per KVAR for small capacitors is considerably more 
than dollars per KVAR for large capacitors banks. In practice, PF 
improvement by this method is usually for motors 50 HP or larger 
with the addition of feeder bank capacitors to take care of smaller 
motors. 
Low Voltage Power Capacitors 
The inexpensive, efficient way to provide power factor correction 
Benefits of Power Factor Improvement 
• Power costs are reduced. 
• System capacity is increased. 
• Voltage is improved and power losses reduced. 
These UL listed devices utilize a metallized polypropylene 
dielectric system with "self healing" properties to restore 
the dielectric to an acceptable condition should a break-
down in the dielectric occur during operation. Each 
capacitor cell has a pressure sensitive interrupter which 
eliminates the need for internal protective fusing. 
Enclosures are fabricated from heavy duty steel and are 
supplied without knockouts. They are finished with gray 
enamel and are suitable for either indoor or outdoor use. 
They are designed for installation in accordance with Arti-
cle 460 of the 1981 National Electrical Code and can be 
either wall or floor mounted. 




TermiMI Lug Dimensions (Inches) Price Current KVAR Catalog 
R•ted 
Term1n•I Lug Dimensions (Inches) Price Current 
R•tlng Number Wire Size ~ Amperes H w 0 R•ting Number Amperes Wire Size H w 0 
2.5 PFC2002 I 315. 6 #14·6 cu 10' ... 12'1<1 av. 2.5 PFC6002 s 340. 2.4 #14-8 cu 10'1o 12'1<1 av. 
5 PFC2005 44&. 12 #14-8 cu 10llo 12'1<1 av. 5 PFC6005 353. 4.a #14-8 cu 10llo 12'Ma 8\11 
7.5 PFC2007 500. 1a #14-8 cu 10llo 12¥1 llV. 7.5 PFC6007 408. 7.2 #14-6 cu 10llo 12'Ma av. 
10 PFC2010 632. 24.1 #8·2 cu 10' ... 12'Ma llV. 10 PFC6010 453. 9 .6 #14-8 cu 10'1o 1~ av. 
15 PFC2015 169. 36.1 •&-2 cu 10llo 12\'• 11 12.5 PFC6012 511 . 12 #14-6 cu 10'1o 12"" ev. 
20 PFC2020 1079. 411.1 •2-1/0 cu 10llo 15"1 11 15 PFC6015 558. 14.4 I #14-8 cu 10'}o 12"" av. 
25 PFC2025 1264. 60.1 #2-1/0 cu 101 ... 17'}o 11 20 PFC6020 169. 19.2 #14-6 cu 10llo 12~ av. 
25 PFC602S 706. 24.1 #&-2 cu 10'1o 12"" 11 
•For 208 vol! operation derlle KVAR •nd current to 75"4 of tabulated value 30 PFC6030 753. 2a.9 #&-2 cu 10'1o 12-llo 11 
35 PFC6035 851. 33.7 #&-2 cu 10l'o 151'1 11 
40 PFC6040 !IOI. 38.5 #&-2 cu llll'o 15"' 11 
45 PFC6045 995. 43.3 #&-2 cu 10'}o 17'1o 11 
50 PFC6050 1043. 48.1 #2-1/0 cu 10111 17'1o 11 
480 YOlT 3 PHASE/60 HZ MULTIPLE UNITS• l'OR LARGER llVAR RATINGS 3 PHASE/60 HZ 
KVAR Catalog 
R•ted 
TermlMI Lug Dimensions (lnchH) p,;.,. Current 
R•ling Number AmperH Wire Size H w 0 -
Volt•ge KVAR C.t•log 
R•ted 
TermiMI Lug Dimension• (lnchn) Price Current 
R•ting Rahng Number Amperes Ware Size H w 0 
--· --- ~---- -·- -- ----
1.5 PFC4001 I 335. 1.1 #1HICU 10'1o 12'1/o av. 40 PFC2040 $2579. 96 2 #4-310 cu · 22 15V. 11llo 
2.5 PFC4002 340. 3 #14-a cu 10'1o 12"" av. 
3 PFC4003 3'3. 3.a #14-8 cu 1011o 12'Ma llV. 
50 PFC2050 2974. 120 2/0-410 cu 22 1av. 111/o 
240 
60 PFC2060 3811. 144 2/0-4/0 cu 33 15"1 111\ 
4 PFC4004 341. 4.a #14-1 cu 10llo 12'Ma av. 75 PFC2075 4395. 180 1/0-350 MCM CU 33 1av. 11"' 
5 PFC4005 353. a #14-a cu 10llo 12'Ma av. 
6 PFC4006 3T7. 7.2 #14·8 cu 10'}o 12'1<o av. 60 P~C4060 11911. n? #2·110 cu 22 12"" 111/o 
75 PFC4007 408. 9 #14-8 cu 10'" "\., av. /0 PH:~010 2041. 114' "4 3:0 C"JI " 1::>¥1 11~ 10 PFC4010 453. 12 #14-11 cu 10'" 12~. a~. 15 Pf·C407S 21115. 90 ::> #4·1'0 cu 22 15''1 11' .. 
12.5 PFC4012 511 . 15 #14-ll cu 10' ... 12~ &V. 
15 PFC4015 5&8. 111 #14-6 cu 10llo 12¥1 av. 
80 PFC4080 2311. 96.2 #4·3'0 cu 22 15Yt 11"' 
480 
90 PFC4090 2441. 108 #4-3/0 cu 22 15"1 11l't 
1a PFC40111 143. 21 .7 #&-2 cu 10'" 12'Ma av. 100 PFC4100 25711. 120 2/0-4/0 cu 22 15"1 11l't 
20 PFC4020 .... 24.1 #&-2 cu 10'1o 12'1<o av. 125 PFC412S 3395. 150 1/0-350 MCM CU 22 1a\lo 11111 
22.5 PFc-o22 110. 27.1 #8·2 cu 10llo 12¥1 av. 150 PFC4150 3837. 180 1/0-350 MCM CU 33 1av. 11l't 
25 PFC4025 TOI. 30.1 #&-2 cu 10llo 12"- llV. 
30 PFC4030 753. 34.1 #&-2 cu 10'1o 12-llo 11 60 PFC6060 11911. 57.a #2-1/0 cu 22 12'Ma 11l't 
35 PFC4035 156. 42.1 •&-2 cu 10¥o ISV. 11 
40 PFC4040 -· 48.1 #2-1/0 cu IO'}o 151-J 11 100 PFC6100 2579. 96.2 #4·3/0 cu 22 1av. 111/o 600 125 PFC6125 3315. 120 2/().4/0 cu 33 18\14 11'9 45 PFC4045 1195. 54.1 #2· 1/0 cu 10'" 11'!'1 11 150 PFC6150 3837. 144 2/().4/0 cu 33 18'!. 11llo 
50 PFC4050 1043. I0.1 #2·1/0 cu 1011o 17'" 11 
•Order -'Y· Not atocked In PDS. 
50 A1-4 DISCOUNT 
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MAlCH 29, 1982 
Svpersedes Sheet DE-1 
Dated November 2, 1981 
DISCOUNT 
SHEET DE-1 
USER OR CONSUMER DISCOUNTS 
Applies To Distribution Equipment Published List Prices 
NET PRICES: When figuring net prices on a quantity af one style, multiply the list price of one device by the desired numb« of devices, then apply 
tlte appropriate multiplier to this total, rounding the resulting fractions of cents to the nearest whole number. 
I Discount SUGGESTED TRADE DISCOUNTS TYPE OF EQUIPMENT Schedule QUANTITY OR VOLUME 




© I lndustriol Circuit Breaker DevicH I Al-2 Less than $100.00 List __________ - - 35 "· and Enclosures Wireway and Posts I Al-3 $1 00.00 List ond Over ____________ 40% 0 Miscellaneous I Al-4 
QO-Ql Plug-On Circuit Breakers I Bl-1 
Unit Molded Case Breakers I Bl-2 less than $100.00 List ____________ 35 "· .65 Panelboord Circuit Breokers 111-3 
Cexcepl QO-QOB) I $ J 00.00 list ond Over ____________ 40 "· .60 
QOB-Qlll Bolt-On Circuit Breakers I Bl-4 
QO load Center Devices I Cl-1 less than $100.00 list ____________ 
35 "· .65 Metering Equipment I Cl-2 
f11&ible Service Equipment I Cl-3 
$100.00 list and Over------------ 40% .60 
1-Une Buswoy I 
listed stock components only l El !'<ny Quantity 40% .60 Plug-In Units -------------------
Except units far lOOA. llusway ! 
I-line Bu sway 
., 
Non-stock components I E2 Any Quanttty ------------------- 40% .60 
lOOA. Busway and Plug-In Units I 
load Interrupter Switches ( 15 KV Mox.) I F 50% .50 
l.C.C.B. Switchgear (600V.) I F3 3 ,.. .97 
Pa<kage Substations I F4 3 "· .97 Metal Frame Cir. Bkr. Switchgear (600V.) I F5 
Any Quantity ___________________ 
3 "· 
.97 
Swbslation Transformers F6 25% .75 
load Interrupter Switchgear (38 KV Max.) I F7 25% .75 
.Metal Clad Switchgear ( 15 KV Mox.) I FB 3% .97 
Panelboards I Gl-1 Unassembled Type NQO/NQOB, 
NEHB, I-line and QMB (including I Motor Starter) 
I 
Any Quantity ------------------- 40 "· .60 
Switchboards Gl-2 
Unassembled Type Speed-D 
f Telephone Cabinets - Standard Gl-3 
Panelboards Call other nor in G 1 ) t G2 
Switchboards (all other not in Gl) I G2 Any Quantity ------------------- 40':'. .60 Enclosed llolt-loc Switches G2 
Equipment GFP - Ground-Censor I G2 
(GA, GC, GP) I 
bpair Ports 
I 
H less than $100.00 Lisi------------
35,.. .65 
t $100.00 Lisi and Over------------ 40% .60 
Dry Type Transformers I Jl 
Any Quantity------------------- 25% .75 Hospital Isolating Panels I n 
Qwil:-Gard leceplacles and accessories .P Any Quantity ------------------- 40,,. .60 
larli-Gard Smoke Detectors I s Any Quantity 40% .60 ----------------~--
Cable Tray T Any Quantity ------------------- '4-0'X. .60 
S.Vice Fillings for Underfloor Duct U1 Any Quantity-------~---------- 40% .60 . 
U.Oetfloor Dud, Header D11d, \~ 
;;;-• ~; 
"ii~. 1"' t < •.$·. ~- : . ]' Ti.nch Dud and an accessories U2 Any Quantity --·----------·----- .co~ .60 
(hcept Service Fittings in U l ) ' '• PAYMENT TERMS: 2 % - 10th, net 25th on all Discount Schedules except for Discount Schedules P Call), J1 and J2 which are nel 30 days after 
lllvoice dale. 






Tn.·' .... 807 W. MAINE 
Mr. Gholam Mustafa 
39-10 South University Place 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Mustafa: 
Subject: Power Factor Correction Capacitors 
ENID, OKLAHOMA 73701 
April 30, 1982 
Attached is pricing information for the subject devices. 
The catalog sheet has list prices which should be multiplied 
by the discount given on discount sheet DE-1. The 240 Volt 
and 480 Volt Capacitors are items that we stock in warehouses, 
while the 600 Volt and Multiple Unit Capacitors are special 
built items. Any of these items can be bought by O.S.U. 
through one of our local distributors, such as American 
Electric in Ponca City. 
I am also attaching some literature concerning other 
energy-saving devices that Square D manufactures. If it 
would be of aid to you, I would be glad to bring you further 
information on these devices or a catalog digest, which 
lists most of the items that Square D sells. 
Please feel free to contact me. 
LV:ch 
Enclosures 
Very truly yours, 





-· DAILY BARE COSTS TOTAL me POWER SYSTEMS & CAPACITORS CREW OUTPUT UNIT MAT. INST. TOTAL INCL O&P 
05 CAPACITORS Indoor. dustprooL Fuses incl. for 2.5 KVAR 
002 and larger. 240 volts, single & 3 phase. 0.5 KVAR 1 Elec 2.70 Ea. 54 52 106 135 --.......-..-.-~- -- -
010 1.0 KVAR 2.70 78 52 130 160 
015 2.5 KVAR 2 210 70 280 330 
-·- ~·---·---- ·--·----·-· >-----·---
020 5.0 KVAR 1.80 280 77 357 420 
025 7.5 KVAR ' 1.60 w 330 87 417 485 - -·· -
ti POWER SYSTEMS & CAPACITORS DAILY 
BARE COS TS TOTAL I CREW OUTPUT UNIT MAT. I INST. TOTAL INCL O&? 
:3•} 10 KVAR l Elec l.50 Ea. 385 93 478 555 I 
:35 15 KVAR l.30 505 105 610 710 ------ ------------
:;o 20 KVAR 1.10 610 125 735 350 
:.!5 25 KVAR l 720 140 860 990 
~· 
:::a 480 volts. single & 3 phase. 1 KVAR 2.70 54 52 106 135 
_,,_ 2 KVAR 2.70 72 52 124 l55 
----·-- - - . - --- -~-- ------- - ----- -- ·----·-::o 5 KVAR 2 215 70 285 335 
: 15 7 5 KVAR 2 240 70 310 365 - - - ---- - ------- - ----- ·- - --- ---· --,-r. 10 KVAR 2 250 70 320 J75 -~~ 
. -c; 15 KVAR 2 275 70 345 .wo ---·-·--- ·---·-- -------- --- ---- -- - - --- - - --r--- -
:3c 20 K'IAR 1.60 310 87 397 .165 
:3: 30 KVAR 1.50 380 93 473 551) 
---- ·- ------ -·----·---- -- . - -·-------->-- . >- - '°"- . I ' ..... 40 KVAR I.20 485 115 600 .. -· ... 
:~5 50 KVAI~ 
, - I.IO. ' 580 125 7(}5 g2f} - -· 
' 
Source: Mean's Mechanical & Electrical Cost Data, 1981. 
Instruction Sheet for ECO #6 
Title: Night Setback 
How to use this Eco format? 
In the example calculations for this ECO form, the information for the 
required data have been taken from the EADC audit report (Report #CB) prepared 
for Labarge Steel, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
In this example calculation, the present annual energy consumption for 
space heating (= 380 x 106 Btu/yr) has been calculated from their natural 
gas consumption graph which is enclosed herewith. 
The graph shows that the cold months (of November, December, January, 
February, March, April) have a significantly higher consumption of gas due 
to space heating load. The average monthly heating load above the regular 
base load of approximately 6 x 106 Btu/month are 47 x 106, 72 x 106, 83 x 106, 
117 x 106, 64 x 106 and 33 x 106 for November, December, January, February, 
March and April respectively. Therefore the annual energy consumption for 
space heating read from the graph is = (41 + 66 + 77 + 111 + 58 + 27) x 106 
= 380 x 106 Btu/yr. 
Moreover, the annual energy saving due to reduced gas consumption is 





EPIC CODE #62.44 
Energy and thereby $ savings can be realized by having a night setback. 
This can be done easily by installing a seven day 24 hours/day pro-
granmable automatic night setback timer to control the thennostats. 
During the heating season, the timer can be set at 68 °F for normal 
working (or occupied hours) and at 50°F (or lower) during llllOCCupied 
hours (evenings & weekends). Since the air handling units would be 
heating to a lower temperature, less energy would be used. 
Moreover, during hot days of surrnner, the temperature can be set for air 
conditioners at the normal 78°F for working/occupied hours and at some 
temperature higher than 78°F for lllloccupied hours. However, the selec-
tion for this higher temperature is sometimes dependent upon factors 
like degree of htmri.dity requirement, etc. The savings would be directly 
proportional to the setting of this temperature chosen for the summer. 
For your system of present operating conditions, calculations have been 
made to show the savings only during the heating season. However, total 
savings would be even greater, depending upon the set-up temperature 
chosen for summer. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
(1) Your existing level of temp. for space heating: 
(2) Heating Unit efficiency 
(3) Heating degree days for your area ( ~W..so-.) 
(4) Natural gas cost 
(5) Your total covered plant area 
(6) Your total area for conditioned space 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
f:o % 
3680 
$ 3 • o ~S'J/MCF 
/ s-/ o-er-o ft 2 
! '3 / b /0 ft2 
(1) From your natural gas consumption graph (provided in the beginning 
of this report), the,present energy used for your space heating has 
been read as '3 B-ox fo BTU/yr. 
(2) Your present average heating consumption per square ft. 
= (Energy used for space heating) 7 (Conditioned space area) 
= (3FoJ<. /J BTU/yr.) 7 C/3_rbfD ft 2) 
= 2 79i.o·bSBTU/yr. -ft2 
54 
(3) For 3 ~go heating degree days and ((8-5o"F)-;. /'i°F of 2 
setback and for your present average heating consLunption per ft 
of '2. 79 Z..c • ,. ~ BTU/yr. - ft 2 ; the graph of Fig. (1) reads an energy 
saving of 16lJoo BW/ft2-yr. 
( 4) Your actual annual energy savings \~·ould, therefore, be 
= (Energy savings read from graph) x (conditioned space area) 
~ (Heating unit efficiency) 
= c ((;80 o BW/ft2-yr.) x c \~,,Io ft 2) ~ c o, 8'o ) 
' == 2~G°'X to BW/yr. 
(5) Savings in natural gas 
= (Savings in BW) x (conversion factor) 
' 6 = (2<U.xro BTU/yr.) x (1 MCF/10 BTU) 
= 2 S .b M::F/yr. 
(6) Savings in $ 
Ge.,~ 
= (B'Ftf savings) x (Gas cost) 
= ( '2 ~(; Eit/yr.) x ($ 3 •o %'5'1 /MCF) 
= $ ~J..·57/yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Instn.nnent cost: For your system a night setback sequences 7 day 
programmable E..: ~ channel version would cost you approximately $6£0 
(2) Labor cost: For installation purposes, some material and labor 
would be required which is estimated to be approximately $ 2. l.fo 
(3) Total cost = Instrument cost + Labor cost 
= $ 550 + $ 2.110 
= $ 7'10•00 
CALGJLATIONS (for payback) : 
Simple payback = (Total cost in $) -+ (Armual $ savings) 
= ($ 7qo.oo) ~ ($%<iS-2.·57/yr.) 
= 'O , °f yrs .. -=.. / o, g _,.._o-w1~ · 
NOTE: The calculated payback period would become even less if we added 
the savings in the cooling season to the annual dollar savings. 
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Ac;id both 1xn in s.ame order 
of magnitude in multiples SAVING Btu PER SQ. FT. PER.YEAR 
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EPIC CODE #62.44 
Energy and thereby $ savings can be realized by having a night setback. 
This can be done easily by installing a seven day 24 hours/day pro-
grarrmable automatic night setback timer to control the thennostats. 
During the heating season, the timer can be set at 68 °F for normal 
working (or occupied hours) and at 50°F (or lower) during lllloccupied 
hours (evenings & weekends). Since the air handling units would be 
heating to a lower temperature, less energy would be used. 
Moreover, during hot days of summer, the temperature can be set for air 
conditioners at the normal 78°F for working/occupied hours and at some 
temperature higher than 78°F for unoccupied hours. However, the selec-
tion for this higher temperature is sometimes dependent upon factors 
like degree of humidity requirement, etc. 1he savings would be directly 
proportional to the setting of this temperature chosen for the summer. 
For your system of present operating conditions, calculations have been 
made to show the savings only during the heating season. However, total 
savings would be even greater, depending upon the set-up temperature 
chosen for summer. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
(1) Your existing level of temp. for space heating: OF 
(2) Heating Unit efficiency % 
(3) Heating degree days for your area 
(4) Natural gas cost $ /MCF 
(5) Your total covered plant area ft2 
(6) Your total area for conditioned space f t2 
CALOJLATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
(1) From your natural gas consumption graph (provided in the beginning 
of this report), the present energy used for your space heating has 
been read as BTU/yr. 
(2) Your present average 
= (Energy used for space 
= ( BTU/yr. ) 7 ( 
= BTU/yr.-ft2 
heating consumption per square ft. 
heating) 7 (Conditioned space area) 
ft2) 
58 
(3) For heating degree days and °F of 2 
setback and for your present average heating consLunption per ft 
of BTU/yr.-ft2; the graph of Fig. (1) reads an energy 
saving of BTU/ft2-yr. 
(4) Your actual annual energy savings would, therefore, be 
= (Energy savings read from graph) x (conditioned space area) 
. (Heating unit efficiency) 
= ( BTU/ft2-yr.) x ( . 
= BTU/yr. 
(5) Savings in natural gas 
(Savings in BTU) x (conversion factor) 
= ( BTU/yr.) x (1 MCF/106 BTU) 
= M:F/yr. 




savings) x (Gas cost) 




CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Instrument cost: For your system a night setback sequences 7 day 
programmable channel version would cost you approximately $ 
(2) Labor cost: For· installation purposes, some material and labor 
would be required which is estimated to be approximately $ 
(3) Total cost = Instrument cost + Labor cost 
= $ + $ 
= $ 
CALCULATIONS (for payback): 
NOTE: 
Simple payback = (Total cost in $) -;.- (Annual $ savings) 
= ($ ) -;- ($ /yr.) 
= yrs. 
The calculated payback period would become even less if we added 
the savings in the cooling season to the annual dollar savings. 
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Rud both 1xes in umr order 
" of magnitude in multiples SAVIN,.. Bt PER "Q FT PER YEAR l• u ~ • • . 
of 10, 100, or 1,000 . 
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Source: Guidelines for Saving Energy in Existing 
Buildings, ECM-1, FEA, 1975 • 
• 
Figure J HEATING ENERGY SAVED BY NIGHT SETBACK 
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INS'f'Rl.CI'ICN SHEET RR RD #7 
Title: Turn Off Air Conditioning Unit(s) at Night During Non-Working Hours 
How To Use This HD Format 
In this exarJt>le calculations for this RD attached herewith, the set of 
relevant data were picked up fran FArC audit report (Report #C4) prepared for 
Boardmn Carpany, Oklaham City, Oklaham. However, these data were not 
exactly related to this RD but have been adapted to make than applicable to 
this RD. 
In this RD, probably the irrportant thing is how to figure out the approximate 
average annual air conditioning load fran the electrical consurption graph of 
the consuner. 
Enclosed herewith is the electrical consurption graph for the year 1980 of 
Boardna.n Carpany. The graph shows that the hot months (of June, July, August 
and SeptEIIi>er) have a higher consurption of electrical energy due to A/C 
load. The average mon~hly A/C load above ~he regula~ electricaS base load o' 
approximately 600 x 10 BIU/yr are 80 x 10 , 80 x 10 , 100 x 10 and 90 x 10 
BIU/yr for the hot months of June, July, August and Septarber, respectively. 
Note that the annual A/C load read fran the graph is therefore: 
= (80 + 80 + 100 + 90) x 106 = 250 x 106 BIU/yr. 
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ECO# 7 
· (EPIC ECO COBE 62.43) 
TITLE: Tum off air conditioning llllit(s) at night and during non working 
hours. 
EXECTITIVE SUM-lt\RY: 
By turning off air conditioning at night a substantial savings 
in electric power (kilo watt-hours) consl.IlTled - by the air condi-
tioning llllit(s) can be realized in the nonnal cooling season. 
There are a nl.IlTlber of ways of controlling time of operation, one 
of which is by using timers. It is rare to find a situation where 
a timer has a simple payback of more than several weeks when used 
on an air-handling system. There are a wide variety of inexpen-
sive options available with time clocks enabling on and off settings 
at different hours and times everyday of the week, and overrides. 
For your present system, calculations have been made to show the 
savings that can be realized by turning off the A/C during non 
working hours. The cost figures are for installing a timer, but 
you could also do it manually. We recormnend that air conditioning 
be controlled as follows: 
Area Shut Off Times 
r..,~ '7 f . .__.to 7 o.-, ~ 
F-v tr1-" 7 r . _,_ t.. 7 (>., • .,._ • 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
Present Operating Hours 
Cost of Electricity 
of A/C Units: ~ /60 hrs./yr. 
Fuel Adjustment Cost Factor Charge 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
: $ lJ• o :<_ 17J/KWH 
:$D•OO l37/KWH 
(1) From your electric consumption graph (provided in the beginning 
of this report), your average annual air conditioning load has been 
figured out as approximately 1.. 0 O Mvffi1U/yr. i.e. , 1. o ox 106 
BTIJ/yr. (above the average regular electrical base load). 
(2) By turning off the A/C at night, the operation load on A/C 
will be reduced from the present operating condition of ~16.ohrs./yr. 
to /o 8-0 hrs./yr. which will result in a reduction of the annual 
KWH energy consumption of the electrical equipment Tlllliling the A/C 
lllli t (s). 
62 
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(3) Effective cost of electricity: 
= (cost of electricity) + (fuel adjustment cost factor charge) 
= ($O·o~t73/KWH) + ($o·oo~Y1/Kh'H) 
$ o · o '2.'61 ::2-/KWH. 
(4) Savings in energy: 
(annual A/C load read from ,graph) x (conversion factor from BTU to 
.KJ'JH) x (% reduction in operating hrs/yr) x (effectiveness factor) 
= ( ..2. 5 o x 106 BTU/yr) x (1 KWH/3412 BTU) 
x [(present ,!2.. / ' D hrs. /yr.) ..;.. (proposed Io 8- o hrs. /yr)] I 
(present :ll {;, c> hrs./yr.) x (0. 7) 
= .:J. 5' 4 5°" KJ\H/yr. 
(5) Savings in $: 
(savings in KJVH/yr.) x (effective cost of electricity) 
= ( .2 S' b 4 S-KWH/yr.) x ($ 0 •O ~~I '.2 /.KJVH) 
= $ 7 ;;i._ 1 /yr. 
CALOJL~TIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) A timer can be used for automatic control on A/C shut off at night, 
which would not cost you more than $ .1 t> o (installed). 
(2) Hence, total cost of implementation = $ i O O 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
Payback = (total cost of implementation) . (savings in $/yr.) 
= ($ j o o ) -: ($ 7:L. I /yr.) 
O• /Lj yr. 
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(EPIC ECO CODE 62.43) 
TITLE: Turn off air conditioning unit(s) at night and during non working 
hours. 
EXECITTIVE SUMvfARY: 
By turning off air conditioning at night a substantial savings 
in electric power (kilo-watt-hours) consumed- by the air condi-
tioning unit(s) can be realized in the normal cooling season. 
There are a number of ways of controlling time of operation, one 
of which is by using timers. It is rare to find a situation where 
a timer has a simple payback of more than several weeks when used 
on an air-handling system. There are a wide variety of i.J1expen-
sive options available with time clocks enabling on and off settings 
at different hours and times everyday of the week, and overrides. 
For your present system, calculations have been made to show the 
savings that can be realized by turning off the A/C during non 
working hours. The cost figures are for installing a timer, but 
you could also do it manually. We recommend that air conditioning 




Present Operating Hours 
Cost of Electricity 
of A/C Units: 
Fuel Adjustment Cost Factor Charge 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
:$ 
:$ 




(1) From your electric consl..Illlption graph (provided in the beginning 
of this report), your average annual air conditioning load has been 
figured out as approximately ivMBTU/yr. i.e., x 106 
BTU/yr. (above the average regular electrical base load). 
(2) By turning off the A/C at night, the operation load on A/C 
will be reduced from the present operating condition of hrs./yr. 
to hrs./yr. which will result in a reduction of the annual 




(3) Effective cost of electricity: 
= (cost of electricity) + (fuel adjustment cost factor charge) 
= ($ /KWH) + ($ /KWH) 
= $ /KWH. 
(4) Savings in energy: 
= (annual A/C load read from ,graph) x (conversion factor from BTU to 
KWH) x (% reduction in operating hrs/yr) x (effectiveness factor) 
= ( x 106 B11J/yr) x (1 KWH/3412 B11J) 
x [(present hrs. /yr.) ...;.. (proposed hrs. /yr)] I 
(present hrs./yr.) x (0.7) 
= KWH/yr. 
(5) Savings in $: 
(savings in KWH/yr.) x (effective cost of electricity) 
= ( KWH/yr.) x ($ /KWH) 
= $ /yr. 
CALOJLATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) A timer can be used for automatic control on A/C shut off at night, 
which would not cost you more than$ (installed). 
(2) Hence, total cost of implementation = $ 
CALOJLATIONS (for simple payback): 
Payback = (total cost of implementation) (savings in $/yr.) 
($ ) -;- ($ /yr.) 
= yr. 
Instruction sheet for ECO #8 
Title: Insulation of ceA_~ 
How to use this ECO format? 
In the example calculations for this ECO form, the information for the 
required data have been taken from the EADC audit report prepared for Hudson 
Refining Co., Cushing,Oklahoma 74074. 
Since the design of this ECO format is such that it is self explanatory 
every step need not be explained explicitly. However, the resistance values 
for a variety of building and insulating materials have not been exhaustively 
covered by table - D. In case of unavailability of such required data the 
user of this form can refer to Ref.[5], page (138-157). 
Moreover, on the page of Table D, the relationship: 
d 1 1 R=-= 
K U C 
is important for calculating the resistances for a variety of building and 
insulating materials. In the above relationship, "d" stands for the thickness 
of such material. 
It should further be noted that this ECO format can only be used to 
evaluate economic justification for any type of building insulation (walls, 
ceilings, etc.} but it cannot be used for the calculations of reducing energy 
losses of equipment and piping by installing insulation on them. For such 
calculations, principles of Heat Transfer should be applied for the specific 
situation. 
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ECO # IS 
(EPIC Em COllE 
TITLE: Insulation of C~JJ 
EXEOJrI VE SU.MARY: 
) 
1hennal insulation plays a key TUle in the overall energy 
management picture. It is interesting to consider that by 
using insulation, the entire energy requirements of a system 
are reduced. r.bst insulation systems reduce the unwanted 
heat transfer, either loss or gain, by at least 90% as com-
pared to uninsulated sys·tems. 
Since the insulation system is so vital to energy-efficient 
operations, the proper selection and application of that 
system is very important. 
Sophisticated techniques using computer progranuning are 
available to find the economic insulation thickness for 
various situations, however, for your system of 4 ~24 ft 2 
of uninsulated area, calculations have been made to shoK 
the result savings talcing into accmmt the economic trade-
of fs between insulation costs and energy savings. 
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Specifically_,, we recorranend you insulate ~. vt-~ T 
~<!.-P{ e.e..:l:v- ~ ~ .. />~ (Scd)._ ~· lJ 
3;1 'F J,,,,e_ J ltv0 t~ 11,,, ~ Juz_u,-.-~ • 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
(1) Total area needing insulation: 't g '2- 'f ft2 
(2) Heating unit efficiency : o· 7S 
(3) Cooling unit efficiency (COP): :2' o--b 
(4) Cost of electricity · $0. 028'9~K\\H 
(5) Fuel cost adjustment charge $0 ·oo '3'7/KWH 
(6) Cost of natural gas $ .:<. • 't f /MCF 
(7) Demand charge $ :)_ . 'tt> /K\\'-month 
*(8) Installed costs of insulations: 
Insulation Material Labor Unit-Resistance (R) 
size (inches) cost ($/ft 2 ) cost ($/ft 2 (Hr - ft 2 - °F)/B1U 
3" Fiberglass -If 6• 14 _$o•0<;5 11 
6" Fiberglass $ D • 1-5: $ 0 ./b 19 
*lhe cost data are market-research based. 
CALCULATIONS (for energy & savings): 
(1) For the present 4 $-2 4 ft 2 of insulated area, the 
overall coefficient of transmission (U) i.e. BTU/(hr-ft 2 -°F) 
is calculated as: 
R - values 
Hr-ft 2 -°F)/BTU 
Description of 
Resistance t e 
- -·--·- - - - -
References 
Table - (! 
Table - c 
Table - c.. 






' I ' 7 + , ,. 0 t + 0 I 78 _,_ 0 I 4 '1 + 0 I 0 ' = ER - o , l:. I -t o . 
= 3 • / 2 (Hr-ft2 - °F) /BTU 
and U (Existing) = l/ER 
= 1/(3·1~ 
= O• 31./ BTU/(Hr-ft 2 -°F) 
(2) Enclosed herewith are two information sheets for weather 
data from Tinker Air Force Base - Oklahoma City, which have 
been used and adapted to prepare table-A and table-B to 
facilitate.the Heat-loss and Heat-gain calculations for 
heating and cooling seasons respectively by "Temperature 
Bin Calculation Method". 
(3) U(with proposed 3" insulation): 
= l/[(Existing R-value) + 
(R-value for 3" insulation) ] 
= 1/ [ (3· i 2.) + ( 11 • oo) ] 
= D • o7 f BTU/(hr-ft2-°F) 
(4) U(with proposed 6" insulation): 
= l/[(Existing R-value) + 
CR-value for 6" insulation)] 
= 1/ [ ( 3• 1'2-) + ( '°' ) ] 
= 0 1 04 t;' BTU/(hr-ft2 -°F) 
(5) LiU(for 3" insulation) : 
= U(Existing) - U(with proposed 
3" insulation) 
= ( O• 32.t) - (O• o']f) 
= O• 25" BTIJ/(hr-ft2 -°F) 
(6) LiU(for 6" insulation) : 
= U(Existing) - U(for 6" insulation) 
= (O•j2J) - (O•C45°) 
= 0· :J. 7 f, BTIJ/ (hr-ft2 - °F) 
(7) Savings in heating energy (BTIJs): 
(Due to 3" insulation in heating season) 
= (Area to be insulated) x LiU(for 
3" insulation) x [l: (Lit x hrs.) 
from table A] ~ (Heating lill.it efficiency) 
= ( Lf'82'-f ft 2 ) x ( O• 2-~ BTIJ/hr-ft 2 -°F) 
x C94/'14 °F-hrs/yr) ~ ( o• 75: ) 
' = /5°'2...X.ID BTIJ/yr. 
(8) Savings in gas consIBIIption: 
(Due to 3" insulation in heating season) 
= (BTIJs saved due to 3" insulation) x 
(conversion factor for B11J to MCF) 
' = ( /S2XIO BTIJ/yr) x (1 MCF/10 6 BTIJ) 
= / J? .;(.. MCF /yr. 
(9) Resulting$ savings: 
= (savings in gas consIBIIption ) x 
(cost of natural gas) 
= ( /5 ~MCF/yr) x ($ ~ , 4 / /MCF) 
= $ 3t;'· 3 2../yr. 
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(10) Now savings in electrical energy (KWHs): 
(Due to 3" insulation in cooling season) 
= (Area to be insulated) x t.U(for 3" 
insulation) x [L:(L"lt x hrs.) from 
table B] x (c&nversion factor for 
BTU to KWH) 7 (cooling unit efficiency) 
= ( 4«2-'-f ft2) x ( O• 2-S- BTIJ/hr-ft2 -°F) 
x (I :3.,,4o f, °F - hrs/yr) x (lKWH/3412 BTIJ) 
7 (;t.oo ). 
= 2~b'f·l3 KWH/yr. 
(11) Resulting $ savings: 
= (Savings in KWH/yr) x (effective cost 
of electricity) 
= ('2 '3€.'f.i>KWH/yr) x ($oa03532../KWH) 
= $ f? 3 • ' i /yr. 
(12) Savings in demand charge: 
There will be a demand saving, but the 
calculations are complicated. Hence, 
norie are claimed. 
(13) Hence total annual$ savings: 
(Due to 3" insulation both for heating and cooling seasons) 
= ($savings for reduced gas consumption) 
+ ($savings for reduced KWH consumption 
by A/C units) 
= ($36(·32/yr) + ($ ~ 3 1 ~8/yr) 
= $ 4 5o /yr. 
(14) Now savings in heating energy (BTUs): 
(Due to 6" insulation in heating season) 
= (Area to be insulated)x tiU(for 6" 
insulation) x [L:(L"lt x hrs) from 
table A] 7 (Heating unit efficiency 
( Lfl24 ft2) x (O• 27!. BTIJ/hrs-ft2-°F) 
x t qq(/4 °F-hrs/yr) 7 ( O• 75'). 
' c . 
= /(~x to BTU/yr. 
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(15) Savings in gas consumption: 
(Due to 6" insulation in heating season) 
= (BTIJs saved due to 6" insulation) 
x (conversion factor for B'IU to 
MCF) 
" = ( /{/6xto BID/yr) x (1MCF/10 6BTIJs) 
= /b ~ MCF/yr. 
(16) Resulting$ savings: 
= (Savings in gas conslilTlption) x 
(cost of natural gas) 
= ( It S- MCF/yr) x ($ ~ ·41 /MCF) 
= $ Lf c:,4,<ti/yr. 
(17) Savings in electrical energy (KWHs): 
(Due to 6" insulation in cooling season) 
= (Area to be insulated) x t.U(for 6" 
insulation) x [E(6t x hrs) from 
table B) x (conversion factor for 
B'IU to KWH) 7 (cooling unit efficiency) 
= ( 4 f( 2. 4 ft 2 ) x ( O • 2-7 t B1U/hr-ft2-°F) 
x ( 13~ 4 <>£,. °F - hrs/yr) x 
(lKWH/3412 B1Us) 7 ( :i._ , oo). 
= ::u; I .s:-(3 KWH/yr. 
(18) Resulting $ savings: 
= (Savings in KWH/yr) x (Effective cost 
of electricity) 
= (2 bl~ 'J KWH/yr) x ($0 1 0~~3 "l/KWH) 
= $ CJ::<• 3 '8 /yr. 
(19) Hence total annual $ savings: 
(Due to 611 insulation both for heating and cooling season) 
= ($ savings for reduced gas conswnption) 
+ ($ savings for reduced KWH consl.UTlption 
by NC units) 
= ($ 4t>'f.~~/yr) + ($q:<.3S/yr) 
= $ 4Cf7· ?.6/yr. 
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CALaJLATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Cost for 3" insulation: 
= (Area to be insulated) x T (Material 
cost) + (Labor cost)] 
= C 4' ~ ')... Lt ft2) x [ C $ o · i Li I ft 2 ) 
+ ($ o. 0 ~ /ft 2 )] 
+ $ Io{; I~)$ 
(2) Cost for 6" insulation: 
= (Area to be insulated) x [(Material 
cost) + (Labor cost)] 
C 4 ~ 2 '-I ft 2 ) x [ c $ o. ·i.. ; I ft 2 ) + 
( $ 0 I i 0 I ft 2 ) ] 
= $/&<?:<J·4o 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
The simple payback period can be calculated based on the 
following decision tree: -
/ 
I 












611 compared . 
~ . ( j Payback for incremental I \~~ going from 3" to 6" cost to present , 
Bad? . 
I 
\ Good? Bad/ 
\ .:1 






Do Nothing! Choose 6" 
(1) Payback for 3" insulation: 
Payback period = (Total cost for 3" insulation) 
(Total annual $ savings for 3" 
insulation) 
= ($lo''· 28) .;- ($ 4 S-o /yr) 
= Q , 3 -6 yrs . 
(2) Payback for 6" insulation: 
Payback period = (Total cost for 6" insulation) .;-
(annual $ savings for 6" insulation) 
($ ( (, ~~· '-fo) .;- ($ 4C)7. 7--b/yr). 
= ~, 4~ yrs. 
(3) Payback period for incremental cost of going from 3" to 6" 
CONCLUSION: 
Payback period = (Total cost for 6" insulation - Total 
cost for 3" insulation) .;- (Incremental 
annual $ savings for going from 3" to 
6") 
= ($ l6~8·t1'o- $IO(;,i.2&) .;- ($L(C(1•2C/yr 
- $ 4~o· cc/yr) 
= I 3 • 1-7 yrs . 
The decision tree model suggest·s to go for 3 inch insulation 




HEATING SEASON T = ~5°F 
Bins Midpoint· t.t Hours· l ~t(Hrs.) 
in Bin 
0/4 2 63 9 567 
5/9 7 58 18 1,044 
10/14 12 53 49 2,597 
15/19 17 48 84 4,032 
20/24 22 43 184 7,912 
25/29 27 38 278 10. 564 
30/34 32 33 425 14,025 
35/39 37 28 531 14,868 
40/44 42 23 595 13,685 
45/49 47 18 599 10,782 
50/54 52 13 595 7,735 
55/59 57 8 598 4,784 
60/64 62 3 673 2,019 
E (flt x Hrs) = 94,614 °F - hrs/yr 
Table B 
COOLING SEA~CN T = 78°F . I
.B.ios Midpoint llt Hours t.t{Hrs.) 
in Bin 
80/8Z: B2 4 639 2,556 
85/89 87 9 434 3,906 
90/94 92 14 279 3,906 
95/99 97 19 124 2,356 
l 00/l 04 102 24 Z6 624 
105/109 107 29 2 58 
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TABLE C Thermal Resistances for Surface Films and Air Spaces. 
Medium & Position 
A. Surface Films 




2. Mo~ing Air 
a) 15 mph Wind (Winter) 
b) 7 .5 mph Wind (Summer) -
B. Air Sp .. ce 3/4" 
1. Air Mean Temp. 90°F/0°F.*-' 
a) Horizontal 
b) Horizontal 
c) Slope 45° 
d) Slope 45° 
e) Verllcal 






























































.. For resistance at temperatures other than 90°F or 0°F, interpolate between the two values-typical. 
Reprinted by permission from ASH RAE Handbook of Fundamentals 1972. 
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TABLE ]) Heat Transfer Coefficients of Building Materials.• 
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TITLE: Insulation of 
EXEClJf IVE Sill-fv1ARY: 
ECO # 
(EPIC Em CODE ) 
1hennal insulation plays a key role in the overall energy 
management picture. It is interesting to consider that by 
using insulation, the entire energy requirements of a system 
are reduced. Most insulation systems reduce the unwanted 
heat transfer, either loss or gain, by at least 90% as com-
pared to uninsulated systems. 
Since the insulation system is so vital to energy-efficient 
operations, the proper selection and application of that 
system is very important. 
Sophisticated techniques using computer progranrrning 
available to find the economic insulation thickness 
various situations, however, for your system of 
.of uninsulated area, calculations have been made to 
the result savings taking into accmmt the economic 
offs between insulation costs and energy savings. 
Specifically, we recormnend you insulate 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
(1) Total area needing insulation: 
(2) Heating tmit efficiency 
(3) Cooling l.Il1it efficiency (COP): 
(4) Cost of electricity $ 









(6) Cost of natural gas $ 
(7) Demand charge $ 
/MCF 
/K\'1-month 






cost ($/ft 2 ) 
Labor 
cost ($/ft2 ) 
*1he cost data are market-research based. 
Unit-Resistance (R) 




CALCULATIONS (for energy & savings): 
(1) For the present ft 2 of insulated area, the 
overall coefficient of transmission (U) i.e. BTU/(hr-ft 2 -°F) 
is calculated as: 
u = l/[(R1 + R2 + R3 + • • • +RN) + (Ri +Ro)] 
R - values Description of 
Hr-ft 2 -°F)/BTU Resistance -t e References 
R· 1 Inside still air film Table -
Ro Outside air film (15 mph) Table -





Existing R-value = ER 
= (Hr-ft 2 -°F)/BTU 
and U (Existing) = l/ER 
= 1/( ) 
= B11J/ (Hr-ft 2 - °F) 
(2) Enclosed herewith are two information sheets for weather 
data from Tinker Air Force Base - Oklahoma City, which have 
been used and adapted to prepare table-A and table-B to 
facilitate_ the Heat-loss and Heat-gain calculations for 
heating and cooling seasons respectively by "Temperature 
Bin Calculation Method". 
(3) U(with proposed 3" insulation): 
= l/[(Existing R-value) + 
(R-value for 3" insulation)] 
= 1/ [( ) + ( )] 
= BTIJ/ (hr-ft 2 - °F) 
(4) U(with proposed 6" insulation): 
= 1/[(Existing R-value) + 
CR-value for 6" insulation)] 
= 1/[( ) + ( )] 
= B11J/ (hr-ft 2 - °F) 
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(5) ti.U(for 3" insulation) : 
= U(Ex:isting) - U(with proposed 
3" insulation) 
= ( ) - ( ) 
= BTU/ (hr-ft 2 - °F) 
(6) - L\U(for 6" insulation): 
= U (Ex:is ting) - U(for 6" insulation) 
= ( ) - ( ) 
= BW/ (hr-ft 2 - °F) 
(7) Savings in heating energy (BTIJs): 
(Due to 3" insulation in heating season) 
= (Area to be insulated) x ti.U(for 
3" insulation) x [Z:: (ti.t x hrs.) 
from table A] 7 (Heating unit efficiency) 
= ( ft 2 ) x ( BTU/hr-ft2 -°F) 
x ( °F-hrs/yr) 7 ( ) 
= BTU/yr. 
(8) Savings in gas constm1ption: 
(Due to 3" insulation in heating season) 
= (BTUs saved due to 3" insulation) x 
(conversion factor for BTU to MCF) 
= ( BTU/yr) x (1 MCF/10 6 B11J) 
= MCF/yr. 
(9) Resulting $ savings: 
= (savings in gas constm1ption ) x 
(cost of natural gas) 
= ( 
= $ 




(10) Now savings in electrical energy (KWHs): 
(Due to 3" insulation in cooling season) 
= (Area to be insulated) x £\U(for 3" 
insulation) x [I:(l'.\t x hrs.) from 
tabl~ B] x (csnversion factor for 
BTU to KWH) ~ (cooling unit efficiency) 
= ( ft 2 ) X ( B1U/hr-ft2 -°F) 
x ( 
( 
°F - hrs/yr) x (lKWH/3412 BTU) 
) . 
= KWH/yr. 
(11) Resulting $ savings: 




(12) Savings in demand charge: 
KWH/yr) x ($ 
/yr. 
/KWH) 
There will be a demand saving, but the 
calculations are complicated. Hence, 
none are claimed. 
(13) Hence total annual$ savings: 
(Due to 3" insulation both for heating and cooling seasons) 
= ($savings for reduced gas consumption) 
+ ($savings for reduced KWH consumption 
by A/C units) 
= ($ /yr) + ($ 
= $ /yr. 
(14) Now savings in heating energy (BTUs): 
(Due to 6" insulation in heating season) 
/yr) 
= (Area to be insulated)x £\U(for 6" 
insulation) x [r (£\t x hrs) from 








. ( ) . 
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(15) Savings in gas consumption: 
(Due to 6" insulation in heating season) 
= (BTUs saved due to 6" insulation) 
x (conversion factor for BTIJ to 
MCF). :-. 
= ( BID/yr) x (1MCF/10 6 BTUs) 
= MCF/yr. 
(16) Resulting$ savings: 
= (Savings in gas conslUTiption) x 
(cost of natural gas) 
= ( MCF/yr) x ($ 
= $ /yr. 
(17) Savings in electrical energy (KWHs): 
(Due to 6" insulation in cooling season) 
/MCF) 
= (Area to be insulated) x tiU(for 6" 
insulation) x [L(6t x hrs) from 
table B) x (conversion factor for 
BTU to KWH) -:- (cooling unit efficiency) 
= ( ft 2 ) X ( BTI1/hr-ft 2 -°F) 
x ( °F - hrs/yr) x 
(lKWH/3412 Bills) -:- ( ). 
= KWH/yr. 
(18) Resulting $ savings: 
= (Savings in KWH/yr) x (Effective cost 
of electricity) 
( KWH/yr) x ($ /KWH) 
$ /yr. 
(19) Hence total annual $ savings: 
(Due to 6" insulation both for heating and cooling season) 
= ($ savings for reduced gas consumption) 
+ ($ savir.gs for reduced KWH consumption 
by A/C tmits) 
= ($ /yr) + ($ /yr) 
= $ /yr. 
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CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Cost for 3" insulation: 
= (Area to be insulated) x [(Material 










CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
fi2) x [($ 
/ft 2 )] 
to be insulated) x 
+ (Labor cost)] 
ft 2 ) x [ ($ 
/ft 2 )] 
/ft 2 ) 
[(Material 
/ft 2 ) + 
1be simple payback period can be calculated based on the 















Payback for d. 
6" compared 
I _) Payback for incremental 
/ '\of going from 3" to 6" 


















(1) Payback for 3" insulation: 
Payback period = (Total cost for 3" insulation) 
(Total annual $ savings for 3" 
insulation) 
= ($ ) . ($ /yr) 
= yrs. 
(2) Payback for 6" insulation: 
Payback period = (Total cost for 6" insulation) .;. 
(annual $ savings for 6" insulation) 
= ($ ) -:- ($ /yr) 
= yrs. 
(3) Payback period for incremental cost of going from 3" to 6" 
CONCLUSION: 
Payback period = (Total cost for 6" insulation - Total 
cost for 3" insulation) -:- (Incremental 







) ($ /yr 
The decision tree model suggests to go for 





HEATING SEASON T = l5°F 
Bins Midpoint · tit Hours· .6t(Hrs.) 
in Bin 
0/4 2 63 9 567 ;; 
JS/9 7 58 18 1,044 
l 0/14 12 53 49 2,597 
15/19 17 48 84 4,032 
20/24 22 43 184 7,912 
25/29 27 38 278 l 0. 564 
30/3; 32 33 425 14,025 
35/39 37 28 531 14,868 
40/44 42 23 595 13,685 
45/49 47 18 599 10,782 
50/54 52 13 595 7,735 
55/59 57 8 598 4,784 
60/64 62 3 673 2 ,019 
E (.l\t x Hrs) = 94,614 °F - hrs/yr 
Table B 
COOLING SEA~CN T = 78°F I 
_Bias Midpoint tit Hours 6t{Hrs.) 
in Bin 
80/8~ 82 4 639 2,556 
85/89 87 9 434 3,906 
90/94 92 14 279 3,906 
95/99 97 19 124 2,356 
l 00/l 04 102 24 Z6 624 
105/109 107 29 2 58 
E (6t x Hrs) =13,406 °F - hrs/yr 
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TABLE C Thermal Resistances for Surface Films and Air Spaces. 
Medium&: Position 
A. Surface Films 




2. Moving Air 
a) 15 mph Wind (Winter) 
b) 7-5 mph Wind (Summer) -
B Air Space 3"4" 
l. Air Mean Temp. 90°F/0°F.** 
a) Horizontal 
b) Horizontal 
c) Slope 45° 
d) Slope 45° 
e) Vertical 






























































.. For resistance at temperatures other than 90°F or 0°F, interpobte between the two values-typical. 
Reprinted by pt:rmission from ASH RAE Handbook of Fundamentals 1972. 
' ' 
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TABLE ]) Heat Transfer Coefficients of Building Materials.· 
CONOUC CONOUCf-
I-----+---------------
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Instruction Sheet for ECO #9 
Title: Switching to more efficient light sources. 
How to use this ECO format? 
In the example calculations for this ECO form, the information for the 
required data have been taken from the EADC audit report (Report #ClO) 
prepared for Neece. Steel Corp., Claremore, Oklahoma. 
In this ECO format the present illumination level is obtained by 
multiplying the number of lamps in use with the lumens per lamp i.e., 17 
lamps x 29,000 lumens/larnp = 493,000 lumens. The number of lamps recommended 
is calculated by dividing the present illumination level by the lumens per 
lamp of the proposed lamps, i.e., (493,000 lumens) 7 (37,000 lumens/lamp) 
13.32 = 14 lamps (rounded off to the nearest integer). 
The rest of the materials in the example calculation are almost self-
explanatory. 
However, for longer payback periods, the calculations for simple payback 
of the format can be modified by the following tabular form of cash flow 













































The payback period is calculated from the point where the unrecovered 
balance changes its sign from negative to positive. 
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ECO # 
EPIC ECO CODE 61.32 
TITLE: Switching to more efficient light sources. 
EXECITT IVE S~l.\t!.\RY: 
Switching from one light source to more efficient source is always 
recommended if economically justified because this results in both 
energy and demand charge savings in addition to improved general 
lighting condition. Enclosed, herewith, is a table which gives 
you a comparative pictorial of the most commonly used light sources 
and their various characteristics. These factors do enter into 
consideration whenever a decision is made to sivitch from one 
source of light to a more efficient one to be used for a particu-
lar location. 
However, in general, the high pressure sodium lamps have the 
highest lamp efficiency and also have excellent lumen maintenance 
over life. Although the high pressure sodium lamp first fol.ID.cl 
its principal use in street and outdoor lighting, it now is a 
readily accepted light source in industrial plants. 
It is, therefore, recormnended that your present system of lamp 
be relamped by HPS lamps for which calculations have been made to 
show the resulting savings. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
Cost of electricity 
Fuel adjustment cost 
Demand charge 
Hours of operation 
: $ O· O 2-°f /KWH 
factor charge:$ O• oo ~4 ~~/KWH 
: $ .:i._ • 3 °I /KW-month 
i o Hrs/day 
3 C~days/yr. 
Present system of lighting: , _. L 
Type of light source in use: t;::S~ ~~de-- f.,WWfJ. 
Wattage/lamp : \6-~owatts/larnp 
Total input wattage/fixture: watts/fixture 
Nl.Illlber of lamps in use l ~ 
Life/lamp : '3 o o o hrs. /lamp 
Lumen/lamp : 2-~.10001umen/lamp 
Cost/lamp : $ :i... tot· 00;1arnp 
Cost/fixture : $ - /fixture 
Area illuminated . - · ftZ 
Present illumination level : if q'.3 OOOlumens 
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Proposed system of lighting: • ".L o Sc.rL'.l,t...;Wv 4s. 
Type of light source recommended: ~ ,-~ ,..,~ 
Wattage/lamp : .:i.. ~o watts/lamp 
Total input wattage/fixture : '3 \ O watts/fixture 
Number of lamps and fixtures 
recommended : / Lt each 
Lumen/lamp : ?,7COO lumen/lamp 
Life/lamp : '2.lf, 01n hrs. /lamp 
Cost/lamp : $ 60•0° /lamp 
Cost/ fixture (installed) : $ '3oO• 00 I fixture 
Proposed illumination level :.qtso oolumens 
CALCULATIONS (for$ and energy savings): 
(1) Effective cost of electricity: 
= (cost of electricity) + (cost of fuel adjustment factor charge) 
= ($ O· 0 2- '1 /KWH) + ($ O• oo b'ft;'/KWH) 
= $o•o3S"L/s>/KWH. 
(2) Savings in energy charge: 
= [ (# of existing lamps) x (total input wattage/fixture)] -
(# of proposed lamps) x (total input wattage/fixture)] x 
(conversion factor for watts to KW) x (operation hrs./yr.) x 
(effective cost of electricity) 
= [( /7 ) x ( /5oo watts/fixture) 
( / 4 ) x ( 3/ o watts/fixture)] 
(1 KW/lOOOwatts) x (365<:> hrs./yr.) x ($o•o3S'1;SJKJvH) 
= $ ?:>131· £/yr. 
(3) Savings in demand charge: 
= [(# of existing lamps) x (total input wattage/fixture) -
(#of proposed lamps) x (total input wattage/fixture)] x 
(conversion factor for watts to KW) x (conversion factor 
for months to yr. ) x (demand charge) 
[( 17 ) x ( /SfJo watts/fixture) 
( I q ) x ( 3/ O watts/fixture)] x 
(1 KW/1000 watts) x {12 months/yr.) x ($ ;;i., 39 /KW-month) 
$ lob·~£ /yr. 
(4) Savings in energy (KWH): 
= (savings in energy charge) + (effective cost of electricity) 
= ($3\3<1·'5°/yr.) + ($01 035'"''6$"/KWH) 
= ~g 5 't'l ·'67 KWH/yr. 
(5) Savings in energy (BTUs): 
= (savings in KWH/yr) x (conversion factor) 
= (~8S48·~7KWH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/IGVH) 
' = 3o '2- X ID B'I'U I yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for i,mplementation cost): 
(1) Incremental annual cost for lamp replacement: 
[(# of existing lamps) x (cost/lamp) x (I/lamp life) -
(# of proposed lamps) x (cost/lamp) x (I/lamp life)] x 
(operation hrs. per year per lamp) 
= [( /7 ) x ($ d- 7 /lamp) x (1 lamp/'$000 hrs.) -
( /~ ) x ($ bO /lamp) x (1 lamp/ Q4ooohrs.)] x 
( 3 6 S-o hrs . /yr. - lamp) 
= $ 4 30 ·7/yr. 
(2) One time investment cost for fixtures: 
= (# of new fixtures recommended) x (cost/fixture) 
= ( / q fixtures) x ($ 3 co /fixture) 
$ Lf '2-.CO 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback) : 
NITTE: 
(1) Total net annual $ savings: 
(annual $ savings in energy charge) + (annual $ savings 
in demand charge) - (incremental annual cost for lamp 
replacement) 
= ($3l:,°J .. 5'/yr.) + ($ bob·'6)/yr.) - ($ 4'do·7 /yr.) 
= $ 33i5"·tS/yr. 
(2) Simple payback period: 
(total investment cost for fixtures) 
(total net annual $ savings) 
($ ~ 2.-oo ) -;. ($ :3 3l_>: '>/yr.) 
= I .. ')... 7 yrs. 
The audit team further recommends that a lamp maintenance program 
be initiated if there does not exist any at present. It is worth 
mentioning that cleaning dirt off the light lamps and reflectors 
on periodic intervals increases the lighting level from S to 15%. 
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Tab I(' Lii::hl Source Ch:iractrrislics 
Hi!!h-lnlc:nsily Discharge 
I ncandc:~cc:nt. High-Prc,,ure 
lncludin!! Tungs1c:n Mercury Vapor Sodium 11 mr'ro,·ed Lov.-Prc"l" 
Halogc:n Fluorc:,cc:nl (Sc:lf-lfalla~tc:dl Mc:tal Halide: Color I Sou1um 
W;illai;es 15-1500 15-219 4!l- llKXI 175-1000 70-1 (}()() :_15-lllO 
llamp only) 
Life:" lhrl 7."0-12-<lOO 7500-24.000 16.000...:15.000 1500-15.000 24.ooo 110.noo1 lll.O(K) 
Efficacy" 15-2." 5."-100 50-60 80-IClO 7'.i-140 Up 10 11111 
flumc:n~/WI lamp only 120-251 lfl7-l 12 
Lumc:n Fair lo excc:llc:nt Fair to excc:llent Vc:ry good Good EAcelknl E'\ct::llenl 
maintenance: lgnud) 
Color rendition E11cc:llenl Good 10 ocellent Poor to excellent Very good Fair p,,.,r 
Light dirccrion Very good to Fair Very good 
t,·cry g1>odl 
Very good Vc:ry good Fair 
control cxccllcnl 
Source: size: Compact Extc:nded Compacl Compact Compact E\lcndeu 
Rc:light lime: Immediate Immediate: ~-10 min I0-20 min Les" than lmmcu1alc:" 
I min 
Comparat1vc: lixturc: Low: simple Moder'..ilc: Hi~her than Generally highc:r High High 
cos I lixtures mcan<le,cenl and lhan mercury 
nu11resccn1 
Comparalive opcraling High: short life: and Lowc:r lhan Lower lhan Lower than Lowes! of HID Low 
COS( low efficacy incande~ccnl inc;mdc~ccnl mercury l)·pcs 
Auxiliary c:4uipmenl Nol ncc:ded Needed: mc:dium Ncc<kd: high cost Needed: high cc,,t f"c:"c:"ded; high co'I :"ceded: hr~h u 
needed cost 
• Life :.ind effic.acy ratings suhjecl lo revision. Check manufacturers· data for lale'I information. 
I 
Infonnation Sheet 
The following table provides a typical total input wattage/fixture 
(i.e., the wattage conslililed by the lamp and ballast together) for three 
















High Pressure Sodium 



















EPIC ECO CODE 61.32 
TITLE: Switching to more efficient light sources. 
EXECUf IVE SUMvfARY: 
Switching from one light source to more efficient source is always 
recommended if economically justified because this results in both 
energy and demand charge savings in addition to improved general 
lighting condition. Enclosed, herewith, is a table which gives 
you a comparative pictorial of the most commonly used light sources 
and their various characteristics. These factors do enter into 
consideration whenever a decision is made to switch from one 
source of light to a more efficient one to be used for a particu-
lar location. 
However, in general, the high pressure sodiwn lamps have the 
highest lamp efficiency and also have excellent lwnen maintenance 
over life. Although the high pressure sodiwn lamp first fmmd 
its principal use in street and outdoor lighting, it now is a 
readily accepted light source in industrial plants. 
It is, therefore, recommended that your present system of lamp 
be relarirped by HPS lamps for which calculations have been made to 
show the resulting savings. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
Cost of electricity 










Hours of operation 
Present system of lighting: 
Type of light source in use: 
Wattage/lamp 
Total input wattage/fixture: 



















Proposed system of lighting: 
Type of light source recommended: 
Wattage/lamp 
Total input wattage/fixture 










CALCULATIONS (for$ and energy savings): 










= (cost of electricity) 
= ($ /KWH) + ($ 
+ (cost of fuel adjustment factor charge) 
/KWH) 
= $ /KWH. 
(2) Savings in energy charge: 
[(#of existing lamps) x (total input wattage/fixture)] -
(#of proposed lamps) x (total input wattage/fixture)] x 
(conversion factor for watts to KW) x (operation hrs./yr.) x 
(effective cost of electricity) 
= [ ( ) x ( watts/fixture) 
( ) x ( watts/fixture)] 
(1 KW/1000 watts) x ( hrs./yr.) x ($ /K\\H) 
$ /yr. 
(3) Savings in demand charge: 
= [(# of existing lamps) x (total input wattage/fixture) -
(#of proposed lamps) x (total input wattage/fixture)] x 
(conversion factor for watts to KW) x (conversion factor 
for months to yr. ) x (demand charge) 
= [( ) x ( watts/fixture) -
( ) x ( watts/fixture)] x 
(1 KW/1000 watts) x (12 months/yr.) x ($ /KW-ITKJnth) 
= $ /yr. 
(4) Savings in energy (KWH): 
= (savings in energy charge) 7 (effective cost of electricity) 
= ($ /yr.) 7 ($ /KWH) 
= KWH/yr. 
(5) Savings in energy (BTUs): 
(savings in KWH/yr) x (conversion factor) 
= ( KWH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/KivH) 
= BTU/yr. 
CALOJLATI~S (for implementation cost): 
(1) Incremental annual cost for lamp replacement: 
= [(# of existing lamps) x (cost/lamp) x (l/lamp life) -
(# of proposed lamps) x (cost/lamp) x (l/lamp life)] x 
(operation hrs. per year per lamp) 
= [( ) x ($ /lamp) x (1 lamp/ 
( ) x ($ /lamp) x (1 lamp/ 
( hrs./yr. - lamp) 
= $ /yr. 
(2) One time investment cost for fixtures: 
(# of new fixtures recorrnnended) x (cost/fixture) 




CALOJLATIONS (for simple payback): 
NOTE: 
(1) Total net annual $ savings: 
= (annual $ savings in energy charge) + (annual $ savings 




/yr.) + ($ 
/yr. 
(2) Simple payback period: 
/yr.) - ($ 
= (total investment cost for fixtures) 
(total net annual $ savings) 
= ($ ) .;. ($ /yr. ) 
= yrs. 
/yr.) 
The audit team further recorrnnends that a lamp maintenance program 
be initiated if there does not exist any at present. It is worth 
mentioning that cleaning dirt off the light lamps and reflectors 
on periodic intervals increases the lighting level from 5 to 15%. 
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Infonnation Sheet 
The following table provides a typical total input wattage/fixture 
(i.e., the wattage consumed by the lamp and ballast together) for three 
















High Pressure Sodium 



















Ta bit Lii:ht Sourct Characll'rislics 
High-Intensity Discharge 
lncamle,cenl. High-Pressure 
Including Tungsten Mercury Vapor Sodium (Improved L1rn.-Pre"urC' 
Halogen Fluorescent !Selr-Ballasled) Metal Halide Color) Sodium 
Wattilges 15-l'illO l'i-219 40-1000 175-1000 70-1000 ~'i-11\0 
ilamp onlyJ 
Life" 1hr1 750-12.000 7.~00-24.000 16.000-15.000 1500-15.000 :!4.000 110.0001 11\.lKIO 
Efficacy" l'i-:!'i 55-100 50-60 80-100 75-140 Up to IXll 
llumen,.'WI lamp only 120-25) 167-11:! 
Lumen Fair lo excellent Fair to excellent Very good Good Excellent E\Ce!lknt 
m;untenance lgnodl 
Color rendition E\cellenl Good to excellent Poor to e:1.cellent Very good Fair P11<H 
I very g11nd l 
Lig:ht direction Very good to Fair Very good Very good Very good Fair 
control excellent 
Source size Compact Extended Compact Compact Compact E•llended 
Relight time Immediate Immediate 3-10 min 10-20 min Les" than Immediate 
I min 
Comparative fixture Low: simple Mode~.ite Hi)!her than Generally higher High High 
cost fixtures incandesceni and than mercury 
nuorescenl 
Comparative operating High: short life and Lower than Lower than Lower than Lowest of HID Low 
cost low efficacy incande~cent incande~cent mercury types 
Auxiliary equipment Not needed Needed: medium Needed: high cost Needed: hig:h co~t !"ceded: high cost Needed: h1~h «"I 
needed cost 
" Life and effic.acy ratings suhject to revision. Check manufacturers· data for latest inform;ition. 
I 
INSTRLCI'IOO SHEET Fffi HD #10 
Title: Switching to Ellipsoidal Reflector Larrps 
How To Use This HD Format 
In the exE1Tple calculations for this HD format, nnst of the information for 
the required data has been taken fran the FAIX; audit report prepared for 
Koehring Speedstar Division, Enid, Oklahana.. In this exarrple calculation, the 
contents need not be explained explicitly because they are almsot self 
explanatory. 
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ECO # f 0 
(EPIC ECO Code 61.31) 
TITLE: Switching to Ellipsodial Reflector Lamps 
EXEOITIVE.· Sill-MARY: 
Incandescent lamps are available in a variety of shapes and sizes. 
Reflector lamps (which are incandescent lamps) are classified as 
both flood lamps and spot lamps. A flood lamp has a wide beam, 
while the spot light concentrates its light output in a more narrow 
beam. For most applications, spot lamps are preferred over flood 
lamps. M:>st flood lamp fixtures block a large portion of light 
beam and also result in unwanted heating of the bulb housing. 
However, a spot lamp.gets more light out of the fixtures and con-
centrates it where you need it -- on the target. In many cases, 
you can replace a flood lamp with a spot lamp using half the 
wattage and get the same light where you need it. The ER-type 
lamp (ellipsodial reflector) is a relatively new type of spot 
lamp which has been designed to be effective in getting light 
out of the baffled or recessed fixtures. 
We, therefore, recommend you to r~lamp your flood 
lamps with Ellipsodial Recessed flood lamps in your ~c..e. -ho-M.wf' 
area for which the resulting savings in energy and doffars 
have been provided below. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
(1) For your present system of flood lamps: 
Wattage \ tO {) watts/lamp 
Total Nlllllber: "3 o 
Cost/Lamp : $ 4 · o f; /lamp 
Proposed: 





Cost/Lamp : $ 5'· /~/lamp 
(3) Cost of Electricity 
(4) Demand Charge 
(5) Fuel Cost Adjustment 
(6) Operating Hours 
: $0 • O I S-'3 /KWH 
:$ ~•?>°I /KW-month 
Charge: $O•oo{;.i.,>5"/KWH 
: 3375' Hrs./Yr. 
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CALCUlATIONS (for energy and $ savings) : 
(1) Effective cost of electricity: 
= (cost of electricity) + (fuel cost adjustment factor charge) 
= ($ O •OI 5°3 /KWH) + ($0• o°''t~~/KWH) 
= $0·0'2..1755 /KWH. 
(2) .Savings in energy charge: 
10:5 
= [(# of present flood lamps) x (corresponding wattage) 
- (# of prnposed ellipsodial reflector lamps) x (corresponding 
wattage)] x (operating hrs./yr.) x (effective cost of electricity) 
= [( 3>o ) x ( l5" o watts)/1000 - ( 3c ) x ( 7 S- watts/1000] 
x (337 S hrs./yr) x ($o•O:l.\7~9KWH) 
= $ (,;'•'l.O/yr. 
(3) Savings in demand charge: 
= [(# of present flood lamps) x (corresponding wattage) 
- (# of proposed ellipsodial reflector lamps) x (corresponding 
wattage)] x (demand charge) x (conversion factor) 
= [( 3o) x ( \;-(:) watts)/1000 - ( '30) x ( 75'watts/1000] 
x ($ :2. • 3°1 /KW-month) x (12 months/yr.) 
= $ 'Lf I 53 /yr• 
(4) Savings in KWH: 
= (savings in energy charge/yr.) 7 (effective cost of electricity) 
= ( "5 •:lo I<hH/yr.) 7 ($ 010Qf75"~ /KhH) 
= 7 59 3• ll KWH/yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) The implementation cost for this ECO is based on incremental 
cost. 
Total incremental replacement cost 
= (Total # of proposed lamps) x (their incremental cost of purchasing) 
= ( 3 o ) x [ ($ ~•IS /proposed lamp)- ($ '-1 • o ~I PTesent lamp)] 
= $ 33· 00 . 
(2) Total annual $ savings: 
= (savings in energy charge) + (savings in demand charge) 
= C$ IC5·J.o /yr.) + ($ <;4 ,53/yr.) 
= $ ~~ '1 · 7 3 /yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
Payback = (total incremental replacement cost) 
= ($ -3?>~ oo ) .;- ($ ';J.. 'J..°t.?l/yr.) 
= . o • I 4 yrs. 
-:. r .,. f ,,,...,.,,_Cl"---fk, I 
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(total annual $ savings) 
ECO # 
(EPIC ECO Code 61.31) 
TITLE: Switching to Ellipsodial Reflector Lamps 
EXECTJTIVE -Sill-l'>!ARY: 
Incandescent lamps are available in a variety of shapes and sizes. 
Reflector lamps (which are incandescent lamps) are classified as 
both flood lamps and spot lamps. A flood lamp has a wide beam, 
while the spot- light concentrates its light output in a more narrow 
beam. For most applications, spot lamps are preferred over flood 
lamps. ~bst flood lamp fixtures block a large portion of light 
beam and also result in unwanted heating of the bulb housing. 
However, a spot lamp gets more light out of the fixtures and con-
centrates it where you need it -- on the target. In many cases, 
you can replace a flood lamp with a spot lamp using half the 
wattage and get the same light where you need it. The ER-type 
lamp (ellipsodial reflector) is a relatively new type of spot 
lamp which has been designed to be effective in getting light 
out of the baffled or recessed fixtures. 
We, therefore, recommend you to r8lamp your flood 
lamps with Ellipsodial Recessed flood lamps in your 
area for which the resulting savings in energy and dollars 
have been provided below. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
(1) For your present system of flood lamps: 
Wattage 
Total Number: 




(2) For your proposed system of ellipsodial reflector lamps: 
Wattage 
Total Number: 
Cos t/Larnp : $ 
(3) Cost of Electricity 
(4) Demand Oi.arge 
(5) Fuel Cost Adjustment 











CALOJLATIONS (for energy and $ savings): 
(1) Effective cost of electricity: 
(cost of electricity) 
= ($ /K\~H) + ($ 
= $ /K\\18, 
(2) ,Savings in energy charge: 
+ (fuel cost adjustment factor charge) 
/K\\18) 
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= [(# of present flood lamps) x (corresponding wattage) 
- (# of proposed ellipsodial reflector lamps) x (corresponding 
wattage)] x (operating hrs./yr.) x (effective cost of electricity) 
= [ ( ) x ( watts)/1000 - ( ) x ( watts/1000] 
x ( hrs./yr) x ($ /~H) 
= $ /yr. 
(3) Savings in demand charge: 
= [(# of present flood lamps) x (corresponding wattage) 
- (# of proposed ellipsodial reflector lamps) x (corresponding 
wattage)] x (demand charge) x (conversion factor) 
= [ ( ) x ( watts) /1000 - ( ) x ( watts/1000] 
x ($ /KW-month) x (12 months/yr.) 
= $ /yr. 
(4) Savings in KWH: 
(savings in energy charge/yr.) ~ (effective cost of electricity) 
= ( 
= 
KWH/yr.) + ($ 
KWH/yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
/K\\18) 
(1) The implementation cost for this ECO is based on incremental 
cost. · 
Total incremental replacement cost 
• 
= (Total # of proposed lamps) x (their incremental cost of purchasing) 
( ) x [ ($ /pronosed lamp)- ($ I P'!"esent lamp)] 
= $ 
(2) Total annual $ savings: 
= (savings in energy charge) + (savings in demand charge) 
= ($ /yr.) + ($ /yr.) 
$ /yr. 
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CALOJLATIONS (for simple payback): 
Payback = (total incremental replacement cost) . (total annual $ savings) 
= ($- ) ~ ($ /yr.) 
= yrs, 
INSTRICTICN SHEET R:R EXD #11 
Title: Switching to LPS for Security Lights 
How To Use This EXD Format 
In the exarrple calculations for this EXD format, nnst of the information for 
the required data has been taken fran the FALC audit report prepared for 
Labarge Steel, Tulsa, Oklahani. 
In this exarrple calculation, the contents need not be explained explicitly 
because they are almost self explanatory. 
uo 
ECO # 
(EPIC ECO Code 61.32) 
TITLE: Switching to LPS Lamps for Security Lights 
EXECUTIVE SIBvMA.RY: 
The low pressure sodium (LPS) lamp is the most efficient of all 
the available light sources, providing up to 183 lumens/watt. 
However, its monochromatic yellow light has limited its appli-
cation to areas where color identification is not a matter of 
concern. That is why the prima:ry use of LPS lamps is currently 
for street and highway lighting as well as outdoor area and 
security lighting. 
We recoITilllend that your present security lighting systems be 
relamped by higher efficiency and lower wattage low pressure 
sodium lamps. Since LPS lamps have wider dispersement of 
light output, relocation of the new fixtures might improve 
the overall security lighting in addition to giving you 
the benefits of energy and dollar savings. Calculations 
for savings have been provided below. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given: 
(1) For your present .p.oectt.:~ lamps for security lighting: 
Total Lumens per Life Per Cost Per 
Wattage/Lamp Number Lamp Lamp Lamp 
1so~~ 7 
'?.-oOO $ 3· coj 
~ tc.-r I 
(2) For your proposed LPS lamps for security lighting: 
* Total 
Watta e/Fixture Number 
Lumens per 
L 
Life Per Cost per Cost per 
L L Fixture 
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(o~ooo $?..7• oo $ °&7•oo 
-w;~~L-t ~r~· 
* Ballast wattage is added to the wattage rating per lamp to get the total 
wattage/ fixture 
(3) Cost of Electricity :$o·oS'o'1-'3~/K\\H 
(4) Fuel Cost Adjustment Factor Charge:$O•Oo('JS'9K\VH 
(5) Operating Hrs./Yr. : lf5,l· 5 Hrs./Yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
(1) Effective cost of electricity: 
= (cost of electricity) + (fuel cost adjustment factor charge) 
= ($O•o5'oZ3>"/K\\H) + ($o•oo~'1~t;/KWH) 
= $O•OS(,9 /KWH 
(2) Savings in energy (K\VH) : 
= [(# of present lamps) x (corresponding wattage/lamp) 
- (# of proposed LPS lamps) x (corresponding wattage/fixture)] 
x (operating hrs./yr.) 
= [( 7 lamp) x ( 150 watts/lamp)/1000 - ( 7 fixtures) 
x ( "'3. D watts/fixture) /1000] x ( 4 5' l-•S-hrs ./yr.) 
= 1. ! 3.1 • ~ K\\H/yr. 
(3) Savings in energy (BTUs): 
= (savings in KWH/yr.) x (conversion factor) 
= ( 3'63l•£°K\\'H/yr.) x (3412 BTU/K\l/H) 
b 
= \~Ix 10 BTU/yr. · 
(4) Savings in energy charge: 
= (savings i., K\l/Hfyr.) x (effective cost of electricity) 
= (3'!~::>.·5 KWH/yr.) x ($O•CS"'f/KWH) 
= $ Q.f7 •Z( /yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Annual incremental cost for lamp replacerrent: 
= [ (# of proµ:ised lamps) x (I/lamp life) x (cost/lamp) · 
- (# of present · LPS lamps) x (I/lamp life) x (cost/lamp)] 
x (operating nrs. per year per lamp) 
= [ ( 7 lamps) x (lamp/7..~ eb hrs.) x ($ 3 • oo/lamp) 
- ( 'tf lamps) x (lamp/fo-tooo hrs.) x ($17-00/lamp)] 
x (45,"2·~hrs./yr. -lamp) 
= $ 3t. 33/yr. 
ll2 
(2) One-time investment cost for fixtures: 
(# of proposed LPS fixtures for lamps) x (cost per fixture) 
= ( 7 fixtures) x ($ {. 7 /fixture) 
= $ 't69·0C> . 
( 3) Net annuat $ savings : 
= (annual $ savings in energy charge) - (annual incremental cost 
for lamp replacement) 
= ($ :l.l7• 2, /yr.) - ($ 3& I 3-:1 /yr•) 
= $ 1'1~·'i3/yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
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Payback period = (investment cost for fixtures) . (net annual $ savings) 
= ($4'9,co) -:- ($ P7~·92>/yr.) 
= ;;i • 6 'l- yrs • 
TYPICAL CHARACTERISITCS OF COMMON INDUSTRIAL LAMPS 
Av;oilability Lamp Efficacy. 
Size Range. lumens per watt Average Rated 
Lamp Type watts Initial Mean Life. hr 
Low-press~re sodium 35 to 180 137to183 122 10 164 18.000 
H i~"l-pressure sodium 50 to 1000 83 to 140 75 to 127 24.000 
r.'.etal halid~ 175to1000 80 to 125 62 to 92 7500 to 20,000 
L'.ercury 50 to 1000 32 to 63 25.10 4E 15 .ooo to 24 .ooa+ 
Fiuo•escent 40 to 215 74to100 49 to 8E 1 2 ,ODO to 20 .ooo+ 
lr.::an:::i~1.eent 60 to 1500 15 to 24 14 to 23 750 to 4000 
l_ Efficacy l!i"ld li1e r•ting r•nges •re givl"ln O\.ltH 1he r•no• o~ sizes In which lamps •r• 
o~fered_ In ~eneral (but not necessarlly 1or •II l•rnP tyoes). hi~ht!!f-vV"l!!ll•:l• h1mp1 h•v• 
hiwher initlal efiic•cy and lower m•an eHicecies than loNer--vv.ettZ'lC• lamps. specific lamp 
color (clear. phos;>hored. or diffuse) also &ffects efficacy_ Hict-.-vvan.age lamps usually have 
s.horter llfe than low-wanllo• lamps. but wme low.o\l\l•nage HID lamps hav1 shoner life 
thlln trl•ir mlC~i1ed counterparts.. Extendec.1-llfe incnnde!.cent lamp1 typlc•lly hav• loVYar 
effkacies then 5'andord 1750 hr) lampl. 
2. lnitia1 e1fic•cv h usu•flv considered 10 be th• efficacy eh•r • 100 hr burning-Jn perloda 
~~e.en efficacy Is the m••n •ffic~cy over the rated life of th• l•mPa 
3. Rated life Is ba,•d an t.h• point at wh1ch SO p•rc•nt cf th• lamps In • repres.entattve 
s.ample can be expected to have f•iled_ 
4. Life ratings wlven for high-pressure sodium lamps •r• for s1andard temps Op•r•t•d on 
HPS ball•sts. I nterchen11 .. bl• (retrofit) lamps hove life ratings ranging from 12,000 10 
1S,OOO hr. 
Tn~ sE:ec:::on o~ tli;;ht source should n•ver be brsed on a sint~• factor t.:.ic.h a1 high etflc1cy. 
lcn~ life. or IOV\' lemo anc! fixture cos-:.. Thi Jumir.aire in wh!ch the l•mP must b• •=>Plied 
anc::' the room 'eomeotry 1-!'!'ect the se!ectlon of lernp/!urn1n~>• corr:.bln•-::ion th•t vvlli re-suit 
In the mer. ligh! defivoreCJ to th.1 work plan1 for !:'1r: mon•\·. 
Source: Plant Engineering, July 24, 1980. 
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ECO # 
(EPIC ECO Code 61.32) 
TITLE: Switching to LPS Lamps for Security Lights 
EXEClITIVE .~MARY: 
The low pressure sodit.ml (LPS) lamp is the most efficient of all 
the available light sources, providing up to 183 lt.mlens/watt. 
However, its monochromatic yellow light has limited its appli-
cation to areas where color identification is not a matter of 
concern. That is why the primary use of LPS-larnps is currently 
for street and highway lighting as well as outdoor area and 
security lighting. 
We recommend that your present security lighting systems be 
relamped by higher efficiency and lower wattage low pressure 
sodilUTl lamps. Since LPS lamps have wider dispersement of 
light output, relocation of the new fixtures might improve 
the overall security lighting in addition to giving you 
the benefits of energy and dollar savings. Calculations 




(1) For your present 
Total 
*Wattage/Lamp Nl.Illlber 







(2) For your proposed LPS lamps for security lighting: 
* Total Ltnnens per Life Per 
Watta e/Fixture Ntnnber L L 
Cost per 
Fixture 
Ballast wattage is added to the wattage rating per lamp to get the total 
wattage/ fixture 
ll5 
(3) Cost of Electricity :$ 
(4) Fuel Cost Adjustment Factor Charge:$ 
(5) Operating Hrs./Yr. 
CALOJLATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 




= (cost of electricity) + (fuel cost adjustment factor charge) 
= ($ /KWH) + ($ /KWH) 
= $ /KWH 
(2) Savings in energy (KWH): 
= [(# of present lamps) x (corresponding wattage/lamp) 
- (# of proposed LPS lamps) x (corresponding wattage/fixture)] 
x (operating hrs./yr.) 
= [( lamp) x ( watts/lamp)/1000 - ( fixtures) 
x ( watts/fixture)/1000] x ( hrs./yr.) 
= KWH/yr. 
(3) Savings in energy (BTUs): 
(savings in KWH/yr.) x (conversion factor) 
= ( KWH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/KWH) 
BTU/yr. 
(4) Savings in energy charge: 
= (savings i..~ KWH/yr.) x (effective cost of electricity) 
= ( KWH/yr.) x ($ /KWH) 
= $ /yr. 
CALOJLATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Annual incremental cost for lamp replacement: 
= [ (# of proposed lamps) x (I/lamp life) x (cost/lamp) 
- (# of present LPS lamps) x (I/lamp life) x (cost/lamp)] 
x (operating nrs. per year per lamp) 
= [( lamps) x (lamp/ hrs.) x ($ 
- ( lamps) x (lamp/ hrs.) x ($ 
x ( hrs./yr.-lamp) 




(2) One-time investment cost for fixtures: 
= (# of proposed LPS fixtures for lamps) x (cost per fixture) 
= ( fixtures) x ($ /fixture) 
= $ 
(3) Net annual $ savings: 
= (annual $ savings in energy charge) - (annual incremental cost 
for lamp replacement) 
= ($ /yr.) - ($ /yr.) 
= $ /yr. 
CALCUIATIONS (for simple payback): 
Payback period = (investment cost for fixtures) . (net annual $ savings) 




TYPICAL CHARACTERISITCS OF COMMON INDUSTRIAL LAMPS 
Av~ilability Limp Efficacy. 
Size Range. lumens per watt Avu•g• R•led 
Lamp Type watts Initial Mean Lil•. hr 
Low.press'-lre sodium 35 to 180 137 to 183 122 10 164 18.000 
Hig:...pressurr sodium 50 to 1000 83 to 140 75 to 127 24,000 
Metal halide 175 to 1000 BO to 125 62 to 92 7500 to 20 ,000 
r.'.ercury 50 to 1000 32 to 63 25.to 48 16.000 to 24.00o+ 
F luo•escent 4010215 74to100 49 lO 88 l 2 ,DOD to 20 .ooo+ 
I r.::and~scent 60 to 1500 15 to 24 14 to 23 750 to 4000 
1. Efficacy al'ld life rating r.anpe1 are giv•n over th• ranp• o'!" sizes In which lamps are 
o"'fared. in ~enrr•I (but not necessarily 1or all l•mP types). higher-vvatta;e li1mp1 have 
higher initial efficacy and lower m1an afflcitcies than l0Nar ....... at1a~• lamp1; specific lamp 
color (clear. phos.phored. or diffuse) also effects efficacy. Hi,t-:-""attao• lamps usually.-...,,. 
sh-ortar llfa than low.wanepa lamps. but wma low-v.,,anage HID lamps t-.av• shonar llfa 
than tnair mlC-1i1ad counterparu:. Ext•nded-llfe incandescent lamps typ1ca11v have lower 
•fflcaciH th•n -'•ndord 1750 hr) l•mPl. 
2. Initial effic•cv h usu•llv con1id9'ed to be th• efficacy ahu • 100 hr burning-In period. 
Mean .,fficacy Is the m .. n effic•cv over th• r•ted llfe of th1 l•mP. 
3. Rated 111• Is bHad on the point at which 50 percant of tha lamps In • rapras.ntatlva 
s•mPI• can be •x p•cted to have fa lied .. 
4_ Life ratings given for hlgh-pressur• sodium lamps are for 11andard lamp1 operated on 
HPS b•ll•ns. I ntarch•n11•abl• (ratroflt) lamp• have llfe r•tln11s ran11ing from 12.000 to 
18,000 hr. 
The se:ac-::on o'! llght i.ourceo should ne..,er b• b~sed on 8 sine~• factor such as high efficacy. 
Ion~ life. or lov..• J.emp and fixture cos-:.. Th• lurr.lnaire In which the lamp muu b• applied 
ain~ the room '11oml!1ry a'ffact the selection of h:mp/luminz::-. corr.blna-:ion that wll.i result 
;., the mor.. light deilivorao to th1 work plane for tru: mone\'-
Source: Plant Engineering, July 24, 1980. 
Instruction Sheet for ECO #12 
Title: Use higher efficiency, lower wattage fluorescent lamps in 
existing fixtures 
How to use this ECO format? 
In the example calculations for this ECO format, the information for 
the required data has been taken from the EADC audit report prepared for 
Labarge Steel, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
In this example, all calculations are self-explanatory. 
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ECO# /:2 
EPIC CODE # 61.31 
TITLE: Use higher efficiency, lower wattage fluorescent lamps in 
existing fixtures. 
EXECUTIVE Sm.tMRY: 
Energy efficient fluorescent bulbs are available as replacements 
for the standard bulbs. They consume considerably less energy 
but yield approximately the same light levels. The energy effi-
cient lamps are direct replacements and need no modification or 
adjustments in their fixtures. This ECO can be easily implemented 
by replacing your regular fluorescent lamps at the end of their 
life by their equivalent energy efficient ones. The incremental 
cost of buying the new ones are not at all high but the savings 




(1) For your present system of regular fluorescent lighting: 
Present Types of Lamps 
F400V (40 watts) 
Total NIBTlber :2... O 0 
Life £C/ ooohrs 
Lumen/lamp 1-umens/lamp 
Cost/lamp $ f • ~O/lamp 
F96/Tl2/dV (75 watts) 
I Es L-J 
:?-.O; ~hrs 
h.nnens/lamp 
$ .2· 70/lamp 
.. 
(2) For the proposed system of energy efficient fluorescent lighting: 
Proposed Types of Lamps 
F40/CW/RS/SS (35 watts) F96/Tl2/CW/SS (60 watts) 
Total NIBTlber .!}_ O D /5 Lt 
Life ..:!! o / crcro · hrs 
Lumen/lamp lurnens/lamp 
Cost/lamp $ /•Co/lamp 
:2 0 0 o--o hrs 
/ lurnens/lamp 
$ 3· /q'lamp 
(3) Cost of electricity 
(4) Demand charge 
(5) Fuel cost adjustment 
(6) Operating hrs./yr. 
: $ o • 0£ o'l.~/KWH 
: $ :2. • 3°1 /KW-month 
factor charge: $CJ• o~61f~(" /KWH 
: :l..'7 5" o Hrs . /yr. 
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CALCULATIONS (for energy and $ savings) : 
(1) Effective cost of electricity: 
= KWH consumption charge + fuel cost adjustment factor charge 
= ($0·0~D.V>/K\vH) + ($0· oo{,4~S/KWH) 
= $ D • o ~(.l'1 /KWH 
(2) Savings in energy charge: 
= [ (# of Lt O watts lamps) x (Their corresponding K\'I savings) 
+ (# of 7 5 watts lamps) x (Their corresponding 
K\V savings)] x (operating hrs./yr.) x (effective cost of 
electricity) 
=[(~co) x ( 4o - 35) + ( 18L;) x ( 7~ - 6D)] 
1000 1000 
x (ffe.7<;0 hrs./yr.) x ($0.oSl,VKWH) 
$ 5f.(;·/7 /yr. 
(3) Savings in demand charge: 
= [ (# of .lf o watts lamps) x (Their corresponding K\'/ demand savings) 
+ (# of '75" watts lamps) x (Their corresponding K\'I demand 
savings)] x (Monthly demand charge) x (Conversion factor) 
=[(:loo) x (4o - 3S-) + (tr4) x (7~ - Cc)] 
1000 1000 
x ($ ~. 3 er /K\V-month) x (12 months/yr.) 
= $)7·47 /yr.) 
(4) Total $ savings: 
= (savings in energy charge/yr.) + (savings in demand charge/yr.) 
= ($ 5'F;(,,•f1 /yr.) + ($ 171 17 /yr.) 
= $,04. {LI/yr. 
(5) Savings in KWH: 
= ($ savings in energy charge) 7 (effective cost of electricity) 
= ($,S&G ·\'7/yr.) 7 ($O•oS,6'f/KWH) 
= l o'?,~'l-~KWH/yr. 
(6) Savings in BTUs: 
(KWH savings/yr.) x (conversion factor) 
= (ID3~'1·2KWH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/KWH) 
= 3y ~Y-toBTU/yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) The implementation cost for this ECO is based on incremental 
cost basis. Your purchasing department can take care of this 
by ordering energy efficient lamps instead of the regular fluores-
cent ones as your existing bulbs fail and need replacement. 
(2) Total incremental cost of replacement: 
= (# of 3bwatts lamps) x (Their incremental cost of 
purchasing) + (# of {;o watts lamps) x (Their incre-
mental cost of purchasing) 
= (.;2.oolamps) x ($ /-£ 0 /lamp $ /·~D/larnp) + 
( 18!.; lamps) x ($::?.;o/lamp - $~·c:/ 0/larnp) 
= $ f{b ·'6° 
CALCULATICNS (for simple payback): 
Payback period = Total incremental cost of replacement 
Total $ savings/yr. 
= t ' fi • ~0 I 6 o 4 · 1 y 
= O• I "f yrs . 
.2 • 3 ~cn---t\.-.S • 
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ECO # 
EPIC CODE # 61.31 
TITLE: Use higher efficiency, lower wattage fluorescent lamps in 
existing fixtures. 
EXEOJTIVE SI.M.1ARY: 
&1.ergy efficient fluorescent bulbs are available as replacements 
for the standard bulbs. They conswne considerably less energy 
123 
but yield approximately the same light levels. The energy effi-
cient lamps are direct replacements and need no modification or 
adjustments in their fixtures. This ECO can be easily implemented 
by replacing your regular fluorescent lamps at the end of their 
life by their equivalent energy efficient ones. The incremental 
cost of buying the new ones are not at all high but the savings 




(1) For your present system of regular fluorescent lighting: 
Present Types of Lamps 











(2) For the proposed system of energy efficient fluorescent lighting: 
Proposed Types of Lamps 








(3) Cost of electricity 
( 4) Demand charge 
(5) Fuel cost adjustment 











CALCULATIONS (for energy and $ savings): 
(1) Effective cost of electricity: 
= KWH consumption charge + fuel cost adjustment factor charge 
= ($ 
= $ 
/KWH) + ($ 
/KWH 
/KWH) 
(2) Savings in energy charge: 
(3) 
= [ (# of 
+ (# of 
watts lamps) x (Their corresponding KW savings) 
watts lamps) x (Their corresponding 
(operating hrs./yr.) x (effective cost of KW savings)] x 
electricity) 
= [( ) x ( ) + ( ) x ( )] 
1000 1000 
x ( hrs./yr.) x ($ /KWH) 
= $ /yr. 
Savings in demand charge: 
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= [ (# of watts lamps) x (Their corresponding KW demand savings} 
+ (# of watts lamps) x (Their corresponding Kl~ demand 
savings)] x (Monthly demand charge) x (Conversion factor) 
= [( ) x ( ) + ( ) x ( )] 
1000 1000 
x ($ /KW-month) x (12 months/yr.) 
= $ /yr.) 
(4) Total $ savings: 
= (savings in energy charge/yr.) + (savings in demand charge/yr.) 
= ($ /yr.) + ($ /yr.) 
$ /yr. 
(5) Savings in KWH: 
= ($ savings in energy charge) 7 (effective cost of electricity) 
= ($ /yr.) 7 ($ /KWH) 
: KWH/yr. 
(6) Savings in B11Js: 
= (KWH savings/yr.) x (conversion factor) 
= ( KWH/yr.) x (3412 BTU/KWH) 
= BTU/yr. 
CALCl.IlATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) The implementation cost for this ECO is based on incremental 
cost basis. Your purchasing department can take care of this 
by ordering energy efficient lamps instead of the regular fluores-
cent ones as your existing bulbs fail and need replacement. 
(2) Total incremental cost of replacement: 
= (# of watts lamps) x (Their incremental cost of 
purchasing) + (# of watts lamps) x (Their incre-. 
mental cost of purchasing) 
= ( lamps) x ($ /lamp $ 
( lamps) x ($ /lamp - $ 
= $ 
CALClJLATl(]\JS (for simple payback): 
/lamp) + 
/lamp) 
Payback period = Total incremental cost of replacement 




Instruction Sheet for ECO #13 
Title: Recover and reuse cooling water 
How to use this ECO format? 
In this example calculations for this ECO form, the information for 
the required data have been taken from the EADC audit report (Report #Bl4) 
prepared for Adams-Millis Corporation, Edmond, Oklahoma. 
In general cooling water discharged frcm any system (like an air 
compressor) can be recovered and reused. The double attraction for such 
a conservation technique is the fact that if some process (like dye oper-
ation) is using city water at normal temperature, (usually cooler than 
cooling water discharged from any system) it can be replaced by cooling 
water after some in-house treatment thereby eliminating or reducing the 
requirements for water and gas consumption. 
In the example calculation, the source of cooling water is the air 
compressor whose discharge rate is 8208 gallons/day at a steady state temp-
erature of 90°F. In the same plant they were using city water at an average 
temperature of 55°F at the rate of 3960 gallons per day for the dye operation 
process water requirement. In such a situation the recormnended waste heat 
recovery technique in addition to Water Conservation is really a "good 
resource management". 
Most of the steps in the example calculation are self-explanatory and 




EPIC ECO CODE 33.31 
TITLE: Recover and reuse cooling water 
EXECITTIVE Sffi.Hi\RY: 
l 
Recovering and reusing cooling water discharge for some other 
heating process is an ex3:f11Ple~f w te heat recovery. For 
your present system of cl:f e ' , calculations have 
been made to show how you can ake advantage of the waste 
heat contained in the cooling water discharge by reusing it ~e>,__ 
..;,,.,..-~ V.,~~ for the purpose of -'4~!}-~
in place of city water. This could result in savings in heating 
energy required to raise the temperature of the city water to 
the temperature required for the ~~;J--:- operation process 
water. ~breover, this would cut down the cost of water because 




(1) Cooling water discharge rate 
(2) Temperature of discharge 
~"1- og gals./ day 
t 0 2 °F 
(3) Steady state discharge 
temperature (asswned) 4D°F 
(4)~<- ~process water requirement: 3"'\{.ogals./day 
(5) Average city water temperature : 5 5 °F 
(6) Cost of water :$ O• 6° /1000 gal. 
(7) Cost of sanitary sewer :$ D• 3° /1000 gal. 
(8) Firing llllit efficiency (assumed) 7 o % 
(9) Days of operation/yr. : z.f;o days/yr. 
(10) Natural gas cost :$ '.l·597/~F 
(11) Length of pipe work 5o ft. (j."el:"'-) 
CALCULATIONS (for savings in energy and $): 
(1) Savings in energy consumption: 
= (rate of water reused/day) x (days of operation/yr.) 
x (8.32 lbm/gal.) x (1 BTU/lbm °F) x (steady state 
cooling water discharge temperature - average city 
water temperature) 
= (31' D gals./day) x ( '2-t;o days/yr.) x (8.32 lbm/gal.) 
x (1 BTU/lbm °F) x (Cjo °F- 5~°F) 
= 2 & g.j.xfOBTU/yr. 
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' 
(2) Savings in gas consUITiption: 
(s?..vings in energy consumption) x (1 MCF of natural gas/ 
106 BTU) x Cl/firing lll1it efficiency) 
{;, 6 
= (""2.~8'3xtoBTIJ/yr.) x (1 MCF/10 BTUJ x (1/ c, • 7b ) 
= 4 ll • f°fb MCF/yr. 
(3) Savings in water consumption: 
(4) 
(5) 
= (rate of water reused/day) x (days of operation/yr.) 
= (3Cj.bo gals./day) x ( '2..5o days/yr.) 
= Cf '/V,,101JO gals. /yr. 
Savings in$ (for energy): 
= (savings in gas consumption) x (gas cost) 
= c Lf II. iS 6 rvcF /yr.) x ($ J.. • 5''} 7 /rvcF) 
$ /06'/·l/yr. 
Savings in$ (for water): 
= (savings in water consumption) x (water cost) 
= (&f'/oOOO gals./yr.) x ($ o•(o /1000 gal.) 
$ ~?J'-f /yr. 
(6) Savings in $ (for sanitary sewer): 
(rate of process water consumption) x (cost of 
sanitary sewer) 
(q'faOoogals./yr.) x ($ 01-Jo/1000 gal.) 
= $ ':J... °17 /yr. 
(7) Total annual $ savings: 
= ($savings for energy)+ ($'savings for water) 
+ ($ savings for sewer) 
$ /O(,q. bO + $ 6° C/4•DCJ+ $ ":).q7, 00 
$ f C/60160/yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Since the cooling water discharge is through ~inch pipe, 
a total of 5" o ft. of ~ inch pipe would be required 
to bring it to the location needed at a cost of $ ::i... DO• oo @ 
$ Lt • o o /linear ft. 
(2) Asst.nne an installation cost of $ 2- oo • o o together with 
some miscellaneous items like limit switch control etc. 
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(3) Total cost of implementation: 
= Slilll of the above costs 
= ($ '1. c 0 ) + ($ 2 0 0 ) 
= $ Lfcc16') 
CALOJLATIONS (for simple payback): 
Payback period = (total cost) . (total annual $ savings) 
= ($ lf oo•o<>) • ($ l°l-bO• (./yr.) 
= 0 I '2- 0 yrs• 




EPIC ECO CODE 33.31 
TITLE: Recoyer and reuse cooling water 
EXECUTIVE ·sm.'MARY: 
Recovering and reusing cooling water discharge for some other 
heating process is an example of waste heat recovery. For 
your present system of , calculations have 
been made to show how you can take advantage of the waste 
heat contained in the cooling water discharge by reusing it 
for the purpose of 
in place of city water. This could result in savings in heating 
energy required to raise the temperature of the city water to 
the temperature required for the operation process 
L water. l\'Joreover, this would cut down the cost of water because 




(1) Cooling water discharge rate 
(2) Temperature of discharge 








process water requirement: 
(10) 
(11) 
Average city water temperature . 
Cost of water : $ 
Cost of sanitary sewer :$ 
Firing unit efficiency (assl.Ilned) 
Days of operation/yr. 
Natural gas cost 
Length of pipe work 
. 
:$ 
CALCULATIONS (for savings in energy and $): 












= (rate of water reused/day) x (days of operation/yr.) 
x (8.32 lbm/gal.) x (1 BTU/lbm °F) x (steady state 
cooling water discharge temperature - average city 
water temperature) 
= ( gals./day) x ( days/yr.) x (8.32 lbm/gal.) 




(2) Savings in gas const.rrrrption: 
= (sc.vings in energy const.rrrrption) x (1 MCF of natural gas/ 
106 BTU) x (I/firing unit efficiency) 
= ( BTU/yr.) x (1 MCF/106 BTU} x (1/ ) 
= MCF/yr. 
(3) Savings in water const.rrrrption: 
= (rate of water reused/day) x (days of operation/yr.) 
= ( gals./day) x ( days/yr.) 
gals./yr. 
(4) Savings in$ (for energy): 
= (savings in gas const.rrrrption) x (gas cost) 
= ( MCF/yr.) x ($ /MCF) 
= $ /yr. 
(5) Savings in$ (for water): 
= (savings in water const.rrrrption) x (water cost) 
= ( gals./yr.) x ($ /1000 gal.) 
= $ /yr. 
(6) Savings in$ (for sanitary sewer): 
= (rate of process water const.rrrrption) x (cost of 
sanitary sewer) 
= ( gals. /yr.) x ($ /1000 gal.) 
= $ /yr. 
(7) Total annual $ savings: 
= ($ savings for energy) + ($ savings for water) 
+ ($ savings for sewer) 
=$ +$ +$ 
$ /yr. 
CALCULATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) Since the cooling water discharge is through 
a total of ft. of inch pipe would be 
to bring it to the location needed at a cost of $ 




(2) Assume an installation cost of $ together with 
some miscellaneous items like limit switch control etc. 
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(3) Total cost of implementation: 
= Sum of the above costs 
= ($ 
= $ 
) + ($ 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
) 
Payback period = (total cost) . (total annual $ savings) 
= ($ ) ($ /yr.) 
= yrs. 
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INSTRI.n'ICN SHEET RR HD #14 
~..,;n., ...... 
Title: Install Insulation On c:~~.,::t..," Lines 
How To Use This HD Format 
In the exarq>le calculations for this EID attached herewith, the set of 
relevant data were picked up fran the FAIX:: audit report (report #Cl5) pre-
pared for lVllsingwear, Inc., Pawnee, Oklahani. 
For this EID forrnit it is to be noted that it has flexibility and can also be 
used for EIDs other than "Installing Insulation on Condensate Return Lines". 
As for exBill?le, it can also be used for EIDs like "Installing Insulation On 
Any Bare Line Carrying Hot or Cold Fluids". 
The abscissa of Figure 1 gives both the saturation pressure and tEJrPerature of 
the fluid in the base line (in psig and degree Fahrenheit, respectively). The 
ordinate gives the corresponding E1T10unt of heat loss in million B'IU/yr per 100 
feet of bare line. The different curves are for different pipe sizes. 
In the exBill?le calculation the fluid is steam; however, the fluid could have 
been any hot fluid. 
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ECO # /4 
EPIC ECO CODE 21.23 
TITLE: Install insulation on CC\'~"1e. h...::t.YJ..ines. 
EXEillfIVE SUMMARY: 
Thennal insulation plays a key role in the overall energy manage-
ment picture. In fact, the use of insulation is mandatory for 
the efficient operation of any hot or cold system. ~bst insula-
tion systems reduce the llllwanted heat transfer, either loss or 
gain, by at least 90% as compared to bare surfaces. 
For your present system of c~e.M~ !t.t.:!.m.-...1ines, there are 
approximately :Loo ft. of llllinsulated lines. Insulation of 
these lines will prevent t.rrlwanted heat loss to the environment. 
This will also minimize a drop down in the temperature of the 









Total length of bare lines 
Size (diameter) of the bare lines 
Temperature of the fluid 
Corresponding saturation pressure 
the fluid (if necessary) 
Hours of operation 
Cost of gas 
of: 
::z_ 0 0 ft. 
I·€ inch 
2~0 °F 
34· ~ psig 
: i o oo hrs. /yr. 
: $ ;(_ .. 3'1 /MCF 
CALCULATIONS (for energy and$ savings): 
(1) For your present system of bare c..~J...~s;.d-12. h..etii.""lines, 
the fluid at a saturation pressure of "3.1i .. ? psig (corresponding 
to a temperature of 2 'is·O °F) in the carrier pipe of l - -0- inch 
diameter, Fig. (1) shows a heat loss of o• 38 ~foe; BTU/yr. per 
100 ft. of bare line. 
(2) Present resistance heat loss without insulation: 
= (heat loss/yr. read from graph) x (linear ft. of 
return line/100 ft.) x (hours of operation/yr.) 
C 24 x 365 hrs./yr. 
= ( 3 ~,K(O BTU/yr.) x ( ::Lo O ft/100 ft.) 
x ( 1o4oohrs./yr.)/(8760 hrs./yr.) 
= '6 7X'/0BTU/yr. 
(3) Asstune ~ 1:5'" % reduction in heat loss after insulation. 
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(4) Proposed resistance heat loss with insulation: 
= (reduced fraction of the total heat loss) x (total 
heat loss without insulation) 
(t 
= (100 - g 5° %) x ( ¥ 7 X ID BTU/yr.) 
10~ 
= I J•j x /0 BTU/yr. 
(5) Now annual savings in heat (BTUs): 
= (total heat loss/yr. without insulation) 
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- (reduced fraction of total heat loss per year with insulation) 
= ( g 7x1J BTU/yr.) - (I 3\ XIO,BTU/yr.) 
= 7 3~ X f fl~JITU/yr. 
(6) Assume firing tmit efficiency as 7 O %. 
(7) Then the annual savings in natural gas consumption: 
= (annual savings in BTU) x (100/firing tmit efficiency) 
x (conversion factor) 
= ( '7 3;,t18 BTU/yr.) x (100%/70 %) x (1 MCF/106 BTU) 
= I o5 • 6 o MCF of natural gas/yr. 
(8) Annual savings in $: 
= (annual savings in natural gas) x (gas cost) 
= ( I oS"· b MCF/yr.) x ($ g}._ • 3 '1 /iv1CF) 
= $~52..· 4 /yr. 
CALOJLATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) The cost of insulating material at the rate of approximately 
$ :Z • £0 /ft. would be $ 5o o for a pipe size of I· 5 inch. 
(2) Labor cost may be estimated to be approximately $1. O o 
(3) Total cost of investment: 
= (material cost) + (labor cost) 
= $ 5 Do + $I oe> 
=$-boo·oo 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
Payback = (total cost)-:- (annual $ savings) 
= ($ G.oo ) -:- ($ ~S2.•4/yr.) 
= :i._.37 yr. 
... 
~ 





























Yz inch line 
200 JOO 400 
387.79 421. 74 448.14 
Temperature of Fluid 
Figure 1 _ Heat loss From Bare lines 
(Bilsed on daU tram the reference) 
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500 600 + psig 
469.99 488.80 + °F 
ECO # 
EPIC ECO CODE 21.23 
TITLE: Install insulation on lines. 
EXEQJTIVE SUMMARY: 
Thennal insulation plays a key role in the overall energy manage-
ment picture. In fact, the use of insulation is mandatory for 
the efficient operation of any hot or cold system. Most insula-
tion systems reduce the lillwanted heat transfer, either loss or 
gain, by at least 90% as compared to bare surfaces. 
For your present system of lines, there are 
approximately ft. of lillinsulated lines. Insulation of 
these lines will prevent lillwanted heat loss to the environment. 
This will also minimize a drop down in the temperature of the 
fluid in the line. 
REQUIRED DATA: 
Given/Measured: 
(1) Total length of bare lines 
(2) Size (diameter) of the bare lines 
(3) Temperature of the fluid : 
(4) Corresponding saturation pressure of: 
the fluid (if necessary) 
(5) Hours of operation 
(6) Cost of gas :$ 







(1) For your present system of bare lines, 
the fluid at a saturation pressure of psig (corresponding 
to a temperature of °F) in the carrier pipe of inch 
diameter, Fig. (1) shows a heat loss of BTU/yr. per 
100 ft. of bare line. 
(2) Present resistance heat loss without insulation: 
(3) Assume 
= (heat loss/yr. read from graph) x (linear ft. of 
return line/100 ft.) x (hours of operation/yr.) 
24 x 365 hrs./yr. 
= ( BTU/yr.) x ( ft/100 ft.) 
x ( hrs./yr.)/(8760 hrs./yr.) 
= BTU/yr. 
% reduction in heat loss after insulation. 
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(4) Proposed resistance heat loss with insulation: 
= (reduced fraction of the total heat loss) x (total 
heat loss without insulation) 
= (100 - %) x ( BTU/yr.) 
100 
= BTU/yr. 
(5) Now annual savings in heat (BTIJs): 
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= (total heat loss/yr. without insulation) 
- (reduced fraction of total heat loss per year with insulation) 
= ( BTU/yr.) - ( BTU/yr.) 
= BTU/yr. 
(6) Asstnne firing lillit efficiency as % .
(7) Then the annual savings in natural gas consumption: 
= (annual savings in BTIJ) x (100/firing lillit efficiency) 
x (conversion factor) 
= ( BTIJ/yr.) x (100%/ %) x (1 MCF/106 BTU) 
= ~ICF of natural gas/yr. 




savings in natural gas) x (gas cost) 
MCF/yr.) x ($ /MCF) 
/yr. 
CALQJLATIONS (for implementation cost): 
(1) The cost of insulating material at the rate of approximately 
$ /ft. would be $ for a pipe size of inch. 
(2) Labor cost may be estimated to be approximately $ 
(3) Total cost of investment: 
= (material cost) + (labor cost) 
= $ + $ 
= $ 
CALCULATIONS (for simple payback): 
Payback = (total cost) -;- (annual $ savings) 
































387.79 421. 74 448.14 
Temperature of Fluid 
Figure 1 - Heat Loss From Bare Lines 
(Based on data from the reference) 
469.99 488.80 + °F 
Further Research 
This "Energy Management Opportunities Calculation Manual" explains the use 
and design of standardized ECO formats. This work is not an end itself rather 
it opens the avenue for more research. More ECOs can be standardized based 
on the same or even an improved pattern. 
As a matter of fact, the standard ECO forms designed in this Manual can 
be better standardized through computerization. Programs can be written to 
make the computers do the energy calculations for the user in addition to 
giving the printouts of the ECO forms thereby reducing a number of steps which 
would further save time. These computer printouts can directly go to EADC 
Energy Audit Reports giving them a more professional look. Some other 
research that needs to be done related to this topic are listed as follows: 
(1) Compiling a comprehensive list of Energy Management Opportunites 
which are more attractive in terms of Btu savings but less attrac-
tive in terms of $ savings and vice versa. 
(2) Compiling a comprehensive list of Energy Management Opportunites 
which are quite attractive in terms of Btu and/or $ savings but 
less or not attractive in terms of payback period. Also list the 
reasons and factors that could change the scenerio. For example, 
switching to High Pressure Sodium lighting can be easily justified 
with two or more shifts of operations but it is difficult to justify 
with one shift. 
(3) Compiling a list of ECOs which have been proven to be economically 
justifiable im about all the cases. 
(4) Use of computer simulation technology to identify the best alter-
native among a possible combination of ECOs. 
(5) Some standardization of Btu Accounting Techniques in a similar 
fashion. 
(6) More and better use of computer graphics in this area. 
(7) Incorporating of more rigorous methods of engineering economic 
analysis for ECOs. 
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Summary 
As energy costs continue to escalate, rewards for saving energy will 
escalate, too. Now the days of simply worrying about materials and labor 
are over. Energy has become the third dimension. 
Energy Conservation Opportunities (ECOs) are numerous but it is impor-
tant that they first be identified and then justified economically combined 
with other considerations in order to make it suitable for a particular 
situation. The intent of this EMO Calculation Manual is to show: 
(1) How energy calculations are made for economic justification of 
ECOs. 
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FOREWORD 
This Directory has been ;1ssembled to systematize tht= collection, 
computerized storage, and analysis.of energy conservation opportunities (ECOs) 
for the Energy Analysis and Diagnostic Center (EADC) program. 
Many of listed ECOs are drawn from NBS Handbook 115 (September, 1974) and 
Handbook 115 Supplement 1 (December, 1975), Energy Conservation Program Guide 
for Industry and Commerce (EPIC), produced by the ~ational Bureau of Standards. 
Other ECOs have been added by the staff of the Center for Energy Management and 
Economic Development to reflect experience gained under the EADC program since 
its inception in 1976. 
Th~ DIECO systelli is intended to group ECOs logically for easy referenc~ 
and access, minimize redund2nt ECO ~istings, organize ECOs hierarchically to 
allow data analysis at several levels cf detail, and cross-reference similar 
~COs ~hich ~ay refer to different areas of industrial energy usage. 
' • - -· 
DI;IBCTORY OF INDUSTRIAL 
ENERGY CONSERVATION OPPORTUNITIES 
PREFACE 
Energy Conservation Opportunities (ECOs) are organized into major 
groups, subgroups, and ECO type. Each major group is labeled with a 
two-digit number, ending in zero; each subgroup is also labeled with a 
two-digit number, beginning '..iith the sa::ne digit as the associated l'!ajor 
group. Each ECO type carries a four-digit number, of which the first two are 
the same as the code of the associated subgroup, and the fourth is a zero. 
Each ECO listed is labeled with a four-digit code, of which the first three 
are the same as the first three digits of the associated ECO type. The 
four-digit ECO code represents the major group (first digit), subgroup 
(second digit), and ECO type (third digit) under which the ECO is classified. 
For example, 
~ajor group: 10 Combustion 
Subgroup 13 Combustion Heat Recovery 
~CO 7ype 13.10 Heat recovery from flue gases for boiler operations 
-~CO 13.11 Use was~e heat from hot flue gases to preheat combustion 
air 
Copyright e 1981 by The University City Science Center 
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62 Space Heating, Cooling and V~ntilation 
63 Miscellaneous Building and Grounds 
90 ALTERNATE FUELS 
91 Waste and By-products as Fuels 
92 Conversion to More Efficient or Economical Fuel 
93 Cogeneration 





See 53.10 for process corabustion equipment ECOs 
11 Equipment Efficiency: Operational 
11.10 Boiler air/fuel ratio controls 
11.11 Adjust (tune) burners for optimal air/fuel ratio 
11.12 Monitor boiler efficiency and improve control capability; 
or add automatic (02-trim) controls 
11.20 Warmest air for coubustion air 
11.21 Use warmest roo8 air for combustion air 
li.22 Preheat combustion air with waste process heat 
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11.23 Preheat boiler makeup ~ater with exchaage from -~aste process heat 
11.30 Fuel atoraization·improvements 
11.31 Heat oil to proper temperature for good atomization 
11.32 Use air instead of steam for oil atomization 
11.40 Miscellaneous boiler efficiency improvements 
11.41 Install turbulator 
11.42 _Z1inimize boiler blowdo·..rn with better feed-,.;iater treat;nent· 








Establish burner maintenance schedule 
Keep boiler tubes clean, both fireside and ~aterside 
Replace and upgrade equip;:i:ent 
(see also 90. - Alternate Fuels) 
Replace obsolete burners with more efficient ones 
Replace obiolete boiler 
13 Combustion Heat Recovery (S~e also 53, changes to ovens, kilns, and furnaces; 
and 54, Process heat recovery) 
13.10 Heat recovery from flue gases for boiler operations 
13 .11 Use waste heat froo hot flue gases to preheat combustion air· 
13.12 Us·~ waste heat frow. hot flue gases to preheat boiler feed water 
13 .13 Use waste heat from hot flue gases to preh~at wastes for incinerator 
13.20 Heat recovery from flue gases for process heat 




Install waste heat boiler to provide direct shaft power (See also 92.31) 
Install waste heat boiler for process steam, or consider selling 
excess steam 
13.23 Use waste heat from hot flue gases to preheat products or materials 
going into oven, dryers, etc. 
13.24 :Use waste heat from hot flue gases to heat process or service hot water 
13.30 Heat recovery from flue gases for HVAC 
13.31 Install waste heat boiler to produce steam for space heating 
13.32 Recover heat from hot flue gases for space heating 
13.40 Boiler blowdown heat recovery 
13.41 Recover heat from boiler blowdown to preheat boiler feed water 









Insulation of boilers, burners, etc. 
Repair faulty insulation in boilers, furnaces, etc. 
Install boiler insulation, or upgrade to optimal thickness 
Use soft insulation in cycling furnaces to facilitate heating 
up and cooling down 
Furnace o~enings 
~educe size of charging openings, slots, doors, etc., or add a 
~ovable cover or door 
~epair furnace and oven doors so that they seal 2fficiently 
Install automatic stack damper 
20 Steam 
21 Steam System Equipwent Upgrade/Repair 
Steam trap upgrading/repair 
Install steam traps 
Use· correct size steam traps 





21.14 Shut off steam traps on superheated steam lines when not in use 
21.20 Condensate return system 
(See also 22.20) 
21. 21 Increase amount of condensate returned; e.g., increase pressure, 
repair leaks, etc. 
Cover condensate storage tanks 21.22 
21.23 Install, upgrade, or repair insulation on condensate lines 
Steam lines and distribution systems 21.30 
21.31 Install, upgrade or repair insulation on stea~ lines 
21.40 Steam system leaks 
21.41 Repair and eliminate leaks in steai:n. lines and valves 
21.42 Repair and eliminate steam leaks at high-pressure reducing 
21.43 Repair and elimi:iate steam leaks at process equipoent 
22 Steaw System Changes (See also 50 - Process Equipment and changes) 
22.10 Steam distillation 
(See also 53.50, 54.25) 
stations 
22.11 Operate distillation c.oluBr..s at minbrnra qual:.ty requi:::eoents 
22.12 Operate#distillation columns near flooding conditions for 
maxi~um separation efficiency 
22.13 Determine correct feed plate locations on distillation columns 
to increase efficiency and minimize steam consu3ption 
22.14 Consider switching selected steam stripping distillation units 
from direct (live) steam to indirect (dry) stripping 
22.15 Use reflux ratio control or similar control instead of flow 
control on distillation towers 
22.16 Add steam traps to a distillation tower to reduce the reflux ratio 
















Use of steam condensate 
Return steam condensate to boiler plant 
Flash ~ondensate to produce lower-pressure steam 
Use steam condensate for non-potable hot water supply 
Steam distribution system and tracing 
Use minimum necessary operating steam pressure 
Substitute hot process water or other fluids for steam 
Turn off steam tracing during mild weather 
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Use heat exch~nge fluids instead of steam in pipeline tracing systems 
Miscellaneous steam system improvements 
Use surface condensate in place of barometric condenser 
Clean steam coils in processing tanks 
Maintain steam jets used for vacuum system 
Optimize operation of multi-stage vacuum steam jets 
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Dem.and charge reduction 
(See 41.40 for rescheduling to avoid peaks) 
Optimize plant power factors 
Install demand controller/load shedder 
Install power factor controllers on motors 
Reduction in other electric utility charges 
De-energize excess transformer capacity to avoid utility charges 
Check accuracy of power meter 
Restructure rate schedules 
Motors: electrical use efficiency 
Optimize motor size with load; size notors for peak 
operating efficiency 
31.32 Use multiple-speed motors or variable-speed drives ~or vari~ble pu~p, 
blower, and compressor loads 
31.40 Transformers, conductors, and other electricity-handling equipment 
31.41 Reduce load on electric conductors to reduce heat losses 
31.42 
31.43 
Increase electrical conductor size to reduce distribution 10sses 
Consider power loss as ~ell as initial loads and growth in 
sizing transformers 







Reductions in use of compressed air 
Reduce the pressure of compressed air system to the raini~um required 
Shut off cooling when outside air will cool process strea~s/equipment 
Reduce use of compressed air to minimum for cooling product, cooling 
equip~ent, or agitating liquids 
Elirainate permanently the use of compressed air for cooling product, 
cooling equipment, or agitating liquids; do not use for 
personal cooling 










Coolest air to compressor intake 
Install compressor air intakes in coolest locations 
Use heat exchange to cool air intake to compressor 
Leaks in compressed air system 
Eliminate leaks in lines and valves carrying compressed 
air or other gases 
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Reraove or close off unneeded compressed air lines to eliminate potential le 
Miscellaneous atr compressor system improvements 
Install adequate dryers on air lines to eliminat·e blowdown 
(See 54.20 for heit recovery from air compressor) 
















Cooling 'Jater reduction 
Use minimum cooling water to bearings, and for other process cooling 
Shut off cooling water when not required 
Replace water cooling of processes with ambient or outdoor air 
cooling where possible 
Recovery of water 
Recover and reuse cooling water - cooling tower, etc. 
Recycle treated ~ater 
cs~e 54.12, 62,23 for heat recovery from hot waste water) 
~ater recycling operations 
Us~ cascade system of recirculating during col~ ~eather 
to avoid sub-cooling 
Operate cooling towers at conscant outlet tewperature to avoid 
sub-cooling 
use lake water as a hear sink 
Water leaks and distribution 
Eliminate leaks in water lines and val'1es 
Re~ove or close off u~needed water lines to avoid potential 
leaks and freezing 







Clean fouling f roCT water lines regularly 
Minimize water use in lavatories by using appropriate 
fixtures and valves 
Monitoring of water use 
Conduct periodic audits of water meters, for early leak det•3Ction 
Check for accuracy of utility meters 



























Shut down process heating equipment when not in use; 
shut down boilers on weekends, holidays, etc. 
Reduce operating time of electrical equipment to the minimum required; 
turn off during lunch breaks and other idle periods 
Turn off conveyors when not in use 
Shut down diesel construction equipment wh~n not needed 
Efficient equipment use scheduling 
Use most efficient equipment at its maximum capacity 
and less efficient equipment only when ne~essary 
Schedule to run equipment with full loads, use batch type drying 
ovens or other equipment on optimum schedule 
Optimize production ·lot sizes and inventories 
Schedule use of elevators to conserve energy 
Schedule baking times of swall and large cooponents 
to minimize energy use. 
Standby equip~ent operation 
Reduce temperature or process heating equipment when on standby 
Minimize operation of equipment required to be kept in standby condition 
Shut off pilot in standby boiler or other equipment 
Electrical equipment scheduling 
(See also 31.10,53) 
Locate causes of electrical deraand charges ~nd r~sched~le operatio~s 
to avoid peaks 
Recharge batteries (fork trucks, etc.) during off-peak 
demand periods 
Heat ~ater during off-peak periods and store for later use 




Plant operation schedule changes 
Consider three- or four-day 24-hour operation 
rather than one or two shifts per day 







Schedule routine equipraent maintenance during non-operating periods 
Overlap custodial work hours with normal day hours 
















Use minimum necessary packaging material 
Evaluate energy use in packaging process; change to 
less energy-intensive procedures 
Materials Handling 
Upgrade or repair and maintain conveyors 
Use gravity feed wherever possible 
Consider use of bulk materials Nhere pcssible 
Adjust and maintain fork lift trucks for most efficient operation 
Trucking Operations 
Optimize routing of delivery trucks to minimize mileage; 
consolidate deliveries, reduce delivery schedules 
Size truck to job; consider replacing sales and delivery 
fleets with inter:iediate or economy cars and trucks 
Add air shields to long distance trucks to reduce fuel consuE1ption 
Shut off truck engines while loading, unloading, or ~aiting 
Maintain truck engines regularly for maximum eff ici2ncy 
.. 
50 Process E~ipment and Process Changes 










Consider energy efficiency when purchasing n~w equipment 
Upgrade obsolete or little-used equipment 
(See also 31.30, electrical motors, and 92, alternate fuels) 
Equipment maintenance ci.nd repair 
Establish equipment maintenance schedule for process equipment 
(See also 62.47 for B & G equipraent) 
Improve lubrication practices for motor-driven equipment 
Adjust vents on process equipuent to minimize energy usage 
Keep outside process equipment clean to improve heat transfer 















Re:design process flow for minif'lum. raass trans:'er 1-::ngth 
Redesign process to improve heat transfer gradient 
Avoid cooling process streams which subsequently ~ust be 
heated and vice versa 
Reduce flow rate of process fluids (e.g., drying air) 
(See also 41.22,42.10) 
Change product design to reduce processing energy requireCTents 
Use optimum size and capacity equipment 
Use steam sparging or injection i~ place of indirect heating 
Operations modifications 
(See also oajor group 40: Scheduling) 
Convert from batch to continuous operation 
Use s~all number of high-output units instead of ~any soall 
inefficient units 
Salvage and re-use process waste 
Reduce scrap production 
53 Techniques Specific to Certain Processes 
53.10 Ovens, fore.aces, and kilns 
(See also 10, Coobustion; 20, Steam; 5~ Heat Recovery; 
55, Heat ·confinement; and 52.12) 
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53.11 Use minimum safe oven ventilation 
53.12 Minimize nonessential material in heat treatment process 
53.13 In batch firing, use kiln "furniture" designed specifically for th~ job 
53.14 Convert from indirect to direct firing in ovens, furnaces, or kilus 
53.15 Use continuous equipment which contains process heating conveyors 
within the heated chamber 
53.16 Use direct flame impingement or infrared processing for chamber 
type heating. 
53.17. Use hot flue gases in radiant heaters for preheating air 
to ovens, dryers, etc. 
(See also 62.26) 
53.18 Use shaft type furnaces for preheating incoming material 
53.19 Heat treat parts or products only to required standards 
53.20 Textiles 
53.21 ~odify dye beck for efficiency improvement 
53.22 Improve textile dryers 
53.30 Refrigeration and cold storage 
53.31 Use optimum. thickness insulation for low temperatures 
53.32 Cool smallest space necessary for iefrigerated storage 
53.33 Repair refrigerator door seals 
53.34 Use outside air for product freezer during winter 
(See 52.24 for ~eat recovery) 
53.40 Hot water 
(See also subgroup 33, ~ater as a utility) 
53.41 Reduce temperature of service or domestic hot water 
53.42 Use cold ~ater for cleanup whenever possible 
53.50 Miscellaneous specific equipment/process changes 
53.51 Use vapor reco~pression in distillation process 
53.52 Use "side draw" principle in distillation coluon 
(See also 22.20 for other measures related to distillation) 
53.53 Convert liquid heaters from underfiring to immersion or 
submersion heating 
53.54 Add temperat~re control and cutoff to steam heated tanks Qr exchangers 
.. 
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Heat recovery from exhaust or effluent streams for process use 
Use hot process effluents or cooling system to preheat incoming 
process fluids or for other process heat 
Recover heat from hot waste water 
(See also, 62.23) 
Recover heat from hot waste water 
(See also 62.23) 
Recycle hot process exhaust air, or exchange heat with incoming air 
Use exhaust steam for process heat 
Heat service or domestic water with exhaust from refigeration or 
air c.ondi tioner 
Recovery of heat from equipment for process use 
Use engine exhaust heat to make steam 
Recove~ heat from air compressor 
Recover heat from compressed air dryers 
Recover heat from refrigeration condensers 
Use product condensers to generate steam from condensates 
in a distillation process (See also 22.20) 
Recover by-product heat from transformers to heat service ~a:er 
Heat recovery for space heat from process effluent er equi~~eot 
(See 62.20 for B&G heat recovery) 
Exchange hot process effluents for space heat 
lise oven exhaust for direct space heat 
Exchange oven exhaust to preheat makeup air 
Use cooling air which ccols hot pieces for space 
~eating or make-up air 
Exchange hot process ex~aust air for space heat 







(See also 20, Steam; 14, Combustion, and 62, B&G) 
Insulate bare tanks, vessels, lines, and process equipment 
Increase insulation thickne5.,. ~·· 1-'rocess tanks, vessels, lines, 
and equipment 
Cover open tanks ~ith floating insulation 
Cover and seal open tanks 
55.20 Process ventilation reduction 
(See also 62.30, B&G; ~nd 53.11) 
55.21 Use minimum necessary ventilation to drive off c0mbustible 
solvents or other unwanted vapors 
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55.22 Revise smoke cleanup from production operations (e.g., welding, etc.) 
55.23 Use outside air instead of conditi9ned air for process purposes -
drying, dryer combustion air, etc. (See also 62.20, 
Building and Grounds ventilation) 
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61. 3 i 
61.32 
61. 33 
Reduction in general lighting 
Disconnect fixtures, remove lamps, or use low~r-output lamps to 
achieve minimum necessary light levels 
Reduce lighting where natural light supplements indoor lighting 
Reduce exterior lighting to minimum safe level 
Disconnect ballasts 
Provide strong lighting only where tasks are perfocmed 
Improve reflectance of walls, ceilings, etc. to permit use of lower 
output lamps (e.g., light color paints, tile) 
Clean -light fixtures regularly to permit use of lower output lamps 
Lower light fixtures to permit use of lower output lamps 
Reduction of extraneous lighting 
Install timers on lights in little-used areas 
Rewire to permit turning off lights in little-used areas, 
while other lights remain on 
Re-wire to permit turning off lights where natural light is 
so~etimes sufficient 
~fanually turn off lights in areas not in use 
Eliminate lighting above high storage stacks 
Use photocell control in outdoor lights 
Efficiency of light source 
Use higher efficiency, lower wattage la~ps in existing fixt~res 
Convert ta more efficient light source; e.g., fluorescent for 
in~andescent, ~etal halide or H.I.D. ~here acceptable, etc. 
Elimi:iate inefficient lamps from plant stocks and catalogues 




Building ir..filtrat~ou reduction 
Close doors, windows, and loading doors in heated or 
ai7 --~ditioned areas 
Repair or replace broken windows, sashes, doors, etc., and 
cracks surrounding 
•. ' 
62.13 Seal unnecessary dampers, flues, louvres , and 
other roof and wall openings 
62.14 Install weather stripping on loose-fitting windows and doors 
62.15 Install doorseals or plastic strip doors at loading dock doors 
62.16 Periodically calibrate sensors controlling louvres and dampers; 
repair faulty louvres and dampers 
62.20 Space heating heat re~overy 
(See also 54.30,13.30) 
62.21• Use "heat wheel" or other heat exchange techniques to precondition 











Recover heat from lighting fixtures (e.g., for absorption 
cooling equipment) 
Recover heat from domestic hot water or hot waste 
water for space heating (See also, 54.12) 
Exchange hot flue gases in radiant heaters for space heating 
(See also 53 .17) 
Recover waste heat from air conditioning (coDputer room, etc.) 
for space heat or domestic hot water (See also 54.20) 
Use building exhaust heat for outdoor snow and ice removal 
Ventilation 
Reduce use of outside CTake-up air for ventilation, except as used 
for economizer cycle; recycle HVAC air to maximum extent 
Reduce ventilation air to minimum safe levels, especially 
little-used areas; reduce building exhausts and 
thus make-up air 
Use destratification fans or other methods to improve 
interior air circulation 






Avoid i:i.troducing high-woisture exhaust air into air conditioning sys::era 
62.38 
62.39 
Clean or replace air filters regularly 
Replace high resistance grills, coils, ducts, pipes and 
fittings ·with proper size to minimize resistance 
Centralize control of exhaust fans to ensure their shutdown, 
or establish program to ensure manual shutdown 
Use building exhaust air to temper air at chemical removal hoods, 

























HVAC controls and operations 
Keep space temperature lower in heating season, higher 
during cooling season, or both 
Air condition only space in use, or smallest areas necessary 
Reduce heating level and shut off air conditioning, wen building 
is not in use 
Install timers on thermostats for auto~atic adjustment of 
heating and air conditioning 
Interlock heating and air conditioning systems to prevent 
simultaneous operation • 
Close oucdoor air dampers during warm-up or cool-down periods 
Establish HVAC equipment maintenance schedules 
(See also 51.21 for process equipment) 
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Install computer system to control HVAC, including automatic· shutdown, 
enthalpy optimization, etc., to reduce equipment loads 
HVAC systems or equipment changes 
Use enthalpy control instead of te~perature control on 
air conditioning equipment 
Reduce air conditioning load by evaporating water from roof 
Use heat pu~p for space conditioning 
Use radiant heaters for spot heating rather than heating entire area 
Install or upgrade insulation on HVAC distribution systems (hot water 
pipes, airducts, etc.) 
(See also 21.31, 55.ll) 
Change zone reheat coils to low-pressure variable air volume boxes 
Lower ceiling to reduce heated and cooled space 
Install flexible strip door or partition between cooler 
and war;ner areas 
Building envelope 1IJ.provements 
Use proper chickness of insulation on walls, ceilings, roofs, and doors 
Reduce glazed areas 
Use double- or triple-glazed windows 
Ins tall storm windor,.;s and door.s, translucent window insulation, 
or plastic sheets over windows for heating. season 
Reduce su;:i:..:er heat gai~ through windows with awnings, trees and shrubs, 





Miscellaneous spa:ce heating and cooling 
Route steam lines to avoid heating air conditioned areas 
(See also 52.13) 
Turn off steam or hot water lines leading to space heating units 
during mild weather 






Miscellaneous buildings and grounds 
Replace air curtain doors with solid doors 
Clean air conditioning refrigerant condensers to reduce 
compressor horsepower 
Use water coolers and vending machines efficiently 
Use building Qaterials which require less energy to produce 
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90 Alternate Fuels 









Process heat supplied by alternate fuels 
Burn waste paper for process heat 
Install solid waste incinerator for process heat 
Burn wood by-products for process· heat 
Space heat supplied by alternate fuels 
Burn waste paper for space heat 
Install solid waste incinerator for space heat 
Burn wood by-products for space heat 
















Conversion to combustion of a different fuel 
Coqvert oil-burning boilers to natural gas combustion 
Convert oil or gas burner to combustion of coal 
Replace@eut of electrical equipment with equipruent burning fossil feels 
Replace electrically operated process heating equipment with fossil 
fuel corabustion equipraent 
Replace electrically operated domestic or service water heater with 
one using fossil fuel 
Replace electrically operated space-heating syste~ ~ith one burrrirrg 
fossil fuel 
Increased use of electrical equip~ent 
Replace steam jets on vacuum equipment with electric-motor <lri·;en 
vacuum pumps 
Use electric i~mersion heating in tanks, CTelting pots, etc. 
Replace fossil fuel f~rnace with electric induction furnace 
Replace hydraulic or pheumatic hand tools or other equipment with 
electric equipment 
Waste heat recovery to displace an energy source 
Replace electric ~otors with back-pressure s:eam turbines 
and use exhaust steam for process heat 









Cogeneration of electricity with existing steam capacity 
Use existing excess steam capacity to cogenerate electricity 
Use combined cycle gas turbine generator sets with waste heat 
boilers connected to turbine exhaust to cogenerate electricity 
Replace condensing steam turbine rotating equipment drives with 
electrical motors, and use existing steam capacity to generate electricity 
Cogeneration of electricity and steam using alternate fuel soucces 
Burn waste ~ood to supply process steam and electricity 






Use solar heat to heat sake-up ventilation air 
Use solar heat to heat domestic or service hot water 
Use sola~ heat for process heat 
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SOURCF.5 OF l::"FOR:\!ATION ON 
E;\;ERGY MANAGEMENT 
Hne follows a list or SOIJJCt"S from whom further informa-
tion on rnngy m:inagemt"nt may bt." obraint."d. 
1. Societit."s, Associations, &: Institutes 
• Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute, 1815 
N. Ft. :'\.1}er Dr., Arling1on, \'A 22209 
• Air C..ooling Institute, P.O. Box 2121, Wichita Falls, 
TX i630l 
• Air birfusion Council, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Chica-
go, IL 60611 
• Air Dimibntion Im1itute, 221 N. LaSalle St., Chica-
. go, IL 60601 
• Air \toving and Condi1i0ning As~ociation, 30 W. 
l~nivnsity Dr., Arling1on I frights, IL 60004 
• Ameri·r;m Boikr \!anuf;,nmns Association, ISOO 
Wil,on Blvd., Suite 317, Arlinglon, VA 22209 
• . .\meri(;in O:imulting Enginr ns Ornncil, 1155 15th 
St., J\:.W., Rm. il3. \\'ashing1on, DC 20005 
• Amerir;m Gas A<suci;i1i0n, 1515 \\'ilson Blvd., Arling-
ton, Va. 22209 
• Am..-rir;in Induwial Hygirne A~sociation, 210 Had-
drJn Ave., Wr:s<m<,nt, :--:108108 
• :\muic:m Imti1u1e of Arrhitt:"CIS, 1735 :'>:ew York 
A'·e., ~.W., Washington, DC 20006 
• Amuican Im1itute of 0Jnsu!ting Engineers (See 
Amerir;,n 0-i:isulting Engineers Council) 
• :-\:nnir:m Imtitute of P!:mt Engint:ers, 1021 Delta 
:he .. Cinci11n31i, OH ,:,208 
• Amt:ril<m Xatinnal S:;"11c~21ds In~titu1e, Inc., 1130 
Brn;.,c,,ay, ~~,,·York, ;-;y JCrOIB 
• ..;.inui< ;,n Srn ie:-ty of Ifrating, Rtfrigtration and Air 
C,onclitirining Engince:-rs, Inc., 345 E. 4ith SI., !'\ew 
York, ;-;y 10017 
• ..\;nni< an So..-iety of ~~tc~;.nical Engint:ers, 345 E. 
-llth St., ~t-w Yo1k, ~y J(){)l7 
• .\mui<an Srxiety of Plumbing Enginc-ers, 16161 
''c111u:a Shd., Suite 105, Encino, CA 91316 
• .\m( ri.:an Society for Testing and Maierials, 1916 
Rare Sr., Philadelphia PA 19103 
• As~0<:iated Air E;ilance Council, 2146 Sumet Bhd., 
Los :\ngt."les, CA 90026 
• A~~ociattd Gtncral Contranors of America, 1957 E. 
St., :!'\.W., \'12~hington, DC 20006 
• Beller lkating-O:mling C.:iuncil, 35 Rmso Pl., :Soke-
ky Htights, ;-:1 01922 
• BR . .\B Ruilding Re"·aHh Im1itute, 2101 Ccnstitu-
ti<ln A\e., \\'2<hing1nn, DC '.20ll8 
• Builcing o .... nt:rs & :\!an:igers A~<ociation Inrema-
tional, l'.:'21 ~·!:!~;:1chme11s Ave., ~.W., \\'a<hing1on, 
D.C. 
• R11ilding Re5r:uch Add~ory Eo:ud, "'atior.al Rc<farch 
Council, Xarional . .\c1dcmy of Sci, nres-~ational 
Ar:i.-luny of En;innring, 2101 Cons1irn1ion Ave., 
~.\\'., \\'ashington, DC 20118 
• Cunqrunion Specifications Institute, 1150 Scn'.n-
tn·mh St., N.W., Suite '.'\00, W .. shington DC 20036 
• G.1n\qOr Equipment '.' 0 -·•factmers, 1000 ''errnont 
. .\ \e ., !'. \\'., \\"a~hington, DC 20005 
• c_,,..oling To .... ·er Institute, 3003 Yale St., Hou~1on, 
TX 17018 
• Edison Elt-ctric Institute, 90 Park Ave., !':ew York, 
NY 10016 
• Electrical Apparatus Sen.;ice As~ociation, Inc., 7710 
Carondelet Ave., St. Louis, ~10 63105 
• Elt-ctrification Council. The, 90 Park Ave., New 
York, .N"Y 10016 
• Heat Exchange Institute, 122 E. 42nd St., New York, 
NY 10017 
• Hvdronics Institute 35 Rmrn Pl., Berkeley Heights, 
Nj 07922 ' 
• Illuminating Engim·ering Society, 345 E. 47th St., 
:-:ew York, ;-.;y 10017 
• Institute of Electrical & Ekcnonics Engint:trs, Inc., 
345 E. 47th St., New York, NY 10017 
• Ins1rnmtnt Society of America, Stanwix St., Pi11s-
burgh, PA 15222 
• Intnnational Distric1-Ht2ting- A~'ociation, 5940 
B:ium Sq., Pimburgh, PA 15206 
• \Jechanical Contractors A~~t1ciation of America, Inc., 
5530 \\'isconsin Ave., Suite iSO, \\'ashingron, DC 
'.?0015 
• ~ational Association o( Oil Heating Service Mana-
ger, Inc., 60 E. <i2nd St., l\'ew York, NY 10017 
• l\'ational Associa1ion of Plumbing, Heating & Cool-
ing Contractors, 1016 20th St., N.E., Washington, 
DC 20036 
• Xational As~ociation of Pohcr Enginetrs, Inc., I i6 
W. Adams St., Suite 1411, Chicago, IL 60603 
• l\'a tional Association of Refrigcratl:"d Warthou,t"S, 
1210 To·.,er Bldg., i401 K St., :-.'.\\'., Wa5hingron, 
DC 21J005 
• '.\"a1ional C,oal A~'ociatirJn, Coal Bldg., 1130 11th 
St., l\'. \\'., \'.'2shingion, DC 2Cl036 
• ~:nional Electrical Omtranors A«ociation, 7315 
\\'i<eon<in ,;ve., Washing1on, DC 20014 
• !'\arional Elt-etrical \fam,;~2nurers A-<r.ciarion, 155 
E. .;4th St., '.\"ew York, :\"Y Vi017 
• :!'\ational Enviwnmental S~·s1ems Contranors Asso-
ciation, 221 N. LaSalle St., Oiicigo, IL 60601 
• National Inrnlation C.ontracrors Asmciation, 8G30 
Fcn1on St., Suite 505, Silnr S;.;~ing, ~ID 2C'910 
• :\"a!iunal LP-Gas As~oci;:;; ;un, 79 \\'. ~.fomoe St., 
Chicago, IL 60503 
• ~;nional :\fineral \\'ool In<d!<ition A~<....-x:iation, Inc.,. 
211 E. 51st St., >:"cw York, :\"Y 10022 
• ~ational Oil Fuel Institute, Inc., 60 E. 42nd St., New 
York, :\'Y 10017 
• l\':Hional Sndety of Prokssional Engint:trs, 2020 K 
St., N.W., Wa~hington, DC 2V006 
• Prnducers' Council, Inc., 1717 Mas5achusetts Ave., 
\\':ishington, DC 20036 
• Refrigeration Service EnRimers Sc><it."ty, 2i20 Des 
Plainrs Ave., Des Plair::-:. : · · :".?18 
• Society of American \'alur Engint"ers (SAVE), 2550 
lhrgrave Dr., Smyrna, Ga. 30030 
• Standards Enginters Socircy, P.O. Box 7507, Phila-
dt."lphia, PA 19101 
• Stt."am Htating Equipment ~fanufacturers A~~oc., 
c/o Samuel ]. Reid, Barnes & Jont-s, Inc., P.O. Box 
207, :0-:ewtonville, MA 02160 
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• Thermal Insulation :V!anufacturers Associacion, Inc., 
7 Kirby Plan, :\le. Kisco, NY 10549 
• Vmkrwricer;' Lab•xatories, Inc., 333 Pfingsten Rd_, 
:-.;orthbruok. IT ,:;n,~1'2 
• Water Conditioning Foundation, 1780 :\laple St., 
P.O. Box 19-t ~orthfidd, IL 600J3 
2. Local Sources 
• Chapters of above mention<!d societies, association; 
and imtitutions 
• l:tilities 
• Chambers of Commerce 
• Construction industry orpnizations 
• Building code authorities 
• Libraries 
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• Architectural engineers, contractors, suppliers ;rnJ 
others with whom you work on a re6uhr ba;i1_ 
2. U.S. Government Sources 
• Federal Energy Administration, Office of Enegy 
Consavation and En·. irurunent, 12th & Pc:nri:;~ hania, 
N.W_, "Washington, D_C 20401 
• Department of Commerce, Office of Energy Pro-
gr:ims, 14th & Con;ritution .\ve_, Wa,hing:on, D.C. 
20230 
• General Sen.ices Administration, Public Buildin.s 
Sen ice, 18th&: F Sc, N.W., Wa,hington, DC. 20·:05 
• :-.iatinn;1l Bure:iu of St:rncfards, Offiu of Ener.s1 
Comer..-.ition, Buildir::; 2'2ti, Rm. Bl!-!, WJ,~i;igwn, 
D.C 21J~:H 
